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This dissertation is dedicated to the people of my native

land a land which, it has been said, "God made in angerrr

and which, it would appear, i= still suffering the conse-
quences.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of ideology: as portrayed in the works of
various social theorists, is comprised of a wider Yet re-
lated, range of meanings and connotations. Despite its lack
of semantic precision, the concept is of value for sociolo-
gical analysis and is of special relevance in the theories
of Marx and Weber, both on a descriptive as well as expla-
natory level.

In an attempt to test these two theorists I postulates
in a substantive setting, the chief ideotogical and mat.erial
influences which have affected the socio-culturaI develop-
ment of the Herero of central Namibia are surveyed and re-
lated to some modern social structures peculiar to them.

The study indicates that ideological and material fac-

tors have indeed both vario.usly been responsible for sig-
nificant social adaptations that have occurred in Herero

society in recent times. The findings suggest that material
impulses have far outweighed ideological stimuli in impor-
tance for the greater part of recorded Herero history. It
is only since the end of World War II that ideological va-
riables seem to have predominated as causal agents of so-
cial change.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTI ON

l. I General

Ideology has been defined as rra pattern of beliefs and

concepts (Uotn fact.ual and normative) which purport to ex-
plain complex social phenomena with a view to directing and

simplifying socio-political choices facing individuals and

groups" (Gould and Kolb, 1964 315). Stightty different is

the definition of the concept employed by Geiger (1969:143)

who maintains that tra statement may be ca11ed ideological
if, by virtue of its grammatical form and its expressed

meaning, it appears to be a theoretical statement of fact

while at the same time containing nontheoretical elements,

i.e. elements which do not pertain t,o objective, empirical

reality...rr
. Obviously ideology is a difficult concept to pin down

precisely, taking on as it does varying meanings and conno-

tations in different circumstances. Nevertheless, from a

heuristic point of view, the concept provides an invaluable

aid for sociological analysis. For, as has been recurrent-
ly noted by theorists in the past, a close relationship
exists between the underlying value-systems of the members

of society and prevailing socio-political fo"...1) E1e-

ments of the value-systems upon which such forms are based

are usually incorporated into the societyrs ideological
structure.

L.2 Purpose of study

One manner in which to approach an examination of so-

cio-political forms or structures is thus to consider the

role of ideology as both a dependent and an independent va-

riable. For such consideration to be meaningful, it is thus

necessary simultaneousl.y to take cognizance of the material

factors involved and to consider the interdynamics between

the two classes of phenomena. For this purpose it should

additionally be borne in mind that to a large extent the
present is but a reflection of the cumulative effect of sig-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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nificant influences of the past.

I.2.1 Theoretical orientation

Tn the present study an at,tempt has been made, first,
to obtain greater clarity about the concept of ideology
within a sociological frame of reference. For this pur-
pose the analysis is essentially based on the theoretical
postulates of Karl Marx (f8f8-1883) and Max Weber (t864-19?0)
as representing poles of a continuum which has dominated
sociological discolrrse since the nineteenth century.
Marxrs basically materialistic stance is compared with We-

berts more idealistic approach, with the emphasis placed on

their respective explanations of social causality.
Another reason for basing t,his study on Marx and Weber

is that they have remained among the most influential theo-
rists in sociolog'y up.to the present day. Furthermore,
both were deeply interested in the phenomenon of modern ca-
pitalism attributing no small role to ideology as a vari-
able in its genesis and continued existence. In addition.
both theorists have a relatively broad, i.clusive vier" of
ideology which coincides with the approach adopted in the
present study. Here we are looking at the relative role of
ideas in society from an essentially holistic sociological
viewpoint which in significant respects transcends the pu-
rely political, €conomic, ?eligious, et cetera. A more re-
stricted definition of ideology as preferred by some theo-
rists would ipso facto limit the study to only those facets
of society incorporated in such a definition.

1.2.2 Substantive reference

Second, i. addition to serving as a theoretical point
of departure for an analysis of the concept of ideology,
the Marxian and Weberian conceptions of social causality
are subjected to a comparative appraisal of their respective
validity within a substantive setting. To this end a deli-
mited segment of Namibian society, was selected to serve as

the focal point of a sociological case-study. The chief

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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ideological and material influences which have affected the
groupts socio-cultural. development. over an extended period
(from pre-history to the present dry) are surveyed and re-
lated to some modern social structures peculiar to it.

The group chosen for this purpose is the Herero of cen-
tral Namibia, who comprise what has been termed rrthe Herero
properit. rt excludes other Herero-speaking units such as
the Herero of Southern Angola, the Herero of Botswana, the
Ovahimba of nort,h-western Namibia, and the eastern Mbanderu.
The Herero depicted in this st,udy performed a vital role in
Namibian affairs even before the arrival of the first Euro-
peans, and have stood at t.he vanguard of black aspirations
for much of the time since then. Together with some other
indigenous groups the Herero have borne the brunt of conse-
cutive socio-cultura1 upheavals, and in order to survive
they have had to adapt extensively to cope with the exigen-
cies of a relentress moderni zation process in the greater
Namibian society.

The Herero have maintained a pronounced ethnic identi-
ty based on language, kinship ties, conmon traditions, a

shared historical experience and so forth. They therefore
constitute a relatively homogeneous, accessible segment of
Namibian society. At present, some of their distinctive
institutions and associations bear clear evidence of an
historical intermixture of numerous ideological and material
determinants. rn various ways the Herero thus exemplify
certain traits which faciritate sociological inquiry into
the role of ideology in the development of social struc-
tures. other significant groups in Namibia did not perform
such key rores in the history of the country, are in some
instances less uniform in composition and socio-cultural
traits, and have also not developed their own modern social
structures comparable to those of the Herero. They are
therefore less suitable as case-study subjects for the pre-
sent purpose.

As will be appreciated from the foregoing remarks, this
study, i. addition to its theoreticar considerations, is
of rerevance arso on an essentially substantive level: a

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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particular significant theme relaLing to Namibian society
is, for the first time, subjected to formal analysis. The

systematic treatment of the subject, though not exhaustive,
should nevertheless promote a sympathetic understanding of
some of the dynamics underlying Namibian society which have

contributed to the problematical socio-political situation
currently existing in that country.

1.3 Uethodology

The method of investigation consists mainly of theore-
tical analysis and the use of the historical procedure sup-
plemented by qualitat,ive research. Primary and secondary
written material from various sources, both published and

unpublished, was consulted. Comprehensive personal inter-
views were conducted with leading Herero and other knowled-
geable spokesmen, and, by means of participant ol:servation,
f irsthand knowledge !r-as obtained at political ra11ies, dis-
cussion groups, religious and ceremonial gatherings, et ce-
tera.

A special effort was made to include sources and in-
dir.iduals from different persuasions and philosophical in-
clinations and thus to achieve a representat.ive, balanced
perspective. Tt wilI be appreciated, however, that in a

task of this nature the attainment of objectivity is inevi-
tably fraught with difficulties. Apart from the bias of
sources and the researcherts own subjectivity (choice of
material, manner of presentation and interpretation), ter-
minology also presents a special problem because of the va-
rying connotations of key words. A case in point is the
designation rrNamibia'r. As employed in this study the term
refers so1e1y to a geographical entity and is used in pre-
ference to the'formerly more common Itsouth West Africart
owing to its preponderate application in modern literature
and academic discourse. Nevertheless (despite its aptness)
the new title is undeniably tinged with ideological over-
tones: dS is the o1d.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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L.4 Organization of chapt.ers

Following upon the first chapter of the dissertation,
this introduction, the second chapter examines the develop-
ment of the concept of ideology in its historical context,
culminating in the theories of Marx and Weber and related
theorists. A critical comparison of Marx and Weber on the
subject is followed by a general statement and concluding
remarks on ideology.

The third chapter presents a concise view of the He-

rero of central Namibia, sketching their historical back-
ground and ethnography and the more important ideological /
material influences which have impinged upon t.heir society
since precolonial times. The chapter ends with an examina-
tion of modern socio-political and religious associations
substantively unique to the Herero. They are the Red Band

org anizat ion ( Ot j i serandu ) the major Herero separatist
Iargest predominantly Hererochurch (Oruuano) and the two

political parties, NUD0 and SWANU.

Chapter IV gives a short typology of relevant ideolo-
gies, concentrating on aspects which are not sufficiently
elucidated in the preceding discussions.

The final chapter is concerned with an application of
Marxian and Weberian theoretical postulates to the Herero
experience, ending with a presentation of general conclu-
sions.

Footnotes (including translations of foreign-language
quotations) appear at the end of each chapter. The list
of sources is followed by an annexure containing a supple-
mentary discussion of interpretations of ideology as ap-
pearing in the works of significant theorists not consi-
dered in Chapter If.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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FOOTNOTE TO INTRODUCTION

I ) This study operates with the assumption that to a large
extent a societyts socio-political forms are based upon

its prevailing value-system. Cognizance i", however,
taken of the fact that a contrary vieu can be argued.
(See also 1.2 (p I) and pp 12-31.)

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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CHAPTER IT

THE CONCEPT OF IDEOLOGY

2.1 Historical development of the concept of ideology

2.L.1 Philosophical background

The historical antecedents of the sociology of poli-
tics, i. which the "o.""pt1) of ideology: under various
guises, forms one of the main analytical cornerstones, are
varied and complex: a number of different intellectual cur-
rents can be recognized rrhich have all had a fundamental
influence on its development.

In the first instance, going at least as far back as

Greek antiquity, there is the dichotomy between utopian
and pragmatic political conceptions. It corresponds rough-
ly to the rationalism versus empiricism and idealism ver-
sus utilitarianism debates of later ages. These philosophi-
cal traditions should not be seen as isolated, separate sy-
stems of thought but rather as constituting the opposing
poles of dialectic arguments that often veered in either
direction and have in fact never been fulIy resolved.

fn general the legitimacy of existing hierarchies of
premodern occidental society was seldom questioned and to
a large extent society and state were viewed as synonymous.
The socio-political turmoil and breakdown of traditional
values occasioned by the Renaissance and more especially
by the Reformation forced man to take stock of himself and

the society in which he lived. A dawning recognition con-
sequently developed of the fundamental difference between

society and state in terms of their structure, dynamics and

relation to the individual. This distinction led to an

inquiry into the principles involved in the reconciliation
of conflict and order in society which is a prerequisite
for the adequate functioning of state authority.

A variety of arguments were tendered in ansrder to the
problems concerned but none seemed to Solve them Satisfac-
torily. At the beginning of the nineteenth cenQury a new

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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approach came to the fore when atLempt,s rdere made to fuse
organicism and positivism, both of which h'ere philosophical
forms which had previously been in opposition. Organicism
constructs its conception of the world on an organismic mo-

del and is anchored in the idealistic philosophies of the
West, whereas positivism follorrs the opposite direction and

believes empirical data (sensory experience) to be the sole
basis of knowledge. Positivism had become linked to predo-
minating socialist doctrines, and idealism as embodied in
organicism was an important element of the social reaction
which followed the disruptions of the French Revolution.
With some notabLe exceptions, leading theorists therefore
retained the idealistic, conservative image of society but
simultaneously strived to employ an empirical methodology
in their researches. Through this synthesis of the two ap-
proaches an intellectual framework r.as created within which
a more penetrating analysis of social phenomena became pos-
sible.

2.L.2 F orerunners of the concept of ideology

There were several post-Renaissance and post-Reforma-
tion theorists who to a greater or lesser degree delved in-
to questions related to ideotog-y without actually using the
term. Of these Niccolb Machiavelli (f+69-1527), in his
well-known work 11 Principe , was probably one of the ear-
liest to spell out explicitly the role of ideas in the me-

chanics of government and in the realm of political subter-
fuge. Larrain (1979:18-19) identifies three aspects of his
postulates which can be related to ideology. First there
is the bias of human judgements when subjected to changing
interests. As peoplers interests vary their perceptions
of their circumstances are adapted accordingly. Secondly,
Machiavelli recognizes religious thought as having definite
social functions. He maintains that through religious edu-
cation rnan is conditioned to accept the ideals of humility
and conternplation as worth striving for rather than those
of self-assertion and vengeance. Lastly, Machiavelli dwe1ls

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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upon the usefulness of fraud and deceit to those who wish

to retain their political dominance. He advocates the use

of fraud as opposed to the application of force and empha-

sizes the distinction between appearances and reality.

This latter aspect is one of the fundamental ingredients

of most later conceptions of ideology.
Another important forerunner to the modern conception

of ideology was Francis Baconts (f56f-L626) theory of the

idola. Bacon challenged the Aristotelian-medieval approach

to the explanation of natural phenomena and sought a new

methodology which would facilitate a more precise and un-

biased knowledge of the wor1d. In his Novum 0r anon he ex-

amines the false notions which hitherto had preoccupied

human understanding and acted as obstacles in the path of

true knowledge. The idola represent the false notions;

they are the tridolsrr or "phantomsrr of the mind. Bacon ex-

amines four classes of idols: the idols of the tribe, the

idols of the cave, the idols of the market-place and the

idols of the theatre. A11 of these represent sources of

error which are either due to human nature or to deliberate
volition or are derived from traditional usages '

Whereas I'lachiavel1i examined the role of false ideas

predominantly in the socio-political sphere, Bacon exten-

ded this inquiry to the field of science. Larrain (t9792

22-23) states that Bacon's influence upon the philosophy

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had been de-

cisive. He is acknowledged as the father of modern science

and philosophers such as Hobbes, Locke, Holbach and Diderot

all bear the marks of his insights. But whereas Baconrs

materialism had still been compatible with the existence
of God, other positivist philosophers of the Enlightenment,

especially in France, became increasingly critical of re-

Claude Helvetius (f Zf 5-1771_) , f or example, developed

the notion of "prejudices" (roughly the equivalent of Ba-

conts idols) and worked in the direction of a rudimentary

sociology of knowledge. He maintained that ideas, inclu-

ding theological concepts, are the consequences of the so-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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ciety in which one lives. These prejudices can, however,
be counteracted by reason. For him rrThe cure for popular
superstition is pedagogy on a nationaf scalerr ( I-icfrtfreim,
1967:9).

Georg HegeI (f77O-1831), probably the most eminent re-
presentative of German Idealism, took a contrary view and
postulated the universal and unabated development of the
rrAbsolute Spirittr, a spirit which transcends individual so-
cieties and which can be thought of as the sum-total of
knowledge or reason. Every stage in the development of
reason (ttre thesis) has some imperfections and bears the
seeds of an emergent opposition (the antithesis). The two
are eventually reconciled on a higher rational plane thus
forming a synthesis. The synthesis nevertheless still
being imperfect soon takes the place of the former thesis
and the whole process is repeated.

The ideological component (i., the sense of false or
imperfect consciousness) inherent in Hegelts system exists
in the fact that he views individuals and societies as in-
struments in the unfolding of history: actors in a foreor-
dained drama which they only partially comprehend. History
has its own logic in spite of the irrationality of its con-
stituent elements. Tmperfect reason which is the underlying
cause of antitheses is ideological reason. fdeological
reason is capable of approaching perfection and therefore
true reason only through the dynamics of the ongoing dialec-
tic process.

2.L.3 First explicit application of the term

The word I'ideology't initially had no ontologicat sig-
nificance and included no decision as to the value of dif-
ferent spheres of reality. Historically the term made

its first appearance at the end of the eighteenth century
and rras coined by one of the Enlightenment philosophers,
Antoine Destutt de Tracy (tl5l-t836), to denote the science
of ideas. In his major work les El6ments de 1r Idgpleg&
he states that I'The science may be called ideology, if one

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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considers only the subject,-matterl general grammar, if
one considers only the methodsl and logic, if one consi-
ders t,he purpose. Whatever the name, it necessarily con-
tains these three subdivisions, since one cannot be treat.ed
adequately without also treating the trr'o others. Tdeology
seems to me to be the generic term because the science of
ideas subsumes both that of their expression and that of
their derivationrr (Mannheim, 197 6: 63- 64) .

At its conception the word ideology had a positive
connotation since Destutt de Tracy, like Helvetius and

Holbach, considered education (based upon the science of
ideas) to be the key to the liberation of mankind from ig-
norance and suffering. It follows that there was a diver-
gence in the early meaning of the word and the concept
which had been foreshadowed in I'idolsrr and "prejudices'r and

which was later to prevail again. The negative connotation
of the word first appeared when Napoleon Bonaparte, finding
that Destutt de Tracy and his companions were opposing his
despotic imperial excesses, conternptuously labelled them
I'ideologistsr' . This conveyed a derogatory meaning that ac-
cused the group of being unreal-istic doctrinaire intellec-
tuals, ignorant of the intricacies of political practice
(Larrain, 1979:27 -28 ) .

Lichtheim (1967:5) considers Destutt de Tracyrs atti-
tude to be ideological in the twofold sense of being con-
cerned with ideas and of having ideals which he placed a-
head of the material interests of the post-revolutionary
society of his time. In fact, Destutt de Tracyts version
of ideology never managed to establish itself beyond the
narrow confines of its inception.

The philosophical critique of religion and metaphysics
in general continued to develop without being formally as-
sociated with the term, but rrideology", in the sense of
futile thought when it comes to practice, gained increasing
currency especially with regard to political matters. This
implies that the politiciants feeling for reality often
took precedence over intellectual deliberations. The pro-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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blem implicit in the concept of ideologl' what really is
reality? - henceforward became the focal point of r.'ide-
ranging debate. While the question itself rras not new,

its transfer to the public arena certainly h'as. Whereas

erroneous ideas had formerly been rectified by appeal to
divine revelation or to pure contemplation, the criterion
of reality from then on was to be found primarily in an on-
tology derived from pragmatic political experience (Mann-

heim, L976:65).

2.2 Marx and the concept of ideology

Since one of the main purposes of this study is to ex-
amine the validity of Marxrs and Weberts conceptions of i-
deology, it will be necessary to investigate their respec-
tive positions on the matter in some detail. For a proper
understanding it will also be useful to establish what part
the concept plays in the total theory of society of each.

The indebtedness of Karl Marxts system to the philosophies
of especially Hegel and Feuerbach (fEo+-L872) will be exa-
mined by way of introduction.

2.2.L The Hegelian and Feuerbac hian foundatio s of Marxian
theory

At the outset of his career Marx was associated with a

group of disciples of Hegel known as the Young Hegelians.
The most prominent among them \dere Arnold Ruge, Bruno Bauer,
Max Stirner and Ludwig Feuerbach. Hegel had taught that
the State is the embodiment of the ?'Absolute Mind" of the
ideas of Freedom, Justice and so ofl: yet upon closer exami-
nation they found this not to be the case in practice. The

Young Hegelians consequently became increasingly critical
of society and its supporting ideas. They postulated that
true, valid knowledge should be substituted for prevailing
notions in order to facilitate social reform. Religion
became the focus of radical criticism. The views of Feuer-
bach in this regard, ds set forth in his Das Wesen des Chris-
tenthums in which he claims that reli gion represents an in-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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verted pict.ure and imagery satisfaction of the real inte-
rests of man, became widely influential (Pascal in Marx and

EngeIs, I966: ix-x) .

WhiIe retaining the dialectic method and historicism
of Hegel, Feuerbach altered Hegelts philosophy of the I'Ab-

solute Spirit" in which man occupies only the periphery to
an anthropological philosophy with man the creature at, the
centre of ttrings. Lijwith ( 193 2 zL7 9-18O) quotes Feuerbach

on the matter:

'rGegenw5rtig (1843) handelt es sich noch nicht darum,

den Menschen darzustellen, sondern darum, ihn aus dem ("..
tidealistischenl ) Morast, worin er versunken war, herauszu-
ziehen.'r The task was: tr. .. aus der Philosophie des Ab-

soluten, d.i. der (=". philosophischen) fneologie, die Not-
wendigkeit der Philosophie des Menschen, d.i. der Anthro-
pologie, abzuleiten und durch die Kritik der gdttlichen
Philosophie die Kritik der menschlichen zu begriind".r".2)

Feuerbach attacked idealism since it separated thought
from being, whereas the two according to him formed a unity;
thought being the predicate of a real being, namely man.

His anthropological reinterpretation of HegeI and his pro-
position that thought proceeds from being, not being from
thought, formed the materiatist foundation upon which Marx

and his close associate Friedrich Engels were to build.
However, Marx disagreed with the abstract version of

Feuerbachf s anthropological conception of man. Marx and

Engels (1966237) contend that Feuerbach rr... remains in the
realm of theory and conceives of men not in their given so-

cial connection, not under their existing conditions of
1ife, which have made them what they are, he never arrives
at the really existing active men, but stops at the abstrac-
tion tmanr ....and therefore when, for example, he sees

instead of healthy men a crowd of scrofulous, over-worked
and consumptive starvelings, he is compelled to take refuge
in the thigher perceptionr and in the ideal rcompensation

in the species' , and thus to relapse into idealism at the
very point where the comnunist materialist sees the neces-
sity, and at the same time the condition, of a transforma-
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tion boLh of industry and of the social structurerr.
Feuerbachls abstract rnaterialism serves as Marxls

point of departure. Marx turns Feuerbachts somewhat vague

concept of man into something more concrete by seeking to
draw on empirical reality instead of on conjectural philo-
sophy. This was the decisive step u-hich allowed him to at-
tempt to link theory and practice, as he did when linking
his theory of "scientific socialismil and the'rstruggle of
the proletariatrr. What is of sociological significance
here is the fact that Marx had succeeded in progressing
from a natural to a social definition of man. Combining
this insight with economic theory, Ivlarx believed that man

was not merely a product of nature but also a product of
human social labour. According to him it is not only con-
sciousness that distinguishes men from animals but the
fact that they produce their own means of existence (.laku-
bowski, L976:21-25).

The final point of difference between Marx and Feuer-
bach is that not only is Marxrs theory related to empiri-
ca1 referents, it is also explicitly activist. Feuerbach,
although believing in human progress, is basically fatalis-
tic in his approach, whereas Marx believes that man can

take an active hand in speeding up the dialectic process to
achieve its logical (Marxian) conclusion. For rr... the a1-
teration of men on a mass scale is necessary, dD alteration
which can only take place in a practical movement, a revo-
lution; this revolution is necessary, therefore, not only
because the ruling class cannot be overthrown in any other
wayr but also because the class overthrowing it can only
in a revolution succeed in ridding itself of all the muck

of ages and become fitted to found society anew'r (Marx and

Engels, 1966:69).

2.2.2 Methodology

logy
thi s

I'larx never presented a systematic analysis of methodo-
in his otherwise comprehensive works. His views in
regard are, however, clearly revealed through the con-
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tent of his theories and by the manner in which he attempted
to substantiate them. Larrain (1979:35) states that, aI-
though Marx can be locat,ed within the tradition of the En-
lightenment, he purposefully strove to avoid the ontologi-
caI idealism and the mechanical materialism which had deve-
loped from the philosophy of consciousness and the scienti-
fic rationalism of his time. Although he integrates ele-
ments of both currents he tries to overcome their shortcom-
ings: rrFrom the philosophy of consciousness Marx draws the
idea of the active subj ect, but this subject becomes his-
torically concrete. The Nantian consciousness as such and

the Hegelian I folk spirit' are replaced by the historical
class and its practice. From the new scientific rationali-
ty Marx takes the concern for material reality as the real
starting-point of science and the critique of religion,
but this material reality is conceived as historically made

by men and, therefore, susceptible to be changed by their
practice. rl

This leads us to the two most important elements of
Marxfs methodology, namely those reflected in his rrscienti-
f ic socialismrr and in his "historical materialismrr. The

former refers to the high standards of scholarship and the
detailed factual evidence which he sought to present in
support of his various economic, social and political for-
mulations. Thus according to corletti (1979:374-375) Marx,
in being a scientist, has to measllre his ideas and those
of others against facts and to test hypotheses experimen-
tally against them. The criterion of his critique of other
theorists is not based on the ideal but must be drawn from
and rooted in reality.

Historical materialism, the guiding thread of Marxrs
studies, had its origin in German historicism which holds
that social existence is a process and that each epoch and
society is unique and to be understood by laws referable
only to itself. Marx, while retaining historicismrs sense
of process and transformation, rejected the predominantly
idealistic interpretation of the content of social proces-
ses. fn his opinion the decisive events occured in the
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sphere of social relat.ionships ancl not in the realm of t.he
evolution of ideas. Social relationships in turn were
chiefly influenced by the factors of production and hence
Marxian historicism has a decidedry economic and therefore
materialistic foundation (Birnbaum, I953:l-26). rt is pre-
cisely this overbearing materialistic element which has
important implications for Marxrs interpretation of the con-
cept of ideolosy: as will be illustrated presently.

2.2.3 Main theoretical postulat es

Philosophically: 2S we have seen above, Marx built
on the foundations of Hegel and Feuerbach. sociorogically,
he was stimulated by the ideas of claude saint-Simon and
the Utopian Socialists, while economicaJ-ly he was indebt.ed
to the insight.s of Adam Smith and especially to those of
David Ricardo. Tn synthesizing these strands of thought
Marx arrived at his distinctive materialist conception of
history which is the key to his entire theoretical system.
His various interrelated doctrines group themselves around
this central conception which can be regarded as the orga-
nizing principle of his thought (wolfson in Marx, 1978:xiv-
xx).

As sociological theory, and in briefest outline, Marxrs
system can be reduced to two basic postulates and a number
of corollaries. The first posturate is that of economic
determinism, that i=, the view that the economic factor is
the primary (not necessarily the only) determinant of the
structure and development of society. According to Marx
the technological means of production determines the social
organization of production inherent in the division of Ia-
bour. This tteconomic substructure" of society not only 1i-
mits but also largely shapes most of the superstructure pre-
sent in a given society. The superstructure comprises the
various institutions, values, modes of thought, and so on.

The second postulate concerns the mechanism of change
and is based on an inversion of Hegelts dialectical scheme
consisting of the three stages of affirmation, negation and
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reconciliation. By combining the t,wo propositions Marx

arrives at certain corollaries. He states that every sy-
stem of economic production begins by being an affirmation,
the most adequate system possible at that period. fn the
course of time the system, after having become socially en-
t,renched, becomes an obstacle to progress and the applica-
tion of new and more efficient means of production. This
nascent negation of the existing society eventually leads
to its overthrow and the establishment of an order consis-
ting of compatible elements of the old and the new (Tima-
sheff , 1967:49-50) .

Turning to contemporary Western society, Marx employs
the concept of rtsurplus value'r as his catalyst of change

and class struggle. fn a well-adapted society every worker,
as an integral part of the production process, not only
shares in the fruits of his labour for his mere sustenance
but also in the surplus value thereof. Surplus value re-
fers to the excess produce attained over and above the in-
put of labour and is gained through superior efficiency
incumbent in the division of labour and the application of
capital in the form of technology. Sharing in the surplus
value enables the individual to take part in politics, pur-
sue the arts and in general lead a satisfying human exis-
tence.

Marx found that in the nineteenth century the means

of production and accruing surplus value were in the hands

of a minority, the industrial bourgeoisie or capitalists,
to the detriment of the majority, the proletariat. He pre-
dicted that the disenchantment of the proletariat would
gradually consolidate itself into a new class-conscious-
ness and an objective appraisal of their position. The

ensuing conflict would end in the overthrow of the existing
system and the installation of a classless, socialist order
characterized by the collective ownership of the means of
production and an ever-diminishing role for the state in
the functioning of society.
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2.2.4 The role of ideology

In Die deutsche fdeologie Marx and Engels wrote that
rrThe product.ion of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness,
is at first directly interwoven with the material activity
and the material intercourse of men, the language of real
life. Conceiving, thinking, the mental intercourse of men,

appear at this stage as the direct efflux of their material
behaviourrr (f906:13-14).

According to lt1arx, therefore, consciousness is the
equivalent of the conscious existence of men in their nor-
ma1 day-to-day 1ives. Consciousness is a reflection of
actual life processes and Marx takes these concrete pheno-
mena as his point of departure for its analysis. He com-

mences the analysis by positing a number of basic premises.
The first premise is that men must be in a position

to live in order to be ablerrto make history" and in order
to live they must satisfy their primary organic needs. The

first historical act for Marx, then, consists in the pro-
duction of the means to satisfy the needs of material life.
The second premise refers to the fact that needs are never
finally satisfied and that, i, addition to the ongoing re-
currence of existing needs, new needs are constantly crea-
ted which also demand satisfaction. ThirdIy, men, in
daily remaking their lirres, also propagate themselves and

establish families. The family represents the first so-
cial relations of man. Later manls increased material needs

create wider social relations, eventually culminating in a

full-fledged division of labour.
In this manner Marx sought to demonstrate that there

had existed from the start a materialistic connection be-
tween the individual members of society which is determined
by their needs and their mode of satisfying them. Con-

sciousness arises directly from manls being or material ex-
istence. Language, like consciousness, develops from the
necessity of intercourse with other men and is rea11y no-
thing more than practical consciousness.

Initially consciousness consists only of an awareness
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of the immediate sensory environment similar to animal con-
sciousness. GraduaIIy, with the development of secondary
social relations, consciousness becomes more complex until
it finally takes on its mature social- character. tdith the
division of labour, moreover, there also appears a division
between material and mental labour. From this point on-
wards consciousness can divorce itself from its material
precursors and proceed to occupy itself with rrpurerr ideas
such as those contained in theology: philosophy, ethics,
and so on.

These ideas nevertheless have no independent exist.ence,
even if externally they may appear to have. Marx regards
them as mere detached sublimates of the material life pro-
cess. In concrete reality it is man who, in developing his
material production, changes along with the circumstances
of his existence and thus alters his thinking and the pro-
ducts thereof to follor, suit (Marx and Engels, f966:14-21).

It is at this point that Engels introduced a new pos-
tulate which was also to be adopted by Marx, that of false
consciousness . rrFalse consciousnessrr consists of a process
in which men incorrectly assess the source of their ideas
and believe them to have originated from the history of
thought or to have a priori existence , rather than tracing
them to their real origin, the economic base of society
(Birnbaum, 1953: f31 ) .

Built upon or extending from the economic base is the
superstructure of society. This embraces all social life
apart from the direct relations of production. fn Der

achtzehnte Brumaire des Louis Bonaparte Marx provided a vi-
vid example of his view of the connection between material
conditions and the superstructure:

trUpon different forms of property, upon the social
conditions of existence rises an entire superstructure of
distinct and characteristically formed sentiments, illusions,
modes of thought and views of life. The entire class creates
and forms them out of its material foundations and out of
the corresponding social relations ff Orleanists and
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Legitimists, if each section sought to make itself and the

other believe that loyalt,y to their two royal houses se-
parated them, it later proved to be the case that it h'as

rather their divided interests which forbade the uniting

of the two royal houses. And as in private life one di-

stinguishes between what a man thinks and says of himself

and what he really is and does, still more in historical
struggles must one distinguish the phrases and fancies of

the parties from their real organism and their real inte-

rests, their conception of themselves with their reality.
0rleanists and Legitimists found themselves side by side
in the republic with equal claims. If each side wished to

effect the restoration of its own house against the other,
that merely sig nifies that. the two great interests into
which the bourgeoisie is sptit - landed property and capi-

ta1 sought each to restore its own supremacy and the sub-

ordination of the other" (Orum, 7978:23-24). Although Marx

did not hotd the superstructure, including ideas, politics,

1aw, religion, art and philosophy, to be directly and sole-
ly reducible to economic motives, he did try to demonstrate
the economic conditions which shape them and account for
their rise and falI.

In explaining the relationship Jakubowski (1976:40)

employs a three-stage conceptual model linking the super-
structural components :

(i) The economic base conditioned by productive forces.

(il) The legal and political order.

(iii) ffre ideological superstructure which crowns the mo-

del.

He admits that the distinction is crude and that the
three Stages actrrally form an inseparable, interrelated
unity. In the Marxian system, moreover, the second and

third stages really form complementary aspects of a single
entity, the superstructure both being integral parts of
it. The distinction nevertheless is of methodological me-
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rit and facilitates analysis.
Thus Marx regarded ideology as part of the societal

superstructure. For him rrThe ideas of the ruling class are

in every e poch the rulin s ideas: i. e. the class, which is

the ruling materiaL force of society, i= at the same time

its ruling intellectual force. The class which has the

means of material production at its disposal, has control

at the Same time over the means of mental production, so

that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those who

lack the means of mental production are subject to it.

hence lihe rulersT among other things rule also as

thinkers, as producers of ideas, and regulate the produc-

tion and distribution of the ideas of their age: thus

their ideas are the ruling ideas of the epochrr (Marx and

Engels, 1 966 : 39 ital ics mine ) .

Through the division of mental and material labour

the ruling class appoints some of its members to the role

of thinkers (ideologists) whose task it is to perfect the

illusion of the class about itself. The other members of

the cIass, concerned with the more mundane matters of so-

ciety , acL as passive receptors of the ideological output.
0n the whole, however, the ruling class imagines itself

as representing certain moral maxims such aS industrious-

ness, equal opportunity, loyalty and liberty without con-

cerning itself with the origin and function of these ideas '
In order to maintain its position of dominance the ruling

class will furthermore endeavour to represent its own in-

terests as the common interests of the entire society and

will give its ideas the aura of universality. The impres-

sion that the rule of a certain class is the rule of cer-

tain absolute ideas or moral imperatives ceases with the

ultimate revolution and the establishment-9f a socialist
nclassless societyrr (Marx and Engels, 1966239-41).

For Marx ideology, in its manifestation as false con-

sciousness, leads to the problem of establishing true con-

sciousness. The answer for him is found in the concealed

rational content of history which has to be discerned in
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the logic of the material process. Once true consciousness
is attained, once the historical dialectic is properly un-
derstood, it becomes the means of transcending mants alie-
nation which set the historical process in motion in the
first place. In other words, true consciousness reflects
a truly rational order in which thinking determines being
and man is free to produce his own circumstances. Ideolo-
By: on the other hand, represents the historical circum-
stance in which men are not in possession of true conscious-
ness and therefore do not yet understand the dialectical
process (Lichtheim, 1967:18-22).

Jakubowski (f976:103-104) points out that the concept
of ideology in the works of Marx also has a wider, more

comprehensive meaning than that of false consciousness.
The concept does not merely represent a subjective fantasy
but is also a conscious expression of the objective appear-
ance assumed by capitalist reality. It corresponds to real
existence on the surface as opposed to the correct total con-
sciousness which sees beyond appearances to the essence of
social relations. In fact, the very notion that individual
spheres of consciousness and thought exist independent of
each other and their socio-economic base is ideological and

helps to maintain the status quo of bour geois society.

2.2.5 The genesis of capitalism: primary accumulation

Marxfs explanation of the rise of capitalism contrasts
sharply with that of Weber and in so doing touches on the
question of social determinism.

This of course also has relevance for the present in-
vestigation of the role of ideology (o" ideas subsumed by

ideotogy) as a causal factor in social development.
Referring to the reciprocal relationship between sur-

plus value and capital, Marx (1978:790) observes that ilThe

whole movement, therefore, seems to turn in a vicious circle,
out of which we can only make our way by the assumption
thatr ES a prelude to capitalist accumulation, there has

been a process of primary accumulation an accumulation
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which is not. the outcome of the capitalist method of pro-
duction, but the starting point thereof."

Marx states that the prerequisite for the development
of capitalism is a state of divorce between labour and the
ownership of property. This process eventually transforms
the social means of subsist.ence and the social means of
production into capital and the actual producers into wage

earners. The break-up of feudal societ,y set free the e1e-
ments which made the transformation possible. Through the
expropriation of their lands large numbers of peasants here

forcibly turned ahay from the means of their subsistence
and put at the mercy of the labour market. In the absence

of large-scale industry it was initially mostly the rela-
tively welI-to-do tenant farmers who were able to enrich
themselves by exploiting the cheap labour-poo1.

Tn his deep-delving historical analysis Marx also men-

tions various other contributory factors which 1ed t.<.r pri-
mary accumulation of capital. Among these were the fact
that tenant farmers paid fixed rents laid down in long-term
contracts (.rp to ninety-nine years). The rent paid by them

to the landlords thus declined in real terms through cur-
rency depreciation over the course of the years. Usurersl
capital, merchant capital, taxation, national debt, the
creation of markets, the dispossession of journeymen by

guildmasters and the many facets of colonialist exploita-
tion rrere all factors contributing t.o primary accumulation.
This initial capital formation, in conjunction with the
technological innovations of the time, was according to
Marx the underlying cause for the development of industrial
capitalist society from the seventeenth century onwards
(Marx, 1978:7 9O-843).

From the foregoing it is evident that Marxrs materia-
list conception of history served as his sole frame of re-
ference in his search for the genesis of nodern capitalism.
While not explicitly denying the possible role of other
factors such as ideas and volition he maintains an essen-
tially monistic position, namely that of economic determi-
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nasm.

2.2.6 Summar of Marx

To summari-ze the concept of ideology as portrayed in
the thought of Marx as well as his interpretation of the
role of ideas in social development, the following tenta-
tive generalizations may be ventured.

Marx regarded consciousness as closely knit with ma-

terial existence or being. Mature consciousness is gained

through participation in advanced social relations. The

most significant social relations are those concerned with
economic production and therefore the dominant ideas per-
r,,ading consciousness are those reflecting the mode of pro-
duction or matters related to it. 0nce the stage has been

reached where manual labour and mental labour can be sepa-
rated, ideas can be formed and transformed seemingly in-
dependently from the economic base upon which society rests.
Nevertheless, all ideas can eventually be traced back to
some material aspectr Do matter how far removed or sublima-
ted they may be.

fdeological thought is comprised of all those ideas
which distort reality. This distortion may either be in-
tentional and partial or unintentional and tota1, thus re-
flect ing an entire Weltanschauun . fn the historical dia-
lectical process the rulers over sources of production
will tend to rationalize and justify the existing socio-
economic and political institutions which they recognize
to be to their advantage. The societal superstructure
including the lega1, educational, political and religious
systems will be geared to condition members of all classes
to accept the status quo. Their actions and the ideas e-
manating from them are ideological in that they do not re-
flect the true nature of things, even if the members of the
ruling class believe in their validity and do not regard
them solely as a means of retaining privilege and power.

As long as the individual (o" an entire class) accepts
the prevailing ideas of his time he suffers from rrfalse
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consciousnessrr. This can only be rectified by gaining in-
sight into the underlying truth of the dialectical process
and into the reasons for mants alienation in a society
hampered by outmoded economic relations. Ideas therefore
have no independent existence as such nor can they be re-
garded as possessing primar causal functions in social
devel opment .

ft is evident that Marx had a very broad definition
of ideology. Not only does the concept feature prominent-
1y in his general theory, forming an integral part of it,
but. it also serves as one of his main analytical constructs.
Indeed it is the idealistic component of the concept which
most strongly relates Marx to his philosophical forbears,
for it was mainly in reaction to the metaphysical idealism
of Hegel and German Historicism in general, and to the an-
thropological materialism of Feuerbach, that he was moved
to construct his own version of the historical process.
As a theoretical model, Marxts sociology, including his
propositions concerning ideology: has had a profound in-
fluence on other theorists from the start. Apart from its
value as a in many respects plausible theory in its own

right, Marxrs work introduced a much needed element of
concreteness to the subject. There are, however, some

weaknesses in his system and conception of ideol-ogy. These,
together with the positive aspects, will be considered 1a-
ter.

2.3 Subsequent contributions b some i4arxist theorists to
the concept of ideol ogy

2.3.1 Bernstein

The Marxian conception of ideology underwent litt1e
change after the death of Marx until the turn of the cen-
tury. fn 1899 Eduard Bernstein (f85O-f932) published his
controversial work Die Voraussetzung de s Sozialismus und
die Aufgaben der Sozialdemokratie. This led to the so-
called (and sti1l continuing) rrrevisionist controversyrr in
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which most Marxian postulates rrere re-examined in the light
of actual social developments. Ort,hodox Marxists concen-
trated their attention upon defending the revolutionary core
of the doctrine against reformism while the revisionists
wished to adapt Marxian theory to empirical reality. For
his part, Bernstein concluded from his findings that societyts
transition to socialism would mainly take place gradually,
by the permeation of capitalism by socialist ideas and in-
stitutions. In contradistinction to Marx he regarded ideas
and ideology as having positive causal attributes in addi-
tion to ttreir mere superstructural aspects (gottolnor-€:
t9792l-7-23).

Lenin

Vladimir Lenin (1870-1924), although ardently antire-
'r,isionist, also had a someuhat dif f erent notion of ideology
from that of Marx. He believed that it r^'as necessary to
organize the proletariat into a political party and to pre-
pare or educate its members for revolutionary change. To

succeed in its aim revolution must be guided by theory.
Theory can only be developed by representatives of the in-
telligentsia and does not appear spontaneously among the
masses ( Lenin, I963 : t-1 6 )

A praguatist, Lenin recognized the indoctrinatory va-
lue of ideas: it takes an intel1ectual, rrthe prof essional
revolutionaryrr, to explain to the worker his alienation in
existing society and to inculcate within him a desire for
radical socialist change. Lenin stressed the fact that
more than one ideology could exist side by side and that
conflicting ideologies compete for the individualts allegiance.
fn his guidelines for communist revolutionaries, eto delatt ?

( I{hat Is To Be Done? ) Lenin admonishes that 'rA11 those who

talk about rover-estimating the importance of ideologyt,
about exaggerating the role of the conscious element, ima-
gine that the purely worker movement by itself can and will
work out an independent ideology for itself, if only the
workers rtear their fate from the hands of the leadersr .
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But this is a profound mistake Since there can be no

question of an independent, ideology being worked out by the
working masses in the very process of their movement, then
the only question is this: the bourgeois ideology or the
Socialist ideology. Hence any belittling of the Socia-
list ideology, an withdrawin from it, means by the same

token the strengthening of bourgeois ideologyr' ( Lenin., 1963:

7r).
What. Marx regarded as a state of rrtrue consciousnessrr,

to be arrived at somewhat obscurely through the historical
dialectical process, Lenin bluntly terms rrSocialist ideo-
logy", and in so doing puts it on par with ideology in ge-
nera1. He explicitly advocates t,he use of ideas as a poli-
tical weapon in the struggle for domination and comes much

closer to the general modern version of the concept, of ideo-
logy .than does Marx.

2.3.3 LukScs

Georg Luk5cs's (faa5-1971) most important contribution
to the development of the concept of ideology was his pe-
netrating analysis of proletarian class-consciousness. He

agreed r*ith Lenin that socialist class-consciousness has

to be implanted in the workers from outside a process very
close to indoctrination. He real ized that this idea devia-
ted from Marxian thought but argued that orthodox Marxism
refers to a distinct methodology (dialectical materialisn)
rather than to any specific theory. The latter can and

should be improved upon within the proper methodological
framework. In fact, while conventional science furthers
knowledge of the natural world, its application to social
phenomena ("s in Western sociology) has proved to be an

ideological weapon of the bourgeoisie:
rrThe path of consciousness throughout the course of

history does not become smoother but on the contrary ever
more arduous and exacting. For this reason the task of
orthodox Marxism, its victory of Revisionism and utopianism
can never mean the defeat, once and for all, of false ten-
dencies. ft is an ever renewed struggle against the insi-
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dious effects of bourgeois ideology on the thought of the
proletariattt (Luk5cs, 1971-:24) .

Although Lukics professed that an adequate insight in-
to the historical process is attained only by the proleta-
riat because of its position in societyr the superficial
nature of this I'insight.rt is demonst.rated by his statement
that, the form taken by the class-consciousness of the pro-
letariat is the party.

rr. . . the Party is assigned the sublime role of bearer
of the class-consciousness of the proletariat and the con-
science of its historical vocationtr (Lukics, 1977:41). fn
other words, the party consists essentially of a small group
of ideologues and political commissars whose chief task is
to develop, preserve and disseminate socialist doctrine.

0ther eminent post-First World War Marxist theorists
such as KarI Korsch and Antonio Gramsci had a conception
of ideology somewhat similar to that of Lukdcs. A quite
different trend of thought can, however, b" detected in
the works of the influential Frankfurt School. fts theo-
rists, including Fromm, Horkheimer, Adorno, Marcuse and
Habermas, confronted by a situation in which the Western
working-class had ceased to be revolutionarily inclined,
were 1ed back to the Young Hegelian notion of change as
the product of a revolutionary critical consciousness or
greater awareness (Bottomore, L9792 42-45) . More particu-
larly, Marcuse and Habermas had definite ideas on the na-
ture and role of ideologies in modern society. Because of
the relevance of these ideas to contemporary society their
postulates will be treated in slightly more detail than
those of the preceding Marxist theorists already discussed.

2.3.4 Marcuse

According to Herbert Marcuse the base of domination
has gradually altered from personal dependence (of subjects
on higher-ranking individuals) to dependence on objective
determinants (economic and scientific laws, the market,
etc. ) Domination is seen to generate a higher rationality,
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that i", of a society which sustains its hierarchical class
structure while exploiting ever more efficient ly natural
and mental resources. The new ideology expounds the idea
that men must live rationally and productively, that destruc-
tion is the price of progress as death is the price of life,
that renunciation and labour are the prerequisites for gra-
tification and that any alternatives are utopian.

It is under this guise that the hierarchical structure
and accompanying domination is presently sustained. The

success of science and technology in the realm of nature
gave rise to the same rational approach to human affairs..
Scientific management and scientific division of labour led
to vastly increased productivitv in the economic, political
and cultural fields, resulting in a higher standard of 1i-
ving. But this rational approach in all possible fields
has caused a pattern of thinking and behaviour in which even

the most destructive and oppressive features of the social
system are justified. It is thus proposed that scientific-
technical rationality and manipulation have been welded to-
gether into new forms of social control (Marcuse, 1964tL44-
1s9).

2.3.5 Habermas

Jiirgen Habermas, who may be regarded as belonging to
the last generation of the Frankfurt School before its vir-
tual dissolution at the end of the 196Os, i" critical of
Marcuse I s conclusions regarding the inherently oppressive
nature of scientific-technical rationality. He observes
that in terms of Marcusets analysis, social emancipation
would not be possible without a complementary revolutionary
transformation of science and technology. A rrnew sciencerl
would have to 6e developed involving not only different
modes of theory but also a different scientific methodo-
logy in general. The aim of the technical, rational control
of nature, and by analogy that of society, would be re-
placed by one of 'rpreserving, fostering and releasing the
potentialities of naturerr. Habermas goes on to remark that
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trTo this view it must be objected that. modern science can

be interpreted as a historically unique project only if at
Ieast one alternative project is thinkable. And, in addi-
tionr flD alternative New Science would have to include the
definition of a New Technology" (Habermas, J_97l:86-87).

Notwithstanding the above criticism, Habermas neverthe-
less largely agrees with Marcuse regarding the ideological
facet of science and technology in modern mass society.
His approach to the problem, however, is somewhat different.
He uses as his categorical framework the basic distinction
between work and interaction. By work he understands pur-
posive-rational action i.e. instrumental action combined
with rational choice. Such action he sees as governed by
technical rules based on empirical knowledge. By interac-
tion he understands conmunicative action and symbolic inter-
action, which is governed by consensual norms defining. re-
ciprocal expectations about behaviour. Social systems are
distinguished according to which of these two types of ac-
tion predominates. While the institutional framer*ork of a

society is comprised of norms that guide symbolic interac-
tion, there are also subsystems in which primarily sets of
purposive-rational action are institutionalized. With the
advent of capitalism a level of development of the produc-
tive forces came into being that made permanent the exten-
sion of subsystems of purposive-rational action and there-
by called into question the traditional (synbolic interac-
tion) forms of legitimation of power. Thus the older mythic,
religious and metaphysical worldviews are confronted with
the rationality of means-ends relations associated with
instrumental action. When this happens the traditional
forms of legitimation break down. Capitalism provides such
a new legitimation of domination which is no longer founded
on cultural tradition but is instead based on the rational
necessity for the division of labour. In this fashion the
legitimation of the institutional framework is linked di-
rectly to the system of social labour which in turn is an

emission of scientific-technical rationality.
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In his analysis Habermas implies that the democratic
principle of sharing in the decision-making process, the
professed ideological foundation of Western societies, has

actually been replaced by mere ptebiscitary decisions about
alternative sets of leaders of administrative personnel.
AII actual and potential governments are alike in that they
represent technocracies. The background ideologl' support-
ing the technocracies has almost completely penetrated the
consciousness of the depoliticized masses, thus conferring
legitimizing power on governments. Through t.his process
the former manifest domination of the authoritarian state
has given way to an indirect form of domination character-
ized by manipulation through technical-operational admini-
stration. ft is therefore no wonder that among conditioned
individuals adaptive behaviour is increasingly taking the
place of normative behaviour based on internalized cultural
values. Indeed, there has been a steady weakening to the
point of disappearance of the difference between purposive-
rational action and symbolic interaction from the conscious-
ness of man. The concealment of this difference alone al-
ready provides an indication of the ideological power of
technocratic consciousness (Habermas, 1 977:81-f07) .

2.4 Weber and the concept of ideology

If Karl Marxrs sociological depiction of capitalism
was inspired by the unique socio-economic configurations
and human misery of a specific historical epoch, that of
mid-nineteenth century industrial Europe, Max lVeberrs so-
ciology can only be properly grasped within the context
of Wilhelmine Germany. The country had only recently be-
came a national "aate, was ruled by an absolutist monarch-
istic bureaucracy and was not yet fully industrialized.
More important, Weber was subjected to the influences of
an eclectic philosophical climate representing most strands
of Western European thought of the time.
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Intellectual orientation

Of the various intellectual currents already ment.ioned,

the Kantian revival in German idealism in the latter part
of the nineteenth century probably had the strongest influence
orr Weberts epistemology. fmmanuel Kant (tlZ4-18O4) aivided
reality into two separate compartments: the noumenal ar-rd

the phenomenal world. The Iatter encompassed all empirical
physical aspects of existence, while its antithesis, the
noumenal, referred to the ideal or spiritual order of being.
Man participated in the phenomenal world as a knowing sub-
ject as well as an object - a physical body. As a spiritual
entity, a purposive actor, he also took part in the world
of ideas. This aspect of man could not be dealt with by

the conventional methods of science: recourse had to be

taken to speculative philosophy and th." techniques of con-
trolled intuition ( Parsons , L968:47 3-4i 5) .

The Kantian dichotomy between the natural and the cul-
tural sciences encouraged theorists to seek more efficient
ways of investigating social phenomena. One of these was

the phenomenological techniq ue of Verstehen developed by

Dilthey, which was to become a major ingredient in Weberrs

sociology.
The second most important intellectual influence on

Weber was the historical materialism of Marx as evidenced
in the socialist ideology of the German Social Democratic
Party. This party, founded by Ferdinand Lassalle and home

to KarI Kautsky and August Bebe1, was built around the
belief in an approaching apocalyptic upheaval more devasta-
ting than that of the French Revolution of 1789. These

extreme views and their materialistic bias had a profoundly
unsettling effect on many German intellectuals of the time.
Apart from challenging the dominant idealistic tradition,
the creed was also regarded as a threat to liberalism and

the freedom of the individual. Counter-approaches to the
problems raised by the materialistic school were attempted,
and on the substantive 1evel Werner Sombert published his
Moderner Kapitalismus in l)O2, a widely influential work
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that endeavoured to establish the socio-cultural fourrdations

of capitalism (MacRae, 1979: 55-61) .

weberts thought took a similar direction, initially

being chiefly concerned with historical studies and eviden-

cing a definite materialistic preference. GraduallYr how-

ever, h" became engrossed in other dimensions of socio-cul-
tural causality, particularly the role of ideas and values

in society. Thus, according to Bernstein, 'tAs he /EeberT
became clearer about the limits of social science, h. be-

came more concerned with its morat and social consequencesil

(tgl 6:46) .

2.4.2 Methodology

weberts methodol0gy can be traced to the ideas of

christoph sigwart, wilhelm Dilthey, Georg Jel1inek, wilhelm

Windelband and Heinrich Rickert. He classified the sciences

as either nomothetic or idiographic in character (which

coincides with the Kantian phenomenal-notr-menal duality of

knowledge). The natural sciences, being largely nomothet'ic,
are concerned with the establishment. of regularities, while

the idiographic sciences seek knowledge of unique events.

In Honigsheimts words, in Weber's vieu "The unique indivi-

dual is one of the factors that determines the development'

(Werden) of a unique historical situation. The individualrs

decision in a given situation cannot be predicted with cer-

tainty and hence it also cannot be taken into precise account'

For this reason, future development cannot be predicted,

at least not with the precision that many natural scientists

claim to be able to attain within their sphere" (Honigsheim,

1968: 114-115 ) .

The social sciences can, however, approximate to reali-

ty by employing the method of Verstehen already mentioned.

Whiler dS in the case of the natural or physical sciences,

one can observe the external manifestations and detect e1e-

ments of uniformity in social behaviour, one can also ascribe

meaning in the form of Verstehen to such behaviour' By em-

pathic means cogni zance can be taken of the subjective ele-
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ment of human behaviour for a better understanding of in-
dividual and group motives. Predictions attempted on the
strength of information thus obtained ("= well as by other
means adequate to the purpose) should preferably take place
on the level of chance or probability.

Weber postulated the use of the comparative method in
sociology, which can be considered as the methodological
equivalent of experimentation in the natural sciences. By

controlled comparison of various cases which are similar
in some respects, but different in others, one is able to
arrive at logical deductions regarding the causality of
some of the factors involved (Weber, 1949:1-188).

Weberrs work provides outstanding examples of the
painstaking research and study of concrete phenomena that
must be conducted before valid sociological formulations
may be attempted. Although he did not attempt to develop a

general al-1-encompassing theory on the basis of his find-
ings, he made significant theoretical contributions on a

wide front.

2.4.3 Systematic theory

Weber defines sociology as rr. .. a science which at-
tempts the interpretive understanding of social action in
order thereby to arrive at a causal explanation of its
course and effects. fn ractionr is included all human be-
haviour when and in so far as the acting individual at-
taches a subjective meaning to it. Action in this sense
may be either overt or purely inward or subjective; it
may consist of positive intervention in a situation, or of
deliberately refraining from such intervention or passively
acquiescing in the situation. Action is social in so far
dSr by virtue of the subjective meaning attached to it
by the acting individual (o" individuals), it takes account
of the behaviour of others and is thereby oriented in its
course'r (weber, L964: 88) .

His substantive sociology was concerned mainly with
the origin and development of the religious, political,
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economic and legal institutions of the Western world. fn
his religious studies he examined the reciprocal influence
of economic conditions and social situations on the one hand
and religious creeds on the ot.her.

2.4,4 The role of ideology

Various aspects of ideology are evidenced in Weberrs
work, although the concept itself does not feature promi-
nently in his theory. Foremost among these is the role of
values contained in or conveyed by any given ideology.
These values can be thought of as ideas pertaining to defi-
nitions of the worth and desirability of components of the
socio-cultural environment. An ideology in this conception
can refer to any belief-syst.em, whether political, religious
philosophical or otherwise. fn so far as the ideas compri-
sing the belief-system have behavioural relevance, they
function normatively with regard to individual or group ac-
tion.

A central theme pervading Weberts work throughout his
lifetime was the development of rationalism in occidental
civirization. He endeavoured to trace its beginnings to
ancient Judaism as reflected in the events recorded in the
01d Testament. The notion of a single omnipotent God who

metes out punishment or reward for human actions stimula-
ted man to act rationally within given precepts in an ef-
fort to escape His wrath. Mants wellbeing and his material
interests were thereby linked with ideas and ideals and
his actions could onl be understood in terms of both these
determinants .3

Weberrs view of rationality and his conception of the
causality of ideas and values, determining not only the
nature of social action but also the character of social
institutions, can best be illustrated by turning to his
theory of the origin of rnodern capitalism as set out in his
Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus.

Apart from favourable environmental considerations
such as climate, geographical setting, natural resources,
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population, etc" Weber specified various socio-economic
factors, largely unique to the European experience, which
he regarded as necessary conditions for the emergence of
modern capitalisrn. These included :

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

The separation of economic enterprises from their
earlier domestic settings.

The development of semi-autonomous cities.

The inherit.ed tradition of Roman law with its ra-
tional ized judicial practices.

The development of nation-states resting on rational-
legal principles and administered by bureaucracy.

The development of more efficient methods of accoun-

tancy.

The formation of a large labour pool resulting from
the massive displacement of the peasantry (an effeet
of the agriculturaf revolution of drawn-out wars a-
mong the European nations) (weber, L976:7-8).

(i")

(")

(r'i)

The most important factor according to Weber, however,
was the distinctive work-ethic adopted by members of some

Protestant denominations during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. Weber traces the origin thereof to the
Calvinist doctrine of predestination as set out in the West-
minster Confession of 1647. According to its articles, God

has, in His infinite wisdom, predestined some individuals
to everlasting Iife and foreordained others to eternal
death after their earthly sojourn. No action on the part
of man can alter God's immutable decisionr Yet all men, both
the blessed and the daraned, are required to pay honage to
Him. In accordance with this, each man has a vocation on

earth and a duty to perform it to the utmost of his ability.
Since salvation was the focus of peoplets lives, they

were interested in knowing whether they were among the chosen

few or not. Success in the secular calling was believed
to be an almost infallible indication of grace and favour
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in the sight of God. The individual was, however, for-
bidden to indulge in the fruit.s of his labour and h'as ex-
pected to lead an ascetic, self-disciplined 1ife. His per-
sonal advancement and material wealth were to be promoted
exclusively to the greater glory of God.

Weber maintained that adherence to these maxims of
religious and secular conduct had resulted in unpreceden-
ted economic activity, capital accumulation and industrial
development in the regions inhabited by Puritans. These

growth points formed the nuclei of Western capitalist so-
ciety. Where the population 'w-as predominantly Catholic or
Lutheran, economic activit.y was much less pronounced, as

is evidenced by commercial statistics for the relevant areas.
Weber ascribed this to the fact that Catholics in general
are more otherworldly orientated and that their salvation
ultimately depended on the Churchrs intercession on their
behalf. The concept of predestination is also absent from
Lutheran dogma and its members are enjoined to accept their
lot on earth in anticipation of compensatory rewards in the
hereafter. Consequently neither Catholics nor Lutherans
were sufficiently rnotivated to simultaneously excel at work
and minimize consumption.

fn this manner Weber tried to demonstrate that one of
the fundamental elements of the spirit: oF ethos, of capi-
talism was rational conduct born from the moral injunctions of
Christian asceticism. But whereas the conduct which led
to the inception of capitalism was initially voluntary and
based on religious considerations, it had ceased to be so.

I'The Puritan wanted to work at a calling; we are
forced to do so. For when asceticism was carried out of
monastic cells into every-day life, and began to dominate
worldly morality, it did its part in building the tremen-
dous cosmos of the modern economic order. This order is
now bound to the technical and economic conditions of ma-

chine production which today determine the lives of all the
individuals who are born into this mechanism, not only those
directly concerned with economic acquisition, with irresis-
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t.ible forcetr (Weber, 1976:L81).
What heber had done with his examination of the role

of Protest.ant ethics in the development of capitalism was

not so much to attempt to provide an alternative explanation
to that of Marx but to itluminate the multidimensional and

reciprocal nature of social causality. What is also of
importance for the present study is the fact that he provi-
ded strong evidence for the deterministic potential of ideas
in €feneral and ideology in particular. One of the reasons
for the effectiveness of ideology in mobilizing social ac-
tion is that it represents a multitude of interlinked, hu-
tuaIIy reinforcing ideas. An isolated idea on the other
hand rarely has the porner to induce significant behaviour.
Weberrs conception of ideology was therefore not limited
to its negative role, its concealment of reality, nor to
its neutra.I aspect as a mere reflection or consciousness
of an epoch, but in addition he recognized the positive dy-
namic nature of ideas which could contribute to major
structural changes in society.

In discussing the dynamic component of Weberrs theory,
Birnbaum (I953:125-151) notes that in effect Weber stressed
the psychological functions of ideology. Ideology bestows
upon the individual a coherent world image and an explana-
tion of his life situation. It is this psychological need-
fulfilling property of ideology that acts as the fundamen-
tal motivational mechanism in human behaviour.

Weber employs the concept of elective affinity to fur-
ther elucidate the function of ideology as an independent
variable in the process of social change. The concept im-
plies that initially no direct correspondence need exist
between ideas and interests. Tdeas are formed by intellec-
tuaIs, exist autonomously in the intellectual sphere and
do not necessarily express or .reflect material conditions.
The constituting members of a society selecb from the exis-
ting repertoire of ideas those ideas or aspects thereof
which are seen by them to fit the prevailing circumstances
at any given time. That is, they select (elect) and popu-
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larize those ideological components with which they have

an affinityr or which are of relevance to their specific
social, cultural and material (economic) situation. fn
the words of Gerth and Mills (1977:63) ". . . by distinguish-
ing the phases of the personal and charismatic origin of
ideas and their routinization and social impact, l{eber is
able to take into account a number of complications, which

are reflected in changing shades of meaning. Both the
ideas and their publics are seen as independent; by a se-
lective process elements in both find their affinities.rr

Lichtheim (1967:30-34) suggests another, more concealed

aspect of Weberrs conception of ideology. He observes that
for Weber science was both autonomous and morally neutral.
Despite his cornmitment to the advance of rationality, Weber

had no illusions regarding the over-a11 progressiveness of
history. His pessimistic outlook, especially in so far as

the future of individual freedom was concerned, made it
possible for him to achieve a radical divorce between nor-
rnative judgements and factual statements. He held that
every culture has its own norms and values which to it re-
present reality. Hence ideology rea1ly ceases to be rele-
vant as an analytical construct since consciousness is re-
lative and has no absolute points of reference. What may

be universally accepted as valid within a given cultural
context may be totally rejected in another, yet who is to
judge the ultirnate truth of either position?

2.5 Contributions by Weberian theorists

Weberrs theory lacked a single central postulate equaI,
for exarnple, to that of Freudls psycho-analytical uncon-

scious, Darwinls biological evolutionism or Marxts economic

determinism. Partly because of this no Weberian school as

such developed after his death. Nevertheless, his work has

been widely influential, both in Europe and in the United
States.

In Europe interest in weber was reawakened with the

publication of Lukicsr Die Zerstiirun der Vernunft in 1953,
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part of which accuses Weber of having promoted the imperia-

listic designs of Germany. This was followed by Wolfgang

Mornmsen I s Weber und die deutsche Politik in which Weberrs

academic theories were treated as an ideological expression

of his political views. In addition, his work was linked

to the rise of German fascism in the thirties. Commenting

on Weberts analysis of legitimate authority, Mommsen, for

example, maintains that 'rWebers t Fiihrer-demokratie I galt

nicht der Wahrung der Grundwertordnung oder gar der rMini-

misierung der Herrschaftt, sodern dem Gegenteil, der Macht-

steigerung des nationalen Machtwesens und der freien Fiih-

rerstellung des charismatisch Begabten inmitten einer in

blossem Legalismus erstarrten Gesellschaft. Demokratie war

fiir ihn im institutionellen Sinne ein Gebilde rpurer

Zweckm5ssigkeitr (Mommsen, 1959:419) . 4)

Mommsen t s work led to vehement protests by various aca-

demics such as Reinhard Bendix, Karl Lijwenstein and Paul

Honigsheim.
These scholars had been occupied in analysing, order-

ing and publicising Weberts work and felt themselves calIed

to protect his academic reputation from being sullied by

criticism on an essentially politico-ideological leve1.
The debate on Weber thus continued and reached a climax du-

ring the L964 centenary celebrations of his birth. These

Here held in Heidelberg and took on the form of a conference

organized by the German Sociological Association. The ar-

guments concerning the role of personal potitics in Weber I s

sociology, his philosophy and methodological orientation
have stil1 not abated. However, his insights, especially

regarding the nature of economic rationalism with its ideo-

logical implications, are increasingly recognized. Even

one of his otherwise staunchest critics, Herbert Marcuse,

is compelled to admit that tt. . . als geronnener Geist ist die

Maschine nicht neutral; technische Vernunft ist die jeweils

herrschende gesellschaftliche Vernunft: Sie kann in ihrer

Struktur selbst ver5ndert werden. Als technische Vernunft

kann sie zrn Technik der Bef reiung gemacht werden. Fiir Max

Weber war diese Mtiglichkeit Utopie. Heute sieht es so aus
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als ob er rechL hatterr (Aron, I98o: z 55-250).5)
In the United States Weberian thought was mainly in-

troduced through translations of his works by Hans Gerth
and C. Wright Mills and by Talcott Parsons. The latter
had studied in Germsny, where he became acquainted with the
sociology of Weber. He is probably the most eminent theo-
rist to have incorporated Weberian postulates within his
ottn work and to have expanded on them.

Parsonsrs voluntaristic theory of action was founded
on his aLtempt to follow tr... the development of a parti-
cular coherent theoretical system, zS an example of the
general process of immanent development of science it,self I'

( Parsons , 1968 : 1 2 ) . Parsons saw the development of this
theoretical system in the works of a number of leading
social theorists (Marsha1, Pareto and Durkheim) culminating
in Weberrs postulates regarding societyrs value-orientation
and its effect on social change.

In short, the voluntaristic theory of action maintains
that social action results from the interplay of physical
and situational conditions (such as heredity and the en-
vironment), normative elements, means-ends motivation, and

a basic drive or effort on behalf of'the actor. The crucial
element in determining what kind of action will take place
depends on the actorrs orientation to the situation in
which he finds himself. His orientation again basically
consists of motivational and value components. Parsons
therefore regards values and ideas (o" ideology) as contri-
buting causal factors of social action.

Parsons goes further and examines the relationship be-
tween social action and social systems. For present pur-
poses it is sufficient to note only his postulates concern-
ing institutionalization as far as this aspect of his theory
is concerned. Institutionalization involves the structuring
(patterning) of value-orientations in the social system as

well as the internalization of value systems in the perso-
nality of the individual. It forms a link between society:
culture and the personality. The degree to which role pat-
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terns (patterns of culturally apPropriate or normative be-

haviour) are institutionalized may vary from complete in-

tegration or social solidarity to a state of total anomie.

Robert Merton, a student of Parsons, gave additional
impetus to the expansion of Weberian thought in the United
States with the publication of his essay Puritani sm Pieti sm

and Science in 1938. In it, he presents an independent study
of the relationship between religion and economics. Merton

comes to the conclusion that at some stage secular ideas
are an extension of the prevailing religious ideas in a com-

munity. As far as the development of scientific thought
h'as concerned, Protestant dogma reinforced the quest for
knowledge of the natural world set in motion during the Re-

naissance.
ilEmpiricism and rationalism were canonized, beatified,

so to speak. ft may very well be that the Puritan ethos
did not directly influence the method of sci-ence and that
this was simply a parallel development in the internal his-
tory of science, but it is evident that through the psycho-

logicat compulsion toward certain modes of thought and con-
duct this value-complex made an empirically-founded science
commendable rather than, BS in the medieval period, repre-
hensible or at best acceptable on sufferancerr (Merton, 1968:

633).
Merton (1968:1I-1OO) also examines the role of ideo-

Iogy in sociological functional analysis and denies that it

necessarily implies a conservative orientation toward so-
ciety. He notes for example that the Marxian view impli-
citly affirms a causal relationship between religion and

behaviour, f€ligion being the rropium of the massesrr. Func-

tionalism similarly regards religion as a social mechanism

influencing hunan behaviour. One can therefore conclude

that both approaches, in as far as religion is concerned,

to a greater or lesser degree admit the potential causality
of certain ideas. According to Merton, functionalism and

Marxism differ in this respect only in so far as the eva-

luation of the causality or function of religion is concerned.
For rr... it is the evaluations which permit the pouring of
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into the bottles of functionalism. The

are neutral to their contents, and may

as containers for ideological poison or
(Merton, 1968: 99-1OO) .

2.6 A critical comparison of the Marxian and Weberian theo-
rl-es

(Including a general statement and summary of the con-

cept of ideology. )

The discussion to follow in this section is not inten-
ded to be an alt -inclusive critique. ft is limited to only
those aspects of Marxls and Weberls theories which are re-
levant to the analysis of the concept of ideology and the
process of social causation. A comparative examination of
the respective explanations of social causation by Marx and

Weber will first be undertaken, since the major differences
between the two theorists, as far as the question of ideo-
logy is concerned, revolve around the issue of causality.

2.6.1 Social causation

The works of Marx and Weber are often presented as dia-
metrically opposed attempts to explain the causal factors
of social phenomena. More to the point, Weberrs relation-
ship to Marx is popularly considered to be a refutation of
the latter I s trbaserr materialistic determinism and as a vin-
dication of the I'loftyil idealistic conception of human hi-
storical development. Thus, for example, in sketching l{e-

berrs intellectual background, Parsons (weber, 1964:6) ""-
lates that tt... Weberfs earlier development took a course
which brought him into close contact with the Marxian po-

sition. But ha soon recoiled from this, becoming convinced
of the indispensability of an important role of rideast in
the explanation of great historical processes.tr

ft is one of the objectives of this study to demonstrate

that, while both Marxls and Weberls postulates concerning
social causation are deficient in varying degrees, the ex-
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tent of their agreement, is much greater tlran the extent, of
their differences. fn fact, rS Giddens (tgZO) demonstra-
ted, their theories in this regard largely complement each

other, albeit in some respects only implicitly. Nonethe-
less, there are also important conflicting elements in their
assessment of social causation. One of these, the deter-
ministic property of ideology (which Marx denied), is to
be the subject of the substantively-related discussion pre-
sented in Chapter IfI.

In our discussion of their general theories we have

seen that both Marx and Weber profess the importance of ma-

terial factors as social determinants. But whereas Marx

devoted most, of his energies to elaborating upon the theme,
Weber only referred to it in passing, probably accepting
that it had been sufficiently elucidated by his predecessor.

While appreciating the relevance of material factors
in social causation (including economic causality and class
conflict ) , some of the more serious shortcomings of Marxrs
distinctive conceptions thereof need to be mentioned.

The most fundamental difficulty with Marxrs version
of causation is of an ontological nature, namely his appli-
cation of the Hegelian dialectic. As observed by Maclver
and Page (f964:558-565), the methodology of historical or
evolutionary dialectics rests on a purely dogmatic assump-

tion of the process of history. And just as Hegel had

thought to have discovered the final dialectical stage in
the synthesis of the nation-state, So Marx portrays capi-
talist society as the penultimate social order preceding
the synthesis of socialism. At this stage, iccording to
Marx, the dialectical process, which had operated through-
out history, ceases to function and material forces no

longer initiate social change. This is a questionable as-
sertion which in its teleological metaphysical origins
seriously undermines the valid aspects of Marx I s economic
determinism.

A further ontological objection to Marxian theory is
that he stresses social assumptions while largely ignoring
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other kinds of asstrmptions. But as Parekh (19822221-) points

out, rrA body of thought rests on the epist.emological , me-

thodological, ontological and ot,her kinds of assumptions
which cannot aI1 be explained in terms of social assumpt.ions.'l

Referring more specifically to Marxrs use of rrideology" in
this respect, Carlsnaes (fg8t:81-82) submits that the con-
cept as used by Marx is evaluatively predeterminative, be-

cause the yardstick which he uses in judging ideas as ideo-
logical or not is his oh'n philosophical system, which ca-
tegorizes ideas in terms of their conformity or nonconfor-
mity to the dictums of this system. Marxrs evaluation of
ideas is thus necessarily normative or even doctrinaire in
the strict sense of the word. Since the concept of ideo-
logy forms an integral part of his system of thought, it
ipso facto takes on the character of a predeterminative
criterion.

Some theorists such as Bottomore (L979:73-75) blame

Marxt s personal commitment to the ideal of socialism for
the anomalies in his work. fn this respect his theory
assumes rt... the characteristics of sociology as a moral
science which, 3s Durkheim claimed, naturally prolongs it-
self in philosophical reflection and indeed has its starting
point there.rl

Even an avowedly orthodox Marxist such as Karl Kaut-
sky can become sufficiently confused by the contradictory
aspects of Marxrs dialectics as to attempt a restatement
of its nature. According to Jakubornski he consequently
described the dialectical process as only one among seteral
laws of natural and historical development. Man responds

to changes in his environment and the dialectic simply re-
fers to rrthe adjusting of thoughts to factsrr or rrthe ad-
justing of thoughts to each other" (Jakubowski, 1976:68).

A further criticism (Birnbaum, 1953:129-L32) of Marxian

theory is its failure to present an adequate analysis of
motivation. It deals with two kinds of motivatory factors:
external pressure and class-oriented ideology. Marx does

not, however, explain the mechanism operative in the gene-
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ration of ideologyr nor does he recognize the psychologicaJ
function of ideolog:y. It has therefore consequently been

argued that the theory fatls short in satisfactorily ex-
plaining how material interests are translated into the
distinctive behaviour necessary for the achievement of so-
ci.ql change. Plamenat z (I97 5:227 ) also points t.o this
shortcorning when he observes that, save for the uncritical
repetition of widely held opinions, Marx and Engels did
not explain how ideas belonging to the ideological super-
structure originated and developed. This rr'as of course so

because they were primarily concerned wit.h the social func-
tions of concepts relating to religion, morality, law: Bo-
vernment, and so on. Nevertheless it does represent a se-
rious gap in I'larxian theory when it is viewed in its totali-
ty.

Related to what has just been said is Marxrs failure
to substantiate a dominant theme permeating much of his
work: the societal superstructure as a reflection and ex-
pression of underlying economic relationships. While his
interpretation of the inhibiting effect of class-related
ideology upon social change is acceptable, the view that
all social institutions and cultural forms are the direct
or indirect consequences of the existing economic order
fails to take account of other basic causal variables. Ad-

1er, for example, correctly notes that rr. . . it is possible
to consider other aspects of life as equally or more im-
portant than the economic aspectsl or the relation between
the mental and existential elernents of culture may be seen

in a relation other than one-way determinism" (Ad1er, 1957:

406).
In all fairness to Marx one has, however, to agree with

Lever (fqa2:18) ttrat the argument that Marx denies that i-
deas: op the spiritual side of man in general, play no role
in the historical process is a crude interpretation of hi-
storical materialism. As Lever concludes, this conception
is probably due to the various meanings of the term rrnate-

rialismt'. Marx, for example, certainly did not employ the
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mechanist.ic interpretation of the word which was popular
in I Sttr-century materialist doctrine. This was probably
also the reason why Marx used the term trnaturalismil in
preference to rrmaterialismil in his earlier work to escape
the latterts generalty-held mechanistic connotation.

An aIlied misconception regarding Marxrs doctrine
of economic determinism is that which implies that humans

act out their lives under pure economic compulsion. To

this Lever ( f qS2:L9 ) f ittingly replies, rrFor Marx there is
no alI-embracing factor standing outside of humanity which
determines exactly how men and women will behave. As he

/iarx7 put it: tMen make their own history adding,
however, the qualification which a momentls reflection sug-
gests is highly reasonable, but they do not make it
just as they please; they do not make it under circumstan-
ces chosen by themselves, but. under circumstances directly
found, given and transmitted from the pastr .

Engels, too, took pains to make clear that, although
in the Marxian system the economic base was ultimately de-
cisive in shaping the superstructure (including its ideo-
logical components), the latter could in its turn become

a secondary determining factor and react upon the base.
Thus in the totality of socio-cultural dynamics, the eco-
nomic factor is only one among several, and the Marxian
concept of determination can in fact in a sense be regarded
as multidimensional (Larrain, 1983:180-I93).

fn evaluating Marxl s use of the concept of ideology,
especially with regard to its role as a possible causal a-
gent, it is important to bear in mind that his thought bears
evidence of a qualitative change from his earlier to his
more mature works. Carlsnaes (fg8f:86-87), for example,
dwells upon some conflicting elements in Die deutsche Ideo-
logie, notably those concerning an apparent admission by

Ivlarx as to the function and necessity of ideas in social
change. Mepham (197921-44) similarly refers to the camera

obscura meta phor employed by the early Marx to explain the
origin of ideolog'y. To this he remarks that Marx had not
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at that stage achieved sufficient clarity in the maLt,er,

and that Kapital for instance, represents a greaL advance

in explaining the origin of incorrect ideas.
Notwithstanding the above and other criticisms of Marxrs

historical.-materialism and analysis of ideoloBY: his in-
depth treatment of socio-historical evolution remains the

most exhaustive account to date of mants dependence on his

material environment and the powerful influence which it
exerts on most provinces of his existence. As such, Marxian

insights, considered in conjunction with the postulates of

some other theorists, justifiably form the basis of large
areas of modern sociological enquiry and explanation.

To illustrate what. has just been said, it can be noted

that Weber's expl-anation of social causation complements

Marxian theory in precisely those areas where its limita-

tions are most evident. For one thing, Weber did not agree

with the dialectical conception of history nor r.ith the no-

tion of the progressive development of mankind. Consequent-

1y he h'as in a position to conduct extensive comparative
studies of several civiLizations, inctuding premodern China

and India and ancient Palestine and Rome, which had developed

in relative isolation from each other. In doing this he

assessed the relative causality of ideological factors in

each while holding constant the material variables. The

Marxian frame of reference precluded such sociological ex-
periments since these societies were regarded as rr arrestedrl

or 'tpreliminaryil variants of capit.alism ( Birnbaum, 1953 zL37 ) .

In adopting an explicitly multi-causal approach, weber

was able to develop a theory which made adequate allowance
for the role of ideological determinants of social phenomena,

including social structure, process and change. Furthermore,

Weber recognized the psychological functions of ideology;

that it provided the individual with the necessary motiva-

tion and impetus for his actions which was usually congruent

with his world image and life-situation. According to the

tenets of Weberts methodology, these motivational considera-

tions could be sympathetically grasped by the quasi-pheno-

menological process of Verstehen. More specifically, he con-

t
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vincingly demonstrated that the development, of capitalist
ventures required a dist.inctive set of values and psycho-
logical qualities in addition to generally favourable mate-

rial conditions. As Bottomore (1979:97 ) correctly concludes,
rr. .. the Protestant et,hic vihich at the very Ieast contri-
buted to the selfconfidence and determination of the bour-
geousie, promoted a climate of opinion favourable to its
activities, and hastened its triumph". Or in the words of
Abercrombie (f g8O: lO5) : rrThe 'Protestant ethic' so formed

matched the forms of behaviour required for capitalist ac-
tivity and provided thereby one of the essential precondi-
tions for the emergence of capitalism. Ideol,oBY: in the
form of Protestantism, is a precondition of capitalism.rr

Later, as we have already mentioned, other theorists
were able, whether intentionally or not, to embroider upon

Weberrs theme of the relevance of manrs value-orient,ations
in society. In stressing the normative implications of
non-1ogical actions as opposed to Iogical actions, Parsons,
for example, effectively criticized earlier theories which

ignored manls dependence on values and susceptibility to
normative pressures in every-day life. And as Brand (L977:

tO) points out, even most elements of Popperrs theory of
understanding are akin to those of Weber.

Needless to say: Weberts findings too have not been

able to escape extensive criticism from several quarters.
Marxist theorists, for example, predictably take exception
to his view of the social causality of religion. critics
have also maintained that his analysis of capitalism is
based upon unsatisfactory empirical facts and that his sour-
ces are chiefly Anglo-Saxon. He is accused of having mis-
represented both Protestantism and Catholicism and of not
being justified in contrasting modern capitalism and pre-
ceding types of capitalistic activity to the extent he did.
Some critics such as Macrae (L979) consider him an idealist,
implying that he overemphasizes the causality of ideas, much

in the way in which Marx is often labelled a materialist
for overemphasizing economic determinism.

Others in addition doubt the methodological and episte-
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mological premises upon which Weberts theories are based.

Abel (1948:49), for example, goes to great lengths in an

effort to demonstrate that the ope ration of Verstehen lacks
the fundamental attributes of scientific method and main-
tains that it can therefore not serve as the basis of so-
ciological research and theory.

Whereas Marxian thought is in effect coupled to socia-
list doctrine, Weberian theory can similarly be regarded
as revealing ideological bias, albeit in an opposite di-
rection. Thus Ashcraft (f9722I62) asserts that Weber pro-
duced a bourgeois counterpart to historical materialism:
it is the main reason for Weberrs popularity, especially
in the United States, since to many his rejection of Marx

appears to be a confirmation of the independent causality
of ideas in the course of history (a claim which Weber ne-
ver in fact made). The accusation of ideological bias, in-
cidentally, is of course also one of the main criticisms
directed at Parsonian sociology and an important reason
for its declining influence in recent years.

Houghton (1977:162) laments the lack of systematic
theory in Weberts application of the concept of ideology.
He maintains that rrWhen ideology and action are seen in We-

berian terms: 3S they are by most sociological students of
ideologyr they tend to dissolve into an all but ineffable
flux of meanings, values, beliefs, ends, means, and ttypesl

of actions. The relationship of ideolog-y, conceived men-

talistically, to action is left unspecified and it is sig-
nificant that no coherent theory of ideas, values, and be-

liefs has emerged. "6)
In summing up the respective positions of l'larx and

Weber on socio-historical determination, one arrives at
the conclusion. that although each had his own, distinct
point of view, their conceptions of causality are neverthe-
less remarkably related and in fact quite compatible if
not complementary. Lever (fgaZz27-28) puts it very con-
cisely when he says that Marx does not suggest a straight-
forward causal determination. Rather he maintains that po-
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Iit,icaI life and ideologies will tend towards conformity
with established relationships of production. With lVeber

we have a shift in emphasis and one can well go along
with Abercrombie (fg8O:IO5) when he maintains that Weber'
rr. . . rejects any assertion that economy or ideology have

a causal primaFytt. The relative of either element in a

cb iven situation cannot be determined a priori but depends

entirely on substantive circumstances.

2.6.2 Ideology

The analysis of the Marxian and Weberian positions re-
garding causatity simultaneously clarifies the most signi-
ficant discrepancies of their respective interpretations
of ideology. Marx, BS we have seen, had a very definite
theory of ideolosy: largely equating it, with false con-
sciousness as Eyerman (1981:43-55) points out, and the con-
cept is applied to intellectuals and capitalists (ttre bour-
geois) who have lost touch with the rrnatural unfolding of
the laws of history" and thus strive to maintain the status
quo. Weber, again., 3s is clear from the preceding discus-
sions, did not develop a theory of ideology as such, but
instead applied the term to any g;roup of related ideas and

beliefs. ft now remains to formulate a more abstracted gene-

ral statement of the chief constituent elements of the con-
cept.

First, w€ have seen that both Marx and Weber, and vir-
tual1y all other theorists, agree that ideology consists of
a set of interrelated ideas. This system of ideas can per-
tain to a limited segment of perceived reality such as so-
ciety, religion, politics, economics, nature, the individual,
or even to science itself. The system of ideas can also
encompass the entire universe of human existence, permeating
all levels, in the sense of Mannheimr s total ideology. In-
deed, with respect to inclusiveness, ideological thought
can be situated at any point along a continuum, the poles
of which are a single dominating idea at the one extreme

and an all-inclusive pattern of thought at the other.
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Second, ideologicat ideas variously comprise defini-
tions of value, existentialist interpretations, normative
prescriptions, explanations of behavioural conduct and epi-
stemologicar assumptions. These cognitions are symbolically
conveyed in oral or written linguistic utterances, semantic
structures, artistic creations, behavioural expressions,
occupational or recreational activity and by all other ve-
hicles of communication present in a culture which are sub-
jectively and/or objectively meaningful.

The third dimension inherent in ideology is that of
proximity to realit.y. fdeas can either reflect an existing
situation more or less accurately, or be complete misrepre-
sentations in the extreme sense of the Engersian false con-
sciousness, Baconian idols or Machiavellian deliberate de-
ception. Related to this is the characteristic that ideo-
logies vary in the extent of their internal logical consis-
tency.. for factual elements incorporated within an ideotogy
usually consist of specially selected features of reality
which appear to be in agreement with and support its basic
propositions. Objective phenomena which contradict these
are either overlooked or explained array by resort to meta-
physical conjecture. As a result, ideologies are often
based on principles which by their very nature, or because
of the terms in which they are couched, make any empirical
verification or rejection impossible. rt is this moraris-
tic and elevated character of some ideologies which makes

allegiance to them more a matter of faith than honest con-
viction. It does not necessarily fo11ow that all such
ideas are invalid but merely that these principles, presen-
ted as absolutes, are usually not amenable to empirical tests.

Non-ideological thought by contrast represents an ac-
curate depiction of substantive phenomena within the frame-
work of scientific epistemology. Arguments are variousry
brought forward to the effect that even such ideas are i-
deological since they rest upon certain philosophical as-
sumptions which in themselves defy positive proof. This
point of view puts our entire grasp of existence into ques-
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tion and can only be considered in purely philosophical
terms beyond the scope of the present study.

Fourth, ideologies are related to the soeieties in
which they are found. As Helvetius, Marx and Mannheim as-

serted, there is a positive correlation between ideology
and the social structure, ideas often being the consequence

or reflection of certain dominant features of the social
struct.ure.

Fifth, ideologies vary in regard to their psychologi-
cal characteristics. These may be subdivided into:

(i) Psychological origin - some ideologies initially
evolYe in response to and as sublimations of basic
psychological conditions. Freud I s psycho-analysis
and Paretols sentiments represent attempts to come

to grips with the problematics of this process.

Internalization - ideoloBYr when imposed from with-

out through the normal process of socialization or

through deliberate indoctrination, is event'ually in-

corporated into and becomes part of the individual I s

psychological disposition. The degree of interna-
lizat,ion depends on the vigour of inculcation and

the pliability of the subject. ft can vary from a

vague awareness of the ideas in question to a com-

plete identification with them and their subsequent

absorption into the personality structure.

(ii)

( i-ii ) Emotive content in the
gies elicit an emotional

of
in

cases ideolo-
the individual.

maj ority
response

r_v ) Psychological function ideology answers to the
individualts need for a coherent world-image and

explanation of his life-situation as variously de-

scribed by Durkheim, Weber, Freud and Mannheim.

(") Behavioural proclivity ideologies either induce

or inhibit distinctive behavioural patterns in re-
sponse to certain stimul i.7)
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,Sixth, ideologies are of f unct.ional consequence ( other
than those of a purely psychological nature referred to a-
bove) for the societies in which they exist. These can be

negative in the Marxian and Marcusian sense of inhibiting
socio-historical I'progress", or positive as portrayed in
Durkheimts collectivistic-ideological conception of the o-
rigin of institutions. More in particular, a number of
theorists including Machiavelli, Marx, Marcuse, Habermas

and in certain respects also Weber, consider domination,
control and exploitation to be a primary constituent and

objective of ideolog;icaI postulates.
Seventh, ideological thought is relativistic since,

as Weber indicated, criteria of validity depend on the cul-
t,ural context in which they are applied. Mannheim concurs
in his usage of total ideology as a relational concept and

Merton stresses the role of divergent evaluations of iden-
tical phenomena.

Finally, ideological systems are either open or closed
permitting social experiment and change to a greater or lesser
degree. Bourgeois capitalist society as depicted by Weber,

for example, adheres to some fundamental assumptions and

values but a11or.s for developmental variations in its struc-
ture and the self-realization of its members. Orthodox
Marxist-Leninist society on the other hand is subject to
the centralized dogmatic interpretation of the inviolable
laus of rrscientific socialism'r r.hich regulate most spheres
of existence.

This discussion should be sufficient to make clear
that any endeavour to formulate a short, concise sociologi-
ca1 definition of the concept of ideology is bound to be

thwart with difficulties. The concept is of such complexi-
ty and richness in connotation that an abridged definition
would unavoidably prove sinplistic, incomplete and mislead-
ing. Needless to sayr substantive ideologies do not always
manifestly incorporate all the properties enumerated above,
while one or other may be totally lacking. A11 the pro-
perties, however, are readily identifiable when thought-sy-
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stems which are commonly or selectively categorized as i-

deologies by sociologist.s are examined in their entirety.
Furthermore, i, the interests of research an inclusive, de-

tailed presentation of the concept of ideology has unde-

niable heurist.ic value providing a paradigm or model, as

it were, for the selection, description, comparison and

general analysis of significant traits of different ideolo-
gies.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER II

1) A concept has no independent existence as such: it is

a human construct, being the consequence of the mental

manipulation of percept,ions and other concepts through
the processes of int.erpretation, association and ab-
st,raction. ft is a generalization referring more to
classes or categories than to single objects and is
universal inside a given communication area. Concepts

are relatively stable and are inclined t,o be consistent
in their meanings. Being generalj-zations, they normal-
1y include only the essential characteristics of the
referents and this purposeful selection and integration
of the main characteristics of a class imbues a concept
with a measure of formality.

The referents of a concept hat'e or at least are assumed

to have concrete or empirical existence whether this
is directly discernible or not. These referents, more-

over, are infinitely variable, having only a limited
number of common characteristics, and while even these
characteristics can vary in any number of ways, it is

to them that a concept refers. All concepts form part

of one or more conceptual systems in which they are

1ogically integrated, the amount of integration being
dependent on the type of concept and the success achieved
in efforts at systematizing the concept logically (.lou-

bert, 19642t9-2o).

Merton (1968:143) stresses the importance of concepts
in theory-formation yet warns that conceptual analysis,
while indispensable for this purpose, should not be con-
fused uith' theory as such. Only systemically interre-
lated concepts which have their.origin in empirical phe-

nomena should be thought of as comprising theory. ft
is evident that concepts help to create order out of
confusion: they provide a means of mentally stabili-
zing various aspects of reality and are the basis of
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communication and logical analysis.

2) "At present (f8+f ) tlre concern is not to depict man,

but rather to retrieve him from the ( S". tidealistic t )
quagmire into which he had sunk. rr The task was : rr . . .

to deduce the necessity for a human philosophy, i.e.
an anthropology, from the philosophy of the Absolute
i.e. (S". philosophical) theology and to establish a

human ptrilosophy upon the critique of divine philoso-
phy" (Ldwith, t93zzt79-r8o).

3) In Weberrs own words, "Interests (material and ideal),
not ideas, directly govern manls conduct. Nevertheless,
lviews of the worldt created by rideasr have frequently
acted like switchmen indicating t,he lines along which
action has been propelled by the dynamic of interests"
( Brand , 1977 :6) .

4) I'Weberrs rleadership democracyt did not exist for the
protection of basic rights or even for the rminimiza-

tion of authorityr but, on the contrary, for the in-
creased power of the State and an independent leader-
ship position of the charismatic talented in the midst
of a society engrossed in pure legalism. For hin de-
mocracy in the institutional sense was a creation
of tpure expediencet (Mommsen, f959:419).

5) rt. . . viewed as congealed spirit the machine is not
neutral; technical rationality corresponds to the
predominating societal rationality: its structure
can be altered. Technical rationality can thus be

utili-zed as a liberating technique. For Max Weber

this possibility was Utopia. Today it would seem that,
he was right" ( Aron , L98O: 2 55-256) .

6) Mullins (tgl2:5O2) regards this ubiquitous characteris-
tic of ideology (i.". as frequently reflected in the
conceptls application in sociological treatises) ".
a rr... problen of boundaries in the conceptualization
of ideology /*nichT arises from the failure to main-
tain distinctions between ideology and other culturalhttp://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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ptrenomena (especially myth and utopia) with which ideo-
logy is often confusedrr. Indeed he prefers a more con-
cise, socio-political usage for the concept, defining
it as rr. . . a logically coherent system of symbols which,
within a more or less sophisticated conception of his-
tory, links the cognitive and evaluative perception
of oners social condition - especially its prospects
for the future to a program of collective action for
the maintenance, alteration or transformation of so-
cietyr'. WhiIe this is certainly a very promising defi-
nition from a political-science point of view, MuIlins I s

conception of ideology would probably be viewed as

too restrictive by most sociologi sts. See also the re-
marks in the final paragraph of Chapter If in this re-
gard.

7) The preceding discussion of social causality (Section
2.6.1) is an elaboration of this. Apart from Marxrs
and Weberls contributions, the postulates of Parsonrs
voluntaristic theory of action represent the most
thorough attempt to date to relate ideas and values
with behaviour-
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CIIAPTER I I T

THE HERERO OF CENTRAL NAMIB]A

3. I Hist orical background

3. f. I Origins

It is generally accepted that the Herero participated
in the large-scaLe Bantu migrations from the African lacu-
strine area which took place from the sixteenth to the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century. According to Seligman
(tgi 8:117), the Bantu peoples are differentiated from true
Negroid peoples in that the former have a partially Hamitic
ancestry. EthnologicalIy, Bantu are defined on the basis
of purely linguistic criteria. ft can nevertheless be

surmised that the nomadic pastoralism of the Herero is also
indicative of erstwhile Hamitic influenc:es.

Attempts at piecing together the early history of the
Herero trave thus far been based mainly on oral evidence and

genealogical computation. Among the better-known accounts
are those of Hahn (1869) Dannert (r906), Irle (lgoO) and
Vedder (lgZ8 and 1934). There is general agreement that
the Herero entered the territory which was to become known as

South West Africa and later as Namibia along various routes
in sma11, essentiatly self-contained groups. The majority
appear to have arrived in north-western Namibia around 1550
and after a sojourn in the Kaokoveld they resumed their
southward push in search of new pastures about 17 50.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the Herero
eventually inhabited an area that stretched from the Erongo
Mountains in the west to the B1ack Nossob in the east and
from the Auas Mountains just south of the present-day Wind-
hoek to the Otavi Mountains in the north.

Given the aridity of the climate, the Herero soon found
themselves competing for scarce land and water resources
with the original inhabitants, the Darna and the San. The

marginal ecology of these groupsr existence did not permit
them to continue their accustomed life-styIe in co-existence
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uith the Herero herdsmen and tlrey were compelled either to
seek refuge in the more inhospitable mount.ain and desert
regions or to a.ccept servitude.

Throughout most of their wanderings the Herero left
behind small groups who had found the various environments
to their tiking. Today one encounters Herero or Herero-re-
Iated com.munities as far-f1ung as Southern Angola, Kaoko-
Iand, Central Namibia and Botswana. According to Estermann
(7976:xxvii), the Herero in Angola comprise seven tribes.
He notes that rr. . . in the South are the Himba and Tyavikwa,
then the Zimba and Hakavona, and stil1 further north the
better known Kuvale, with whom may be grouped the Kwanyoka

and Ngendelengo'r. The Namibian Herero consist of four ma-

jo" divisions: the Himba and Tjimba in Kaokoland, the
Mbanderu in the east and the Herero proper in the central
parts. The Herero of Botswana are mainly the dgscendants
of the group which fled after the battle of Waterberg and

managed to seek refuge in the former British Protectorate.
The forbears of some Botswanan Herero, however, had already
migrated into Ngamitand about I896 (Vive1o, L974:4O).

3.1. 2 Pre-coloniaI history

The overlordship of the Herero in their new country
did not go unchallenged for long, for they soon encountered
another pastoral people in the vicinity of the Swakop River,
members of the XnoiI), and friction soon arose between the
two. In fact the history of the Herero for the greater
part of the nineteenth century was characterized by a seem-

ingly interminable series of feuding, skirmishes and cattle-
raiding between these adversaries.

The first serious clash occurred in 1830 when drought
conditions pretailed and induced the Herero herdsmen to in-
vade traditional Nama grounds with their cattle. The Red

Nation Nama tribe, unable to withstand the superior Herero
forces, turned to the Oorlam leader Jonker Afrikaner for
help. Afrikaner, who had entered Nanibia with his father
Jager Afrikaner from the Northern Cape some years before,
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was in possessi on of f i re-arms and easi I y def eat.ecl tlre lle-
rero in three successive battles (vedder, 1934:18f-f8i).

Having driven his adversaries into the mountainous re-
gions near Okahandja, Jonker returned to Windhoek where he

established his ne\.r headquarters. While devising methods

for the eventual subjugation of the entire region the Oorlam

leader preyed upon Herero cattle to meet his expenses. It
was during this time that the first European contact was

made with Herero individuals, for they had previously been

known to the white man only through reports deriving from
Khoi tribesmen.

Sir James Alexander undertook an overland journey from
Cape Town to Walvis Bay in 1836-37. From there he travelled
eastr.ard up the Kuiseb River, calling upon Jonker Afrika-
ner along the way. In Jonkerrs kraal he sah a number of
captured Herero and made a study of their.language and cus-
t,oms (Alexander, 1838: I63 -179) . However, it rras only r^ith
the arrival of the missionaries Carl Hugo Hahn and Franz
Heinrich Kleinschmidt, who were dispatched by the Rhenish
Mission Society at the request of Jonker, that Westerners
first became acquainted with the Herero in their own cultu-
ral setting. After witnessing t,he conclusion of a peace

treaty between Jonker and the Herero chieftains Tjamuaha

and Kahitjeni in Windhoek in December 1842, Hahn visited
the tribal kraal at Okahandja in February the following
year (Vedder, 1934:.2L5-218).

Hahn and Kleinschmidt presently established a mission
station at 0tjikango (ttre present-day Gross Barmen) not
far from Okahandja. Hahn worked among the Herero with
great dedication and learned their language but nevertheless
had to wait fifteen years for his first Christian convert
(Vedder et al ,.L928:158) .

Jonker Afrikaner continued raiding and extended his
sorties northwards into the domain of the Ovambo. As a

consequence, by the time of his death in 1861 the Herero

had suffered extensive losses in both life and property.
Jonker was succeeded by Christian Afrikaner and his vassal,
Tjamuaha, who died in the same year, was succeeded by Ma-
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harero.
This was to be the turning poinL in the fortunes of

t.he Herero people. Maharero and his brother, Wilhe1m,

managed to escape from Okahandja to 0tjimbingrne where they
were attacked by Christian Afrikaner in 1863. The Namas

suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Herero (uho

were aided by European traders) and Christian lost his life
in the battle. His brother Jan Jonker, who took over the
leadership of the Afrikaner tribe, r^.as determined to avenge

the setback but never quite succeeded (Cotdblatt, L97:--:29-

32) .

The next seven years Here char.acterized by intermittent
strife between the two parties rr'ith Maharerors people gra-
duaIly gaining t,he ascendancy. The Herero successes were

mainly due to the fact that they had been steadily supplied
with fire-arms by the white traders and missionaries who

wished to undermine the former Nama hegemony. In 1870 a

peace treaty was concluded through the instrumentality of
the missionaries and a period of relative calm followed
that was to last for ten years. During this time missionary
actil'ities were stepped up and increasing numbers of white
traders, hunters, miners and farmers mainly of British,
German and Dutch extraction entered the country. In 1880

Nama tribesmen drove off a large herd of sacred cattle be-
longing to Maharero. He promptly ordered the execution of
a1I Namas residing near his royal kraal at Okahandja and

other Herero-occupied areas. Once again the country was

in the grip of general turmoil and bloodshed, a new peace

between the warring parties being concluded only in 1892
(Ma1an , l98O:57-58).

3.1. 3 German colonization

fn contrast to the other major European powers of the
nineteenth century, Germany for a long time showed no inte-
rest in obtaining colonies. Chancellor 0tto von Bismarck

in particular had no colonial ambitions and preferred in-
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stead to pursue a policy of free trade. However, under

the increasing pressure of the Mission and various commer-

cial entrepreneurs who demanded imperial protection for
their overseas vent.ures, Bismarck eventually yielded and

Iaunched his country on a course of colonialism (Grtrt &

Duignan, 1977 zl_-25).

Thus t,he area between the 0range and Kunene rivers
was proclaimed a German Protectorate in 1884 and Heinrich
Goering was dispatched as special Imperial Commissioner to
the territory the following year. His task was to esta-
blistr order and consolidat.e Germanyrs position through the
conclusion of protection treaties with the various tribal
leaders. Bley (fq68:2L-22) states that rrDie VertrHge, oft
unter Druck und vagen Versprerchungen abgeschlossen, zielten
zunHchst mehr auf einen viilkerrechthichen Rechtstitel als
auf eine staatsrechtliche Neuordnung. Dementsprechend

wurden die Stammesstruktu.r und die HHuptlingsgewalt in ihnen
garantiert. Nur das Recht auf Kriegsftihrung wurde aufgeho-
ben, die EuropHer der Rechtsprechung der HHuptlinge ent-

?\
zogerr und die Freiziigkeit fiir EuropHer verlangt,tt-'

At first Goering was partially successful in accom-

ptishing his objectives, but in 1888 Maharero repudiated
the agreement with the German Government when he reali_zed
that the protection treaty in itself was insufficient to
put an end to tribal strife. It. became apparent that a

show of armed force was necessary for the assertion of Ger-

man authority and in view of this Captain Curt von Frangois
was sent to the Protectorate with a sma1I military contin-
gent in 1889.

In I890 the ailing Iulaharero was pressured into revi-
ving the former treaty with Germany. Hendrik Witbooi, the
Oorlam chieftain who had taken over leadership of the main

Nama elements from Jan Jonker Afrikaner, repudiated Maha-

rero for his action. fn a letter to Maharero he rendered
an analysis of the then existing political situation and

showed extraordinary insight into the course of future de-
velopments in his countrY.
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He r+rote from Hornkrans on J0 t"lay 1890: rt ... gy zuTL

eeuwig berouw hebben, dat U Uwe land en regeringsreg in de
handen der witte menschen afgegeven hebben want ik
weet niet of U genoegzaam, dat Woord nagedacht en goed ver-
staan hebt, dat I-l in Deutsche Bescherming z,ich ingegeven
hebt, ik weet niet of LI en uw Herrero Natie de zetten en
wettenr €D gedraag van die Regeering zal verstaan, en langer
daarin staan met gerustheid en vrede want gij zult de her-
ken van Geuring niet verstaan en niet met de vrede zyn
want hii zal niet naar uwen wil en gewoonte wetten handelen
en wandelen maar het zal voor U te laat zyn want gij hebt
hen reeds de volle regt gegeven en hij zal nu niet meer on-
der U zicht beugen: €D U zal zicht ook niet onder hem laten
beugen maar het. zal u Niet helpen want gij hebt zichL reeds
onder zyn magt gegeven ,r ( witbooi, lg|g:7 g-8f I . 3 )

Maharero died in the same year and rtas succeeded by
his son samuer Maharero who h'as appointed Paramount chief
by Von Frangois in 1891. Jn 1894 Major Theodor Leutwein
arrived in Windhoek eventually to replace Von Frangois (who

had experienced difficulty in subjugating Witbooi and had
thus fallen into disfavour with the colonial office in Ber-
lin) as Governor of German South West Africa. After finally
defeating the Witboois in the Naukluft Mountains in the
south, the government set about colonising and developing
the country. According to Bley (1968), Leutweinrs land po-
licy was directed essentialty at the gradual transfer of
land from the Africans to the European settlers by peace-
ful means. He contrived to stabiLize land-ownership by se-
curing fixed boundaries and by altering land-laws in He-
rero territory to enable settlers to buy land on a perma-
nent basis. By being deprived of their economic base, Afri-
cans would coneomitantly become available as labourers.

The German government also lost no time in consolida-
ting its position by establishing growth-points, reinfor-
cing its defences, improving communications and construct-
i.rg a railway line from Swakopmund to Windhoek. It was

furthermore decided to demarcate an area of crohrn land which
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was to be out of bounds for Herero catt,le. 0n this point.
agreement was reached between Leutwein and Samuel Mahare-
ro that the l{hite Nossob (fro* its source to where it t,urns
south) would constitute the southern boundary between He-

rero territory and the German crown land (Pool:I97 9:23).
It was only when the first cattle !{ere confiscated after
traving crossed the demarcated line that the ordinary Herero
came to realize the full implications of the measure. In
what r,vas to become known as therrWar of the Boundaryrrthe
Herero leaders Nicodemus and Kahimemua, both rivals of Ma-

harero, rose against the Germans in the east in fAgO.a)
German troops, aided by Oorlam, Nama, Baster and Herero
horsemen (including Samuel Maharero among thsir nrrmber),
quelled the uprising and its leaders were apprehended and

executed in Okahandja (cofdblatt, t97I:)24J26). This was

but a prelude to the events that, were to follow shortly,
the reverberations of which can be felt to the present day.

3.1.4 The revolt of the Herero

Much has been written as to the causes of the Herero
uprising of 19O4, ranging from attempts to justify either
the German or Herero actions at the time to more disinte-
rested analyses of the mutually reinforcing, EUltiple fac-
tors which cumulatively led to the final conflagration.
Thus the official report of the German General Staff main-
tains that the Hererors rr... eigentlicher Charakter ist
ein wenig erfreuliches Gemisch von Grausamkeit, Habgier,
Verschlagenheit und Selbstiibersch5Lzung, welch letzLere
sich vor a11em in einer masslosen Verachtung aller Fremden,
gleichviel ob schwarz oder weiss, ausdrtickt,. Es lag
auf der Hand dass jede ernsthafte Kolonisation an solchen
starken Eigenschaften der eingeborenen StHmme Widerstand
finden musste. In deren kriegerischer und freiheitslieben-
der Art ist deshalb auch wohl die vornehmste Ursache des

allgemeinen Aufstandes vom Jahre 1904 zu suchen.
I'A11e anderen grossen und kleinen Ursachen, denen man

spHter in Deutschland die Schuld zuschob, verschwinden da-
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[Jegen. Der grosse unvermeidbare ltampf mit den Eingeborenen

musst.e f rtiher oder spHter kommen, wollte anders Deutschland

nicht auf eine wirtschaftliche Erschliessung des Lanrles

yerzichten. Wer hier kolonisieren woIIte musste zuerst zum

Schwert greifen und Krieg fiihren - aber nicht mit. kleinli-
chen und schw5chlichen Mitteln, sondern mit starker, Ach-

tung gebietender Macht bis zur vijlligen Niederwerfung der

Eingeborenen'' (Kriegsgeschichtliche Abteilung I des Grossen

Generalstabes, l9O6,a) . 5)

On the other hand, Bridgman (fggl:6O) notes that I'fn

the opinion of present-day East, German scholars, the naked

economic exploitation of the natives was the sole reascn

for the rebellion, and they mock bourgeois historians who

claim that the conflict greh out of irreconcilable racial
and cultural differences. Iet the economic explanation is
too simple. I'

SamueI I'laharero, again, jrstif ied his move to have

whit,es in the country killed (it, a letter dated 6 March

19O4, addressed to Leutwein) "= follows:

'r... This was not begun in this year by f,€, rather
has it been started by the Whites (yourself). You know

yourself hor. many Hereros have been kitled by White people,
particularly traders, with guns, and in prisons and when-

ever I took these matters to Windhoek the blood of my

people was compensated for by a small number of small stock
namely 5O (o" even 15). The traders increased the hardship
by pressing my people to accept articles on credit; there-
after they robbed us (secured payment for themselves) and

they went so far as to secure payment by taking ahay by

force 2 or 3 head of cattle for a debt of f'I sterling.

"These are the matters that have gi.ven rise to the war

in this country . . . rt (Goldblatt, tg1L:133-134) .6)
ft.would probably be fair to summarize the main con-

tributory factors to the Herero uprising as follows:

German meddling in the Herero succession question(i)

According to Herero custom Nicodemus should have
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been the lawful successor t,o Ivlaharero.
port for Samuel Maharero in his efforts
himself as paramount leader alienated a

tion of the Herero.

German sup-
to establish
large por-

( li ) Leutweinr s pol icv of divide and rul e

By conceding to Samuelrs request that his territory
be expanded to the Seeis River in 1896 while refu-
sing a similar request by Nicodemus for the inclu-
sion of Gobabis in his territory, Leutwein succeeded
in compounding the estrangement between the two and
thus caused further bitterness against, his policies.

(iri) The great rinderpest of L897

During the great rinderpest of 1897 the Herero 1ost
the greater part of their herds. They subsequent-
1y accused the authorities of taking insufficient
steps to have their cattle vaccinated against the
disease.

(i") The land question

By 1903 fu1ly 3i million ha of the original 12

million ha which had formerly belonged to the He -
rero were in the hands of white settlers. Concerned
about this trend, Leutwein toyed with the idea of
creating reserves, much to the consternation of the
Herero. They feared losing what land stitl remained
in their possession and thus finally being forced
into servitude. The construction of the Otavi rail-
road through the heart of Hereroland, whereby the
otavi Minen und Eisenbahn Gesellschaft, the co,o.pany
which was financing the undertaking, demanded title
to a wide strip of land (ZO krn) on either side of
the railroad plus alt water rights in the area,
reinforced Herero apprehensions in this regard.
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(r') The unscrupulous actions of traders

Payment for goods sold on credit rras often secured
by resorting to violent measures and in amounts
out, of all proportion to the debts incurred.

(r-i) Differin g conceptions of iurisprudence and the ad-

(vii)

ministration of iustice

According to Herero tribal custom for example, alI
land was held in common and neither the chief nor
any other member had any special rights over it.
The signing away of large tracts of land by Samuel
Maharero to the Germans was therefore considered
illegal and r4'as consequently not generally recog-
nized by the Herero. Regarding the administration
of justice, the Herero were accustomed to swift
trial and punishment of offenders. German court
cases, however, were often drawn-out affairs and
when the accused was a white who had transgressed
against a black, this caused the Herero to doubt
whether the authorities intended to punish the
offender at all.

Unequal treat,ment of bl ack and white transgressors
by the courts of law

One could in fact argue a case for the total dis-
regard of law and due process on the part of the
colonial authorities when it came to black trans-
gressors.

(viii) Racial tension

Racial tension caused primarily by a white-suprema-
cist consciousness on the part of the settrers and
their generally contemptuous attitude to the cus-
toms and human worth of the indigenes. The solemn
promise embodied in Article 3 of the protection
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t,reaty with the Herero (it whictr the Germans un-
dertook t.o respect Herero cust.oms) was thus really
completely ignored. Related to this Here opposing
exist,ential values ( such as t,hose regarding work

ethics) which aggravated often already poor la-
bour relations, since employers were in the habit,
of extending the right of I'fatherly chastisement'l
to their employees. Sexual abuse of indigenous
females also caused smouldering resentment.

(ix) The desire for an unfettered i ndependence

The Hererors yearning to regain their independence

and their refusal to live under the yoke of a

foreign power or to submit to its uncongenial cul-
ture Iras reinforced by the cumulative effect of
the aforementioned factors. (.f. Bley, 1968:16O-
188; Bridgman, 1981 :57-66; PooL, 1979:L4-54;
Sollors, 1972:L37-L46; and Wellingt,on, 1967:L87-
2oo).

The opportunity to revolt arose r*hen the tsondelswarts
Nama tribe rebelled against the German authorities in the
south in October 19O3. Leutwein sent the greater part of
the colonial troops to suppress the unrest and Later went

to join them himself. Taking advantage of the military
vacuum thus created, Samuel Maharero gave the signal to
attack on Il January I9O4. He explicitly ordered that all
Englishmen, Basters, Bergdamara , Nama and Boers were to
be spared. The Herero began the uprising the following day

by falling upon various farms, settlements and outposts
killing l-23 Germans (Leutwein, 1906:466). Contrary to cus-
tom, the lives.of women and children were preserved, as

were those of all missionaries.
After recovering from the initial shock of the uprising,

which had caught the Germans totally by surprise, the troops
regrouped and relieved the besieged towns and forts. In
the first four months of the war the Herero warriors main-
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tained the initiative and made off wit,h most of ttre li'r'e-
stock owned by wtrites, destroying numerous farms, bridges
and portions of the railway line in the process. In six
battles and a number of skirmishes they gained victory
over their adversaries as often as they themselves suf-
fered loss. Jn desperation the German High Command re-
placed Leutwein with General Lothar von Trotha, a man who

had gained a reputation for his ferocity in East Africa a

decade before. Von Trotha immediately ordered troop rein-
forcements to be sent to the colony in preparation for a

final onslaught.
The Herero withdrert to their Waterberg st,ronghold,

where they, numbering about 50 OOO men, women and children
and as many cattle, were eventually partially surrounded
and severely defeated by superior German fire-power on

11 August 1904. fn desperation they managed to break
through a gap in the encirclement during the night and

were allowed to escape eastwards into the waterless Omaheke

(western Kalahari) where the overwhelming majority perished'
of thirst. Those r.ho could not f lee were put to deat,h
(Bridgman, 1981 :66-t27) .

Von Trothars genocidal intentions became evident when

he promulgated his notorious Schiessbefehl on 2 October
1904 at a time when the Hereros had already been utterly
vanquished:

rrOsombo-Windembe, 2. Oktober 1904

Ich, der grosse General der deutschen Soldaten sende

diesen Brief an das Volk der Herero Herero sind nicht
mehr deutsche Untertanen. Sie haben gemordet, gestohlen,
haben verwundeten Soldaten Ohren und Nasen und andere Ktir-
perteile abgeschnitten und wollen jetzt aus Feigheit nicht
mehr kHmpfen. .Ich sage dem Volke: Jeder, der einen der
Kapit5ne an einer meiner Stationen als Gefangenen abliefert,
erh5lt I OOO Mark; wer SamueI Maharero bri ngt, 5 OOO Mark.
Das Volk der Herero muss jetzt das Land verlassen. Wenn

das Volk dies nicht tut, so werde ich es mit demrrgroot
Rohr" (Geschiitz) dazu zwingen. fnnerhalb der deutschen
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Grenze wird jeder Herero mit oder ohne Gewehr, mit oder

ohne Vieh, erschossen. fch nehme keine Weiber- und keine
Kinder mehr auf , treibe sie zu ihrem VoIk zuriick und lasse
auf sie schiessen. Das sind meine Worte an das VoIk der

Herero. Der grosse General des mHchtigen deut.schen Kaisers
\'. Trotha'r (Rust, 1905:385)."

von Trotha h'as compelled by higher authority to lift
the order some weeks fater and captured Herero were hence-

forth put in chains and sent to concentrat ion camps, where

the ablebodied were obliged to do forced labour on various
projects. In the course of time aIl tribal lands were con-

fiscated, strict pass-r,egulatigns enforced, tribal chief-
tainships prohibited and the ownership of l ar'ge stock for-
bidden (nley, 19682204-zI2). The Hereros had ceased to
exist as a tribal entity and ttreir numbers h:rd decreased

from an est.imated 8O OOO before the war to approximately
R)

20 OOO after it (Cotdb1att, L97l:2OO tntil the arri-
va1 of the Union troops under General Louis Botha in 1915,

after the outbreak of World War l, the surviving Herero con-

tinued to lead a precarious existence under the harsh con-

ditions imposed by their German masters.
During this period of social disorganization the He-

rero accept.ed Christian baptism in significantly large num-

bers for the first time in their history. Tn being deprived
of land and cattle they had also lost their spiritual and

material succour. They thus turned to the missionaries in

whom they saw a substitute means of providing for both their

religious needs and their material well-being. The mis-
sionaries could not adequately cope with the situation which

r,{as suddenly thrust upon them and necessarily had to dis-
appoint the Hererors expectations. This led to a crisis of
confidence whiCh was aggravated by the missionariesr gradual
closer alignment with the colonial authorities (Sundermeier,

t973:86-88).

1.5 Under South African ruleJ

On the whole the period of South African military oc-
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cupation passed off peaceful 1y and the indigenous popula-

tion generally welcomed tlre presence of the [l nion troops.
The authorities soon took steps to liberalize labour Ie-
gislation and to ensure more humane penalties for trans-
gressions. AIl inhabitants were allowed to possess catt.le
once more and preliminary grazing reserves h'ere set aside
for this purpose. In February 1918 the Herero became the
recipients of the first official reserve (Otiohorongo) t.o

be created by the new rulers (Schoeman, 1975:68-96). Ac-

cording to Wienecke (f967:74-75), the return of some of
their former land l^'as interpreted by the Herero as a token

of ancest,ral magnanimity.
This led to a revival of traditional religious prac-

t,ices in gratitude to the forefathers for their generosity.
Sundermeier (l9i 3:88-89), however, is of the opinion that
this process had already begun with the disillusionment of
the Herero uith their Christian mentors in the closing
years of the German regime, rthich was compounded by the mi-
litary governmentrs censure of the Rhenish Missionrs alleged
collaboration with the colonists.

At the conclusion of World War I, General Jan Smuts

was in favour of annexing t.he former German colony as a

fifth province of the Union of South Africa. In this Smuts

could count on the support of Lloyd George (Great Britain),
Massey (New Zeal_and) and Hughes (Australia). President
Woodrow Wilson of the United States of America, howet'er,

r+'as strongly opposed to the annexation of former German co-
lonia1 possessions and eventually a compromise mandate

system was agreed upon whereby South West Africa was placed

under the tutelage of the Union by the League of Nations
(wessels, 1938:134-135). Article 2 of the Mandate, which
was signed in Geneva on L7 December L92O, stated that I'The

l"landatory shall have fult porder of administration and le-
gislation over the territory subject to the present Mandate

as an integral portion of the Union of South Africa, and

may apply the laws of the Union of South Africa to the ter-
ritory subject to such local modifications as circumstances
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may requr-re.
rrThe Mandatory shal1 promole to the utmost, the mat.e-

rial and moral uellbeing and the social progress of the
inhabitants of the territory subject to the present Man-

datert ( Rosenow, n . d. :2-3) .

Tlre initial land grants by the nerr' government raised
hopes among the Africans that most of their former rights
and possessions would be r.etrrrned to them. These were
frustrat.ed when it became evident that, i, line with esta-
blished South African policy, only limited areas r.{ere to
be reallocated to the indigenes. Nevertheless the Africans
concentrated on recovery and endeavoured to wring what con-
cessions they could from the authorities. Their social
activities were characterized by religiosity, both Christian
and atavistic, and efforts at tribal revivalism (Ngavirue,
L972:246-249). Hosea Kutako was elected unofficial Para-
mount Chief in L9L7 after the exiled Samuel Maharero had

requested hin in writing to take care of Herero interests
in Namibia. Kutako, who rr'as related to Maharero through
his mother, had fought in the Herero-German war and was

highly regarded for his leadership qualities (Ot, Pisani,
L977 t64-65).

Tn the 192Os the first elements of modern pan-Africa-
nism spilled over into Namibia through the vehicles of the
Universal Negro Improvement Association (Unfa) and the
American Methodist Episcopal Church (lue). The tiNIA, a1-
so known as the Monravia movement, was founded by the West

Indian politician Marcus Aurelius Garvey and strove for
a world-wide renaissance of all black peoples. The emigr6
movement, which counted 6 million members at its peak,

spread its message by various means including the dispatch
of envoys and the publication of a weekly periodical Ne-

gro World. In Namibia offices were established in Windhoek

and Liideritz and large sums of money were collected among

the inhabitants. It soon became evident, however, that the
movementrs ideals were largely beyond practical implemen-

tation, and when Garvey was arrested for the misappropria-
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t,ion of funds in 7925 and later deported from the United

-States the UNf A rapidly lost its former attraction.
The Ethiopian influence of the AME under Bishop H.M.

Turner reinforced black-nationalist yearnings, and as in
South Africa it eontribrrted to the lat,er development, of
separatist churches in Namibia. For the time being, how-

ever, the disappointment incurred by the non-realization
of Garveyrs visions inclined the Herero to adapt t.o the
existing political system and rather to resort to peti-
tioning t,he government for the improvement of their con-

dition (Ngavirue, 1972:255-258 and Van Rensburg, 1979:1I8-
123).

fn l-923 the Administrator grant.ed permission for the
remains of Samuel Maharero, who had died in exile in Bot-
swana, to be reinterred in the ancestral cemet.ery at Oka-

handja. The mourning procession comprised some 2 5OO

Africans (of whom most men had donned German or British
uniforms), including L7O horsemen and a brass band (Court-
ney-Clarke, L923:L-3). The symbolic event has been cere-
monially commemorated annually ever since and is generally
regarded as the origin of the Herero quasi-military Otii-
serandu or Red Band Organization. It also marks the re-
awakening of a national consciousness and self-pride among

a people who had come close to being obliterated in the
course of their history.

The inwardly turned reconstruction process continued
unobtrusively until the end of World War If. In L946 Smuts

requested permission of the recently created United Nations
Organization for the formal annexation of South West Africa
by South Africa. In support of his request he claimed that,
in addition to the white inhabitants, the vast majority of
blacks had indicated in a referendum that they too were

in favour of incorporation. The referendum, however, had

merely included various government-appointed headmen and,
although not citing this as a reason, the General Assembly

turned down the request (Cofdblatt, L97L:249-250). The

Herero in particular took strong exception to the idea.
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Under the leadership of Hosea Kut.ako they repeatedly peti-
tioned the United Nations to take over the government, of
the Territory from South Africa. Tn this the Herero en-
joyed the support of significant sections amongst the Nama

inclrrding the Bondels of Warmbad, the Witboois of Gibeon
and the groups of Berseba and Soromaas.

After the faII of the United Party government in South
Africa in 1948, the National Party took over the reigns of
power in Namibia too in 1950. This heralded a new era in
the Territoryrs history with explicit apartheid or separate
development becoming t.he cornerstone of official policy.

In response to National Party doctrine, 3s well as to
other influences such as those of the United Nations or
those represented by the new political concepts brought in-
to the country by students and labourers who had spent
some time in South Africa, political awareness among the
Herero intensified. This, and the increasing disenchant-
ment with the Rhenish Mission, 1ed to the establishment of
the independent Oruuano religious movement in 1955. The

Rhenish Mission Church was reconstituted as the indepen-
dent Evangelical Lutheran Church (elC) i., 1957. It too be-
came a vehicle for the promotion of black nationalism, al-
though with a more orthodox ecumenical and far less ethni-
cally orientated approach than that of the Oruuano. In
1959 the first black nationalist political party to con-
sist mainly of Herero members, the South West African Na-

tional Union (SWaNU), was founded, to be followed by the
creation of the equally militant anti-South African but
more traditionalist National Union Democratic Organization
( uuno ) i., L964.

The much disputed findings of the Commission of En-
quiry into South West Africa Affairs ( Odendaal Report ) was

published at the end of 1963. In respect of the Herero
the report (pp. 95-97) reconmended among other things that
a homeland ( S 899 68O ha in size much of it in the Oma-

heke) be created by consolidating and expanding a nrlmber

of existing reserves and abolishing others. Those areas
to be either ceded to other homelands or turned into govern-
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nrenL land lr-ere identified as the Otjihorongo, Aminuis and

t)r'itoto Reserves. Herero residents of these areas were to be

(.rtcouraged to move to the proposed consolidated homeland.

'l'his was largely rejected and most residents refused to be

r.emoved. The Report furthermore provided for the establish-
nrent of separate legislative councils and executive commit-

lees for the main ethnic groups of Namibia.
In 197 5 the leader of NUDO, Clemence Kapuuo, who had

treen elected Paramount Chief of the Herero after the death

rrF Hosea Kutako in L97O, allowed himself to be persuaded
( o participate in negotiations with other ethnic leaders
i n what became known as the Turnhalle Constitutional Con-

l'erence. Kapuuo participated in the TurnhaIle not only pri-

nrarily to consolidate his leadership position amongst his
people, but also in the hope that Herero land-claims would

lre add,ressed by the Conference. The Turnhalle delibera-
I ions were ostensibly aimed at the achievement of equal

social, economic and potitical rights for a1l inhabitants
;rnd the eventual attainment of a democratic independence

f'or the country. The exercise was terminated in L977 at
( he insistence of the five Western powers - the United
States of America, Britain, the Federal Republic of Ger-

flany, France and Canada - when it became known that South

Africa was to consider a draft constitution for an interim
government for Namibia submitted to it by the Turnhalle
('onf erees.

An Administrator General ( t't". Justice M. T. Steyn ) was

(.hereupon appointed by South Africa later in the same year.

ttis task was to abolish a1l discriminatory measures, govern

l,he country in the interim and generally prepare the way

t,o an internationally recognized independence. This was

{.o be attained'through elections to be held in terms of
lrnited Nations Security Council Resolution 435 in which all
(.ontesting parties, including those basically antagonistic
1.o South Africa such as SWANU and the South West African
l'eople's Organization (SWAfO), could freely participate.

Several parties, including these, refused to take part
i n the internal polls which were finally conducted at the
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end of 1978 under the auspices of t,lre South African govern-
ment. The election was r^ron by the newly created Democra-

tic T'urnhalle Alliance (DTA) but the results were not re-
cognized by the international community. fn spite of this
a Constituent Assembly (later to be changed into a National
Assembly with wide legislative powers and an executive
Council of l{inisters) uas brought into being on the strength
of the election.

NUDO constituted one of the principal parties of the
DTA and also gained the upper hand in further interim elec-
tions held for the creation of an et.hnically based Repre-

sentative Authority for the Herero in 1980. Clemence Kapuuo

was kitled by unknown assassins on his business premises
in the black township of Katutura in 1978 and was succeeded

as Paramount Chief of the Herero by Kuaima Riruako. Chief
Riruako \a'as thereupon elected leader of NUD0, President of
t.he DTA and Member of the Council of Ministers.

The brief interlude during which a significant faction
of the Herero co-operated in the internal Turnhalle govern-
ment came to an abrupt end when the white Chairman of the
Council of Ministers, Dirk Mudge, r€signed his post in
January 1983 in protest against South African meddling.
Thereupon the Administrator General (Dani6l Hough) summa-

rily abolished the entire National AssembIy, thus termina-
ting the South African-orchestrated internal settlement
effort which had (presumably) served its purpose.

Towards the end of 1983 the DTA and several other sig-
nificant 'tinternalrr political parties sought to break the
Namibian political deadlock by joining forces and forming
a multiparty conference (upC). fn 1984 the MPC initiated
negotiations with various interest groups involved in the
independence issue, including the South African government,
SWAPO, various African states and the United Nations. New

progress towards a long-awaited peaceful settlement had

thus been achieved and once again Herero leaders, inclu-
ding the president of SWANU (Moses Katjiuongua), played
a major role in directing the affairs of their country.
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3.2 Traditional institutions and beliefs

Prior to their acqtraintance with Christian teachings
in the second half of the nineteenth century, the Herero
possessed their own distinctive existential ideology. This
consisted of a central core of religious ideas and related
beliefs uhich formed the basis for the interpretation of
and response to virtually every tife-situation. In Herero
society family matters, religion, law: politics and the
material culture were intertwined in a closeknit system.
In fact it is often difficult to demarcate the one from
the other or to regard any institution in isolation. 0f
prime relevance here is the Herero system of double descent
whereby all members belong to two lineage systems: their
ancestry is reckoned along both patrilineal as well as ma-

trilineal 1ines. As we shall see further oD: the system
formed the core of an intricate social structure, well-
adapted to the nomadic lifestyle of the Her.ero. But it
was especially their religion that provided the integra-
tive fabric and most institutions were in some way related
to its observance.

3.2.1 Religion

The Herero believed in a celestially based supreme
being known to them as Ndjambi , the creator of life and

bestower of all blessings. He is a god of infinite kind-
ness and as such need not be feared nor supplicated. 0f
greater consequence was their belief that man is endowed

with a soul, and that this is evidenced in the continued
spiritual existence of their ancestors. The ancestors
were known as the Ovakuru (ttre o1d ones) and a chief was

usually the patrilineal descendant of one of the more dis-
tinguished among these: As such he was also called Mukuru
(o1d one) and was in fact a living ancestor. In addition
to his other roles the chief performed all priestly rites
and functions. fn extending the idea of an immortal soul
the Herero believed that there were three paralle1 lines
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of existence: that. of the preborn, that of the living
and that of the dead.

The ancestors were of a more human bent, than Ndjambi

and were inclined to cause hardships to bear upon their
descendants if affronted. Since t.he ancestors virtually
co-existed with the living this could easily happen;

strict rules of conduct consequentty governed most act.ivi-
t,ies in order to maintain a congenial relationship with
the ancest,ors.

Cattle played a central role in both secular and sacred

matt.ers. This becomes evident in the totemistic mytholo-
gical account of the creation of the originaf Mukuru and

his wife Kamungarunga. The couple were believed to be the
offspring of the imposing 0mumborombonga tree (Combretum

imberbe Waura): cattle were derived from the same progeni-

Lor.
The principal responsibility of each Herero was towards

the uel1-being of the tribal cattle, since they were inhe-
rited from the ancestors who continued to take a vital in-
terest in them. Apart from being the Hererors chief sorrrce

of sustenance cattle, or their products, played a signifi-
cant role in most religious rites and customs.

Referring to the syntrophic relationship between men

and animals under the special conditions of nomadic exis-
tence, Wagner (f 954 zLl-T ) observes that I'The deep sentimen-
t.aI attachment which pastoralists have for their cattle
and which derives from their mutual dependence would also
explain the close association between the religious systems

of most pastoral tribes and their cattle . . . rr .

The sacred fire or Omuriro Omurongerero situated near

the centre of the kraal and never allowed to die down com-

pletely, was regarded as a gift from the ancestors and af-
firmed the chiefts legitimacy. If the sacred fire should

go out through some mishap, only the chief as the living
Mukuru might rekindle it by twirling one of the sticks re-
presenting the ancestors (which were obtained from ances-

tral arrow-shafts preserved as relics) i., the hollow of
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anotlter stick. The fire u'as tended by t,he chief rs princi-
pal uife and her eldest daught,er, and allowed to form a

blaze only on ceremonial occasions.
In addition t,o sacrificial offerings and certain rou-

tine rituals (such as the obligatory milk-tasting by the
chief before its consumption), aIl important tribal delibe-
rations were held in the sacred firers proximity. Discourse
with the ancestors was also held at the fire and on such

occasions the sticks representing the ancestors were placed
nearby. OnJy in times of dire need were offerings and
prayers brought to the ancestral graves, utrich were other-
r.ise largely avoided. Apart from the influence of the Ova-

kuru upon their daily lives, the Herero in addition believed
in the power of sorcerers and divination by soothsayers
(Anaersson, 18 56:221-22!,; f rIe, 1917:337-367 t Kijhler, 1956

8o-85; .vedder, 1928:164-175).

3.2.2 Law and politics

To a large extent Herero 1aw was based upon the high-
1y intricate cross-cutting J ineage systems of the Oruzo
(Ot,uzo pl.) and the Eanda (Omaanda pl.) and related insti-
tutions. Stated very generally the Oruzo can be regarded
as a religious system based on paternal right, the father
bequeathing his Oruzo to all his children. There were about
twenty different Otuzo or family groups representing sepa-
rate residential, economic and ceremonial units. Each

Oruzo or its sub-divisions had its own property (mainly
sacred cattle) which was administered by the priest-chief.
ft also had its own set of laws and prohibitions referring
mainly to food taboos, religious practices, inheritance
and matters concerning t,he succession to chieftainship.

The matriiineal Eanda (of which there are six princi-
pal divisions) is complenentary to the Oruzo. Each Eanda

has its own secular property which may not be voluntarily
disposed of by the head of the family. Furthermore, strict
laws of inheritance govern Eanda property, and these, to-
gether with the rules governing marriage alignments, serve
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to promoLe economic co-operation and security for the mem-

bers concerned (Vedder, 1928:185-f87).
fn a structural-functional analysis of double descent,

and its correlates, Gibson (1956:136) comes to the conclu-
sion that the syst,em "... permits a society such as the
Herero, highly fractured into scattered and politically
independent local groups, to maintain cultural uniformity
and social cohesion'r. He points out that it provides the
mechanisms which regularize a necessary minimum of social
interaction among the dispersed segments of Herero society.
For while Oruzo-related institutions tend to have a disjunc-
tive eff'ect, most Eanda-related institutions (especially
those pertaining to marriag€: childrearing, and inheritance)
provide for interaction between the patrilineal components.
They thus function as a conjunctive force countervailing
the disjunctive tendencies of t,he independent (yet exo€fa-

mous) units of the Otuzo.
fn his role as a priestly mediator between the members

of his group and the ancestral spirits, the chief of the
Herero clan also officiated as judge in criminal and civil
law-suits. In this he was aided by a number of counsellors.
The laws and customs relating to the Oruzo and Eanda.. as

well as those r^'hich were essentially of a common-1aw na-

ture, originated with the ancestors and the living Mukuru

was thus in the best position to interpret them. Once a

decision had been t.aken punishment rr'as normally swift and

commensurate rtith the transgression, although additional
recourse to sorcery or vendetta on the part of the agrieved
party or his family was not uncommon (Dannert, 1906:4-11).

The institution of chieftainship among the Herero
originally referred to the head of an Onganda ( consisting
of rr... an economic and social unit formed around a patri-
1ineal extended family practising virilocal residence'r
(Gibson, l9J6:1I2)) or patri-clan. To be accepted as the
head of an Onganda a particular individual had to be re-
garded as an Omuhona , that i=, have strong personal leader-
ship qualities, be the possessor of many cattle, be in con-
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trol of a large tract of grazing land and have the ability
to come into possession of nera' pastures should the need
arise. He also had to be a Mrrkuru by birth or had t,o take
the necessary ritual steps (tinale an own sacred fire) to
become one. Through these characteristics and by the cir-
cumspect selection of wives from among the daughters of
other minor chiefs a leader was able to accumulate a large
gathering of followers and liegemen to consolidate his
position. Should a chief lose his possessions through war

or any other reason he revert,ed to the status of an Omut,jir-
ba (impoverished person), thus forfeiting his claim t,o

chieftainship. The Herero therefore never existed as a

unitary nation under a centralized leadership and their
chieftainships were extremely fluid (Lehmann, 1955:28-34).

3.2.3 Material culture

Stock-farming was the mainstay of the Herero economy,
although hunting and gathering of veld-foods also played a

role. CattIe were kept at various cattle-posts and some

were lent to needy relatives who enjoyed usufruct. Apart
from their being able to utilize greater stretches of land
in this manner, their method of farming also offered some

security against large-scale stock-theft. According t,o

wagner (1954:119), tr... the traditional Hererors effort
of breeding cattle were not directed towards increasing
the milk yield or the ueight of their cattle but towards
obtaining animals of a particular colour or with horns of
a particular shape in accordance with dictates of the (to-
temic) Or,rr., rules. ft follows that in the traditional
system of values which prevailed in Herero society the
accumulation of cattle was the principle object . . . rr.

The staple diet consisted of omaere ( curdled cowsf

milk) and to a lesser extent of fresh goatstmilk (espe-
cially for the nourishment of children). Butter rr'as not
eaten but mixed with red ochre and rubbed onto the skin
or used to soften leather, while beef was only consumed

on festive occasions or when stock was kiIled by accident.
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Alt.hougtr Iand and watering places (except self-dug welIs)
were communally owned and could not be sold or given away,

wealth and esteem h-ere measured in terms of privately
owned cattle.

Or.ing to a number of fact.ors such as t,he aridity of
the country, the life-supporLing capacity of their herds,
their nomadic life-style and disdain for most forms of Ia-
bour, the Herero, alone amon€l all the Bantu peoples of
Southern Africa: practised no agriculture before the arri-
val of the missionaries.

Handicrafts consisted mainly of the processing of
leatlrer and animals skins for clothing and rugs, the manu-

facture of weapons, rudimentary implements and furniture
and the const,ruction of dwellings. The latter, stout..
domeshaped huts which were used only for sleeping and sto-
rage purposes, were erected by the women from poles, branches,
strips of bark, clay and cow-dung and remained the womenrs

property until the group moved on to another 1ocality.
The only labour considered worthwhile was the tending

of cattle, in r.hich the Herero were expert and spared no

pains. fn times of drought for example, great distances
were covered daily in search of pasture. The digging of
wel1s then too demanded much time and effort, but was ta-
ken as a matter of course with every abl-e-bodied man doing
his share.

Except for the manufacture of metat objects such as

arrowheads, axes, knives, scissors and ornaments (which

they obtained from Dama blacksmiths) the Herero were total-
1y self-sufficient. There was therefore no economic neces-
sity for them to trade and this reinforced the ritualistic
character of their cattle and the Hererors aversion to
parting with them.

3.2.4 Other behavioural aspects

As in other African societies of the time, polygamy

was an accepted custom among Herero men of wealth. Marria-
ges were exogamous, the sons of family-heads seeking wives
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from compatible Omaanda from otrtsicle t.treir own community.

Courting and marriage followed a set pattern of which the
morning-gift or I'bride-price" formed an important element.
The senior wife b'as distinguished from junior wives by

tit,1e, status and role. Divorce was permissible wit.h com-

pensation payable in certain cases. Both wife-inheritance
and the levirate rr-ere customary among the Herero but were

not compulsory.
Apart from t,he circumcision of youths, initiation

practices included nubilit.y rites for girls and the chipping
of a wedgeshaped gap in the centre of the upper incisors
as wel l as the krrocking out of the lower incisors in bot,h

sexes.
fn a study of Herero marriages in Ngamiland (Aotswana),

Gibson (I958:33) comes to t,he int,eresting conclusion rr...

that the rite of female initiation, i.e. the social recog-
nition of a womanrs nubility, is at least as important as

the marriage rite, i.". the social recognition of a martrs

exclusive claim to uxorial rights in her, in reckoning the
moral status of a child-bearing \,roman. Proper observance
of these rites has greater moral force than the condition
of pre-marital chastity . . . tr .

There h'ere dances for both men and women with much

chanting.. rhythmic hand-clapping and stamping of feet. Du-

ring some dances members would mimic the antics of wild
animals while in others the deeds of t.heir heroes would be

extolled in song. (tfrls would sometimes take place to the
accompaniment of music played on a musical bow which Anders-
son (1856:23O) Iikened to rta kind of temporary rude Jews-
harp". ) But the dominating t,heme of most of their songs

and orations *l= their esteemed cattle which they praised
in seemingly endless variety. fn fact, while the Herero
language was originally found somewhat wanting in as far
as abstract concepts Idere concerned, it had an extraordi-
nary vocabulary for the description of livestock. All the
nuances of colour, texture, pattern, sr.ze, form and shape

were separately catered for. This also held true for re-
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lated commodities such as milk, for which the Herero
language has no fewer than fift.een different words to de-
scribe its qual itSz ( Rodenburg, l-97l_ 2 7 3-7 4) .

The Herero had various customs which were foreign to
the Western way of thinking and which were the cause of
much acrimony in lat,er years. Allusion has already been

made to their contempt for the white man I s relentless pre-
occupation uith uork. To them it was pointl-ess to be in a

perpetual hurry and to toil beyond the satisfaction of
basic needs.

Another often misunderstood custom was that of deman-

ding favours. This would be practised by even relatively
well-off individuals and rdas considered a courtesy - a hay

of acknowledging the superiority and graciousness of the
person approached and giving him an opportunity to demon-

sLrate his status. Related to this was the refusal to
thank a benefactor for his gifts. This was not meant to
be a sign of ingratitude: to give ttranks would be an in-
dication that a personrs services would henceforth no longer
be required, the relationship thus being terminated. By

simply accepting, continued dependency is indicated and

even the ancestors were never explicitly thanked for their
largesse ( Sundermeier, 197 3:7 50) .

Another custom curious to Western minds was that
which the Herero called Okuramberia. This permitted a

hungry individual to take a slaughter-animal from a neigh-
bourls herd for food. Only the procurement of foreign
stock for self-enrichment was punishable as a crime. Simi-
larly, a man rr'as permitted to use another manrs tools if
he had need of thenr without obtaining prior permission.
This was not termed rrstealing" but simply rrtaking'r. The

owner was at liberty to retrieve the object in euestion
but could not rightfully accuse the rrborrowerrr of theft
(vedder , I928:196) .

Herero women showed remarkable fortitude and were in
the habit of accompanying their men-fo1k in times of war.
During battle they would urge the warriors on to the at-
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tack by shouting and chanting and also assisl,ed by convey-
ing the dead and wounded from t.he field.9)

The Herero buried their dead wrapped in ox-hides
seated in a crouched position facing nort,lr-east. rt was
cust.omary to have the corpsers spine broken shortly after
death in order to allow the souf to escape as a precaution
against lraunt.ing. The wealthier the deceased the greater
the lamentation and the longer the period of mourning. An

allocated number of oxen were ritually slaughtered for the
occasion, the skulrs and horns of which were placed near
the €lrave on poles or in a tree. Indigent persons and
children were buried r.ith 1ittle ceremony and no offerings.

3.3 External ideological and material influences

3. 3.1 Pre-colonial period: early rni ssionaries

The first harbingers of occidental civifization to
penetrate the domain of the Herero were the Oor1am warriors
of Jonker Afrikaner who had come to the aid of their Nama

kinsmen during the range-wars of the early f83Os. They
were horsemen, fought with fire-arms, wore European apparel,
could speak the Dutch language and had alr.eady absorbed the
rudiments of christian theology. white traders folrowed
in the wake of the Oorlam commandos and brought with them
a large assortment of artifacts hitherto unknown to the
indigenous inhabitants. The very concepts of trading and
the exchange-value of commodities received new significance.
But the oorlam influence also extended to the sociological
Ieve1, and Sundermeier (L973:85), for example, intimates
that the Herero adapted their institution of chieftainship
along the lines of that of their Khoi neighbours.

rt was, htrwever, only with the commencement of missiona-
ry activity in Hereroland towards the middle of the nine-
teenth century that the process of acculturation began in
earnest. The first missionaries to enter Namibia (among
them the brothers Albrecht (19o5) and Heinrich schmelen
(1915)) came under the auspices of the London Missionary
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Society: who.se declared intention it, h'as t,o bring rr... the
Glorious Gospel of the Blessed God to the Heat,hen ...r1
(Kritzinger, l972zT 4) .

The initial missionary work in the territory was per-
formed mainly among the Nama of Great Namaqualand. Not
long afterwards the Lutheran Rhenish Mission Society, which
was founded in 1628, also arrit'ed on the scene, and in re-
sponse to a request by Jonker dispatched the missionaries
Hahn and Kleinschmidt to Windhoek in 7842. Jonker, how-
ever, had also invited the Wesleyan Missionary Society to
send missionaries to his headquarters, and with the arri-
va1 of the methodists Haddy and Tindall in 1844 Hahn and
Kleinschmidt felt compelled t,o take their minist,rations
further north. This was the beginning of German influence
and expansion among the Herero, a situation which ulti-
mately indirectly: Ied to tlreir colonial subjugation sixty
years later.

The German missionaries saw their task as a manifold
one. While their primary concern was to convert the in-
habit,ants to Christianity, they considered it necessary t,o
simultaneously "civilize" the people and "uplift" their
standard of lir.ing by inculcating Western values, customs
and skiIIs. To succeed in this it. was essential to eradi-
cate or at, least fundamentally modify the existing socio-
cultural system. fn restructuring the traditional ways

and thought of the Herero, they in particular had to be en-
couraged to give up their nomadic life-style and to form
settled communities in order to become more accessible to
the missionaries.

One of the methods employed by the Rhenish Mission to
implant Western culture was by establishing mission co-
lonies such as those at Otjikango and Otjimbingwe. Otjir-
bingwe in particular was intended to'represent a model

community. Here, besides receiving religious instruction
and general education, the Herero were to be trained as

farmers and craftsmen. In addition, they were to be pro-
vided with the facilities of a well-managed trading-post
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to protect thcm against self-interested fortune-seekers.
Loth (fg6:) i= of the opinion tlrat the missionariesl

trading activities were little else than a shrewd method
of consolidating their hold on the indigenes. De Vries
(197 8:121), on the other hand, contends that, commercial
development h'as an essential part of missionary work in that
it afforded the people an opportunity for improving their
material condition. He asserts that rr . . . trade undertaken
by the mission does not therefore have to be condemned as

exploitation. It h'as also the nativers wish to partici-
pate in the advantage of tlre West.'r De Vries neverthe-
less is generally critical of the Missionrs overall per-
formance. He states that the Mission rt... would permit
the cultural upliftment of t.he native population of South
West Africa only t.o a certain level. Thus, for instance,
an educated black could act as an abl-e servant, but his
way was blocked if he tried to enjoy the same rights as
his leducatort

rrThe gap between European rculturef and Af rican tprac-
tices and customsr greu larger rather than smaller, as the
European deemed it beneath his dignity to rea11y associate
r^ith the African world The bitterness of t.he African
over his cultural change, was not because of ingratit.ude
he enjoys the technical ad.r,antage t.hat have come from the
colonial period. ft was because he was given a taste of
the Europeanrs cultural discoveries without being allowed
to drink deeply of this over-flowing cup" (O" Vries, 1978:
196).

Along with their evangelizing and pedagogic funct,ions
the missionaries also believed that they had a duty as
poriticar mediators. rn this regard Loth (r963) adopts
the thesis that the main objective of the missionariest
political efforts on behalf of the Herero and smaller Nama

tribes was to prevent the formation of an Oorlam hegemony
which could be detrimental to the spreading of the Gospel
and would tend to undermine the power of the missionaries.
Co-operation between Maharero and Jan Jonker Afrikaner was
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counteracted for similar reasons. Loth (f903:726) views
t,he missionariesr role in this regard in a certain sense
as rr. .. ein antizipiertes ideologisches Gefeclrt zwischen
Kolonialismus und Freiheit,, . 

1O)

Another interesting postulate in Lot,hrs work concerns
ttre significance of religious sectarianism among some of
the groups (mainly followers of Jonker Afrikaner and Hen-
drik Witbooi) at the time. According to him sectarianism
provided these people with an Ethiopian ideology in their
quest to achieve unity beyond tribal limitat,ions. Tl'ris
represented the first stage in the development. of a na-
tional-democratic consciousness. ]'he sects were the source
of the main opposition to the divisive influence of the
foreign missionaries.

That the early missionaries in fact did facilitate the
gradual expansion of German culture and polit,ical authority
in Namibia has been extensively documented. Von Frangois
(1896:3OO), for example, declared that I'Ohne die Pionierar-
beit der Missionare w5re die Besitzergreifung des Landes

ein vi5lIig illusorischer Akt auf dem Papier eiewe="r".1I)
After sketching the positive role of the missionaries in
securing the German protection treaties with t.he Herero,
Mission-inspector Spiecker ( f 9O7:39) attests t.hat 'tDie
Missionare dachten offenbar, dass die deutsche Regierung
fiir Ruhe und Frieden im Lande sorgen wiirde. E,inzelne Stim-
men, die zrur Vorsicht rieten und vor a1lem warnten, dass
die Missionare sich nicht mit politischen Dingen befassen
sol1ten, wurden a1s unpatrotisch iiberhtjrt" .12 ) ,issionary
Olpp ( f gf 4 : 5-6 ) states that rrJede neugegrtindete Missions-
station wurde vom ersten I'age ihres Bestehens an eine wenn

auch am Anfang noch so bescheidene PflanzstHtte der Kultur,
einer von der sich Zucht, Ordnung und Gesittung allmHhlich
auch nach auswirts ins Land verbreiteten".l3) ,., another
passage 01pp (lgf 4:23) laments the accusations Ievelled
against the Mission of having collaborated with the Herero
prior to the 19O4 uprising and declares that "Politisch ge-
wirkt haben die Missionare unter ihren Eingeborenen, wie
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schon erwehnt nur in einer Beziehung, nHmlich zrt gunsten

der deutschen Oberherrschaf1".14)
with the foregoing observations on the acculturation

of the Herero serving as a general frame of reference, an

attempt can nolr be made to determine what ideological as-

pects were present in the influence exerted by the early
nissionaries upon the Herero. In other words, what were

the substantive ideological components in terms of the spe-

cific ideas and values which the missionaries expounded?

It is immediately evident that these can be divided into
explicit religious ideological components on the one hand,

and ideological aspects relating to the more general socio-
cultural milieu within which the missionaries had been

socialized on the other. It would be beyond the scope of
this study to give a detailed analysis of each but some of
the more irnportant ideas and values, especially those de-

viating from their counterparts in t,raditional Herero cul-
ture, need nentioning.

Lutheran theology affirms:

(i) the existence of
active interest
mankind;

omnipotent
the affairs

Creator who has an

and well-being of
an

in

(ii) the existence of an immortal soul in each human

being (but not in the sense of ancestral spirits
which meddle in the affairs of the living as con-

ceived by the early Herero) I

(;_ii ) the resurrection of the dead in conjunction with the
concept of eternal salvationl

(i") the duti of the individual to bow to the will of God

and to resign himself to his earthly lot in antici-
pation of compensation in the hereafter (Lutherts

doctrine of the two kingdoms is of relevance here);
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brotherhood of man and equality be-

("i) the moral imperative of the Ten Commandmentsl and

(r'ii) the non-efficacy of
superstit ion-I inked

magic, sorcery, divination and

taboos.

General ideological components present in nineteenth
century Protestant, Europe include:

(i) puritanical work-ethics;

( il; scientific rationalism:

(iii) conviction of the importance of education, self-
improvement and orderlinessl

( l" ) con\,iction of the
and its civilizing

superiority of Western culture
mi ssion I

(r,) conviction of the greater inherent ability and uorth
of the white race: and

(t'i) conviction of the right of European nat.ions to ex-
ploit foreign resources.

In order to establish the relative influence of these

ideological variables, the material aspects of the missiona-
riesl influence on the indigenes should also be mentioned.
Briefly, these consisted predominantly of the introduction
of agriculture, artisan crafts, literacy ski11s, modern

medicine, Western housing, clothing, utensils and imple-
mentsl the encouragement of permanent settlements and

trade; and the development of communications, transport
and administrative skills.

Before proceeding to the next major historical phase,

some mention should be made of the other Europeans present
in precolonial Namibia. These consisted almost exclusively
of prospectors and copper-miners, trek-boers, explorers,
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hunters and traders, and tor-ards the end of t.he era a few

British and German officials and some sett,lers. Compared

to that of the rnissionaries, the cultural influence upon

the local inhabitants of these individuals was negligible.
They did, however, help to spread Western mat,erial culLure.
Since liquor, tabacco and fire-arms featured prominent.ly
among trading-items, their influence in this regard was

not entirely beneficial. A fer. traders such as Andersson,

Green and Lewis became quite inftuential among the Herero,

but their endeavours were 1arge11' limited t,o political and

military matters.

3.3. 2 German colonial rule

German colonial rule in Namibia and its more signifi-
cant consequences for the native inhabitants were discussed

in some detait at the beginning of this chapter. In both
material and ideological terms the period essentially re- .

presented an accelerated continuation of the acculturation
process which had been set in motion half a century earlier.
With Prussia dominating t,he German Empire, the Prussian
ethos with its emphasis on efficiency, economy, military
might and, to a lesser extent, intolerance of minority
groups, pervaded t[re administrative practices of the Reich

and thus also of its colonial government (Gann and Duignan,

L977:2-4) . But generally speaking the colonists brought
with them the same material and ideal culture to which the
indigenes had already previously been introduced.

A1though, as Gann and Duignan (L977:239) point out,
Germany did not in fact gain much economic advantage from
her trade with Africa (governmental expense in developing
and maintaining the colonies between 1894 and 1913, for
example, being'1 OOZ nillion marks compared to the value
of German commerce with the territories 972 million
marks for the same period), material gain nevertheless
did represent the primary notive for colonization. Bley
(19682242) notes in this regard that rr... in der Kolonial-
geschichtsschreibung /iila7 alut den Anspruch der rrKultur-
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mission'r verwiesen . Im ganzer, spielt dieses oft her-
vorgehobene Argument in Siidwestafrika aber nur eine ge-
ringe RoIle. Es ist in seiner Abstraktion auch mehr ein
Thema der Kolonialpolitiek im Mutterland In dem

Anspruch, zur Kulturmission verpflichtet zu sein, steckten
meistens von aussen herangetragene Forderungen, die mit
den sozialen RealitHten in S. W. A. wenig iibereinstimmtenrr .

Leutwein (fgO0:541) frankly admits that trDas Endziel je-
der Kolonisation ist, von allem idealen und humanen Bei-
werk entkleidet, schliesslich doch nur ein Gesch5ft. Die

1s)

kolonisierende Rasse will der Urbevijlkerung des zu koloni-
sierenden Landes nicht das von dieser vielleicht erwartete
Gliick bringen, sie sucht vielmehr in erster Linie ihren
eigenen Vortei1".I6)

As has been observed elsewhere, the purposive Westerni-
zation and €hristianizaLi-on of Namibian indigenes was a

prirnary goal of white pre-colonial endeavour. With the
German protection treaties the role of the missionaries was

increasingl y eclipsed by that of the colonisers who had

come with a more self-interested intent. The process of
acculturation rdas henceforth predominantly a by-product of
colonial subjugation. Although most settlers had 1itt1e
regard for traditional native customs and agreed that
these should be altered in a way that would make them more

amenable to white labour and land needs, there was no un-
derlying desire to impart to the blacks the benefits of
Western civiLi-zation per se. Nevertheless, the socio-
economic consequences of this epoch for the Herero and Na-

ma culminating as they did in the 1904-1907 war of anti-
colonial resistance, were truly profound.

Although both ideologi cal as well as material factors
cont.ributed to'the uprisings, the near-annihilation of
the Herero must in the first instance be interpreted in
material terms, i.e. in terms of a massive loss of life,
the complete disappearance of an economic base, and a con-

sequential situation of total social disorganization.
Herero society and all its institutions had for the time
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being simJlly ceased to exist overnight, and a veritabl e

societal tabula rasa had been created, rrith indi vidual
members forced into a state of anomie. Although subsequent
developments led to the partial revival of t,raditional
customs, b"liefs and institut.ions, the comprehensive on-
slaught, against t.hese had caused permanent changes in ma-
jo" areas as will be demonstrated further on.

To reiterate, the ideological and material influence
of the German colonial era in Namibia was largely similar
to that of the early Mission in that both derived from a

similar cultural background. There was, however, a change
in emphasis: globally speaking, there Has a shift from
civilisatory and evarrgelical mot,ives to economic interest
and imperialistic self-assertion. This eventually Ied to
t.he Herero uprising and it may thus be asserted that. in
terms of influence, material factors decidedly far out,-
weighed ideological variables during the German period.
A11 the same, Iess visibly, a variety of ideas, beliefs and

attitudes originally implanted by missionary diligence con-
tinued to be nurtured and contributed to t.he distinct.ive
character of the new, or partially altered, social st,ruc-
tures which were to be evidenced in Herero society some

years later.

3.3.3 Under -South Af rican ruf e

As alreadf indicated, the relative material condition
of the Herero improved rapidly after the defeat of the Ger-
man Schutztruppe by the South African expeditionary force
in 1915. Nevertheless, the Hererots expectations of being
allowed to regain their former status were to be frusl,rated
at an early stage. Troup (fg5O:SZ) quotes Friedrich Maha-

rero, son of Samuel Maharero and heir apparent to the Herero
chieftainshaip, in this regard: rrThere rdas a second occa-
sion Fn" first being for work on the Transvaal minesT when

my father had to give out men; this was for the war against
the Germans. Thirty of us were sent to South-West Africa.
We were told we would be paid only f,3 each for our servi-
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ces, but that if the country was taken from the Germans it.
would be given back to Samuel and his people. These Here-
ros here sent to South-West Africa to lead their people
because they knew the country. Samuel asked that. the pro-
mise that if the Germans were defeated the country would
be given back to him be given in writing but he was told
he would be given this at the end of the war. But that was

not done up t,o ttre present time.rl
Troup (fqSO:57\ cites Vedder in support of the Here-

rors claims: I'At the conclusion of peace at Korab in 1915,
South West k'as handed over to the Administration of the
Union. l'tre Hereros eagerly watched coming events. Lord
Buxton, the Governor-General of the Union, visited South-
West Africa. He addressed the natives at all important
cent,res and on each occasion promised the Herero the oId
freedom along with great possessions of land and unlimited
herds of cattle. That was all they longed for. They laid
down their work on many farms in order to make sure of
being in time, when South-West should be partitioned".

Their short-lived hopes dashed, the Herero returned
to their former working-places or t.o the limited lands at
their disposal. After the brief spell of Garveyan fer-
vour had abated in the 192Os (vid. pp.73-74), they continued
the laborious process of socio-economic recovery. Apart
from the first elements of pan-Africanist thought, national-
socialist ideology with its emphasis on German superiority
and racial purity also made itself felt in the Territory.
But in the main, 3s far as the indigenous population was

concerned, the ideological constitution of their new South
African masters differed 1itt1e from that of their prede-
cessors. Both practised segregationist colonial policies
and subscribed'to a racial doctrine. As Dugard (L97 3:83)
puts it: rrFrom the outset South Africa placed the interests
of the White minority above those of the native peoples.
White immigration from the Union of South Africa was ac-
tively promoted, and limited self-government was conferred
on the White population in L925. Throughout the League
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peri od the mandat.ory power was more concerned with main-
t.aining harmoniorrs relations between tlre German settlers
and the White South African settlers t,han with promoting
just relations between White and Non-I{hite and advancing
t.tre well-being of the indigenous inhabitants

'rIn short, the policy of white supremacy first intro-
duced into South West Africa by t.he Germans was permitted
to continue albeit in the more moderate South African
f orm. rr

While Herero residing in the reserves lived main)y
off the proceeds of their stock, the remainder were com-

pe1led to sell their labour on the white farms and in
settlements. F'or these individuals the economic base of
their existence proved to have been permanently altered
by the ravages of the colonial raars. In contrast to their
traditional pastoral subsistence economy, these indivi-
duals nou had to rely on a money-based economy in which
the means of subsistence were externally provided. Ha-

ving acquired Western needs, the reserve Herero were a1-
so increasingly obliged to sel1 their cattle to external
markets in order to bry such articles as clothing, flour,
t.obacco, etc .

Commenting on social change amongi t,he Botswana Here-
Fo: Vivelo (197424) remarks rrI interpret the changes

recorded in the institutions and overall social patterns
of the Herero as due to changes in the resources they rely
on. The resource upon which the Herero formerly relied
was cattle as ritual (non-sale) property. The new resour-
ces on which the Herero rely are cattle as sale commodi-

ties and European goods When exogenous stimuli in the
forrn of non-Iocally available resources impinged on Herero
society, the Herero use of cattle changed to exploit these
resources.rr Much the same can be said for the Namibian
Herero, except that their institutional changes assumed a

somewhat different pattern and the people remained more

tradition-orientated than their Botswanan kinsmen.
Another important by-product of the Hererors greater
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subjection to Western material culture was their realization
of their extreme poverty. Their comparative deprivation
was especially evident when their own meagre existence was

set, beside the wealttr of the whites or the well-being of

the few blacks who had been able to improve their position

and to acquire larger homes, modern furniture, motor-cars

and other Western paraphernalia. The disparate levels of

consumption and life-sty1e caused deep resentment. The

burdens of poverty, compounded by a variety of socio-poli-
tical discriminatory measures and the historic yearning

for.the return of their lost land, caused a gradual build-
up of disaffection with the status quo and made the Herero

more receptive to nascent ideological influences from

without .

During the post-world war II period ideological fac-

tors took on a new significance in the stimulation of Na-

mibian trblack consciousnessrt . In the f irst instance, du-

ring the war the black inhabitants Here informed by the
authorities that the \dar rr'as directed against tyranny and

oppression and that after the defeat of the enemy al1 men

uould regain their former liberty. When, after the cessa-
tion of hostilities, treatment of Namibian blacks did not

change in any waY: whereas Germans - the enemy remained

as well-off as before, the people once more felt deeply

betrayed. Apart from General Smutsts abortive annexation
attempts in 1946, this disillusionment was one of the con-

tributory factors which induced the Herero to petition

the United Nations Organization. The Herero had until

then always considered Britain to be South Africars real

master and since Britain had won the Idar and was a promi-

nent member of UNO they had hoped pressure would be exer-
ted on their behalf on South Africa to accede to their
demands.

The coming to power of the National Party in south
West Africa in 1950 gave further impetus to black politi-

cal stirrings. The apartheid doctrine was openly discussed

and promoted at public meetings, in the press and on radio.
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As far as blacks were concerned it represented a challenge

not only to their human dignity but also to any chance

they might have had of significant economic, sociaJ and

political advancement in the foreseeable future'

The essence of the philosophy developed to just,ify

white political supremacy is provided by Pretorius
(fqSq) in an analysis of the Calvinist view of political

participation. He submits that rrDie politieke status van

die nie-blanke is nooit los te maak van ons politieke ge-

Ioofsbelydenis, ons christelike staatsbeskouing nie.

daar bestaan oral en alt,yd direkte samehang tussen reli-

Hie, beskawingstoestancl, staatsvorm en burgervryhede,

waaruit dan ook blyk dat, die waarborg vir ons burgervry-

hede nie maar net. kr.essie van regeringstelsel is nie,

maar ook van.beskawingstoestand; en die wortel van die

saak n kwessie 'an religieuse koers" (1959:151) 'l-7) A1-

though givi ng the policy a religious underpinning the empha-

sis is placed on the }evel of cultural advancement of the

peoples concerned: "Beskar.'ingsonmondiges kan nie beska-

wingsr-erantwoordelikhede aanvaar nie en indien stemreg aan

sodaniges gegee word, sal hulle meehelp om al1es te veron-

getuk en indien in die owerheidsamp geplaas, dit slegs te

misbruik,, ( 1959 :157 ) .18 )

The more explicitly racial undertones of apartheid

are evidenced in the following passage by the same author
I'Die klag word so dikwels gehoor dat ons slegs op grond

van kleur diskrimineer. ons probleem gaan egter veel die-

per as die vel, dit is nie slegs kleur wat die nie-blanke

maak nie maar die innerlike verskille, biologies, psigolo-

gies en temperamenteel. Vir ons het hierdie kleurver-

skilIe die diepere betekenis van verskille ten opsigte van

karakter, Iewensbeskouing en beskawingseienskappe" (I959:

1s9).19)
To sum uP: and because of apartheidrs pervasive in-

fluence on Namibian affairs to the present day, a final

excerpt from this illuminating text would be apt:
ilAan die hand van ons gesagsbeskouing, beskou ons
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christelike voogdyskap as die uitvoering van rn begrensde
ampsopdrag met verant.woordelikheid by God. Daarom, alhoe-
wel voor hom gelyk en ewe doemwaardig, is die Christen-
blanke tog met ampsgesael oor die nie-blanke beklee en in
di6 sin is hulle onderling ongelyk. Daarom moet die nie-
blanke die blanke gehoorsaam rr'ees, mits die blanke wat in
die amp bly.. in Christus is - Godsgehoorsaam opt,ree, want
rslegs in en deur Christus is die Christenvolk 'in voog
('n dienskneg) oor die Bantoe, €D dit is geen Herrenwaan
nie, wel gehoorsaamheid aan hom wat ons deur sy Albestier
tot. hierdie hoogs verantwoordelike taak opgeroep hetrrr

co)(rqsg:I60)."
One of the most potent means by which National Party

ideology was imposed upon all sectors of the population
r.as through the opportunities afforded b1, the formal edu-
cation apparatus, more explicitly the imported South Afri-
can variety of Christian-National Educat,ion for white
pupils, Bantu Education for blacks and Coloured Education
for coloureds. Melber (L979:233) concludes in this reelard
that '!. . . die gegenwlrtige Situation im formalen Bildungs-
h-esen Namibias verdeutlicht, dass insbesondere die rBantu

Educationr, 1-eLzlich jedoch a1le drei Schulsektoren des

Territoriums, Resultat der das gesellschaftliche System in
seinen spezifischen Eigenschaften bestimmenden Apartheid-
Politik des weissen Minderheitsregimes sind Somit

entspricht die Organisation des jeweiligen Ausbildungs-
sektors mehr oder weniger funktional der Anordnung des

Systems und trlgt zrur Aufrechterhaltung der herrschenden
VerhHltnisse bei. Auch die rBantu Educationr definiert
sich so iiber die fiir die Kolonisierten vorgesehene sozio-
iikonomische und politische St.ellung in der Gesellschaft.

KomplementHr dazu zie1-t die Erziehung weisser Schul-
kinder Hand in Hand mit den iibrigen Sozialisationsagenturen
der Gesellschaft auf die Verinnerlichung rassistischer
wertvorstellungen 65. rr 2t )

While apartheid mechanisms strove to reconcile the
black man to his position of second-class citizenship, the
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ideology, by negative example, also fired the political
zeal of those who recognized its bigotry. Many regarded
government measures as the chief cause of ttreir peoplels
backwardness, and their attention was increasingly focused
upon means t.o circumvent. tlrem. fn practical terms not
much had alt.ered in the socio-economic condition of Namibian
indigenes with the lnstallment of the National Party Efovern-
ment,. Segregationist practices had existed under the for-
mer government as well; but what was new was their stat.u-
tory formalization and the propagandization of a specific
white supremacist doctrine in justification thereof. In-
evitably, the ctraflenge was not left unanswered for long.

Much to the consternation of the authorities the first
inimical impulses stemming from UNO made themselves felt
in Namibia almost immediately after the organi zal,ion I s

creation in I948. At f irst anti--South Af rican resolutions
consisted mainly of criticisms of administrative practices
employed in the mandated territory. Coupled to them, how-

ever, was the message of human rights, democracy and na-
tional self-determination.

From the African continent came the first tide of in-
dependence movements and efforts to cast off the yoke of
white colonialism. rrseek ye first the political kingdom'r

went the slogan I'and a1I else shall be added unto youil

(Young, 1982:1). Communist ideology, originating from the
Soviet Union and East European nations, proclaiming worker
solidarity and world-revolution, started to filter through
various avenues. Namibian students studying at South Afri-
can centres such as Fort Hare, Wilberforce and Warmbaths

came into contact with representatives of the African Na-

tional CongressT and contract labourers in cities such as

Cape Town witnessed the South African defiance campaign.

Returning home they thus brought with them ideas of resis-
tance and political mobilization. Propagandistic radio-
broadcasts were beamed at Southern Africa from various
parts of the world and subversive literature was clan-
destinely distributed.

Within the context of the Namibian historical situation,
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exogenous ideological forces thus combined to foment a new

black consciousness and nationalist. fervour which found
expression in the creation of the first black political
parties and separatist churches. This was also the period
of civil unrest in Windhoek which culminated in a clash
between residents of the "OId Locationt' and the police in
December I959 which left eleven people dead. The Africans,
especially the Herero, had protested over their enforced
removal to the neh' township of Katutura and matters got
out of hand ( Pendleton, 1 9 7 4:28) .

The report of the commission instructed to launch an

official enquiry into these events (Ha11 Report, published
in 1960) gives further substance to t.he significance of
exogenous ideological influences in Herero politics. The

report cites a number of letters sent from New York to
Windhoek which urge activist measures against the incumbent
authorities. Two excerpts from these should suffice to
illustrate the point.

In a letter dated 5 March 1959 the nationalist pol-i-
tician GeLzen (aIias Kerina) informs I'luundjwa thattr0ur
position should be made clear t,o the Whites. We want South
West Africa back no more or less John, please help to
organize an African National Congress in South West Africa
which should represent all tribes in the country If we

must have our freedom we must be strong and well organi zed;
the Whites in South West Africa are in constant fear of
what is happening in other parts of Africa. They know that
South West Africa is next ...rr (Uatl Report, L96O:7).

In a circular letter dated 1 December 1959, the then
SWANU leader Kozonguizi states that rtWe shall have to exert
a lot of pressure on the African States to start working on

the case; we sha11 have to work on a great deal of propa-
ganda abroad whatever situation may arise at home by taking
a firm stand on every issue e.g. the Location removal
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et.c.r' (HatI Report,, 1960:9).
In South Afri.ca, in the meanLime, Dr. Hendrik Ver-

woerd st.arted unfolding his Bantu-homelands policy which
rras to become the blue-print, for the new policy of rrsepa-

rate developmentrr. A direct outflor. of the Verwoerdian
initiative h'as the appointment, in 1962 of the Odendaal

Commission to partition Namibia into eleven ethnic states.
Henceforth the emphasis shifted steadily from matters con-

cerning petty apartheid to matt.ers concerning ethnic iden-
tity. The maintenance of ethnic distinctions was encou-

raged, and land h'as allocated to each group to enable it,
rrt.o develop in its own unique way".

With the advent of the Turnhalle Constitutional Con-

ference in 1- 97 5, et.hnicity remained the cornerstone of
discussion and decision-making. As far as the main body

of the Herero was concerned, its preoccupation with the
re-establishment of its former territorial possessions and

independence made it largely amenable to the new ideologi-
ca1 guise in which separate development was presented at
the Turnhalle deliberations. Nevertheless, other ideolo-
gical influences such as the premises of Western democracy

and capitalism and African nationalism, played an important
role in determining t,he distinct character of the political
dispensation t.o which the Herero agreed in the first inte-
rim-government period (tgZ7-1982). Important elements
here are the principles of majority rule, constitutional
government, territorial integrity, mixed economy and human

rights which r!-ere accepted by all participants in the Na-

t,ional Assembly. While ethnicity remained an important
consideration, many of the former apartheid strictures
were removed at the time.

It would probably be correct to assume that in all
this overseas influence in the form of offers of foreign
capital and the machinations of multinationals, similar to
those mentioned by S. Cronj6 et al (19762241-248) it their
analysis of Lonrho, also played a part in making the Here-

ro leadership responsive to the ideals of the Turnhalle.
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Of special significance was the role of the Kudu Foundat,ion,
an ostensibly charitable trust founded by an American, Jack
Summers, i, L976 to raise funds in America, France and Ger-
many for the financing of various devefopmental projects
in Namibia. According to the Sunday Times (1979, 1980) ttre
Kudu Foundation had links with the Mafia and the project
was part of a plan to turn Namibia into a tax shelter for
American dollars. While referring to what it regarded as
rr. . . an amazing bid to influence black politicians in Na-

mibiarr, and stressing the close relationship between Sum-

mers and Herero leaders, the newspaper observes, however,

that trIt. is unlikely that the black leaders involved were

ar./are of all the st.range business dealings of the American
inf luence peddlersr' ( f gA0:1) .

The fact that the Namibian National Assembly and the
system of ethnic representative authorities were generally
regarded by some important political parties such as SWAPO,

SWANU and SWAPO-Democrats: dS well as by most international
observers, as a refined attempt at South African-inspired
neo-colonialism does not belie the fact that great strides
had been taken to put Namibian society uPon the path of
political independence. However, it rr'as only a tentative
initiative as the South African authorities eventually
proved unuilling to make good their promise of bestor'ing
genuine autonomy on the elected DTA rulers.

To summarize, the era between the two World Wars rras

marked by an internally-directed process of socio-econo-
mic reconstruction, during which material factors over-
shadowed ideological influences upon the Hererors develop-
ment. After the Second World War the material circumstan-
ces of the majority of indigenes remained essential-ly un-
changed. New ideological factors, however, gained rapid-
ly in prominence and henceforth overwhelmingly determined
the course of subsequent socio-political developments among

the Herero.
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IO4

sociol ogical component s

The Herero have evolved variotrs associational and in-

stit.utional interest groups, either predominantly et'hni-

ca11y, politically or religiously orientated, which have

resulted from their varied historical experience o\rer the

past 150 years. Some are the product of an admixture of

traditional socio-cultural traits with elements origina-

ting from the colonial encounLer, while others reflect a

more universal influence. AI1 represent a synthesis of

ideological and material factors I eading to the formation

of unique sociological components within the greater Nami-

bian society, at least in as f ar a,s substantive content

and to some extent their structure is concerned '

It will be observed from the example to be discussed

below that aspects of modern Herero institutions differ

greatly from those which existed in traditional Herero

society. These can be considered societal structural

changes. within the framework of their partially restruc-

tured society the Herero have developed certain associations

which could not have existed in their original social

structure but which were the outcome of the same forces

which led to institutional change'

3.4 I The Ot, j iserandu

As cattle-herding nomads in
(oft.en already occuPied) grazing

Iy forced to defend their Pri-zed
ders and wild beasts, the Herero

and warlike People. The martial

perpetual search of new

lands and also occasional--
possessions against marau-

had always been a Proud
tradition is continued in

the quasi-military Red Band Organization or otj iserandu of

the Herero which has its roots in the German col0nial era'

It is not quite certain how the movement originated but

early sources such as Thomas (I917 ?) are of the opinion

that it started with the Herero troop trained by the Ger-

man army or ,'schutztrupperr (at Outjo and Karibib) prior

to the Herero uprising. The black soldiers absconded with
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their arms and uniforms at the outbreak of hostilities and
employed their knowledge of military commands in the for-
eign tongue to confuse their enemy when on pat,rol in the
dense bush. Herero warriors generally had a great respect.
for uniforms and drill, t.hinking that the former offered
protection against firearms, and during the war they often
clad themselves in the apparel of their slain foe.

Bowker (fga6) relates that after the war the Herero
were divided among themsel\'es: t,here were those who f ata-
listically accepted their condition of servitude while others
refused to accept colonialism. The former identified them-
selves with their masters by uearing partial uniform and
participating in drill-exercises, copied f rom the Germans..
in their free time. ft is from these exercises that the
members concerned became known as the Truppenspiefer
(troop-players) and apparently the German coloniaL autho-
rities had no objection to their fanciful indulgences.

The South Africans sarr' the Truppenspieler in a diffe-
rent light, and, fearful of the possibility of a renewed
armed insurrection, forbade them to wear uniforms or to do
military dri1l. The reinterment, of Samuel Maharero in Oka-
handja in 1924, however, led to a vigorous revival of the
movement. Ngavirue (L972:26I), for one, maintains that the
huge uniformed escort at the burial represented rr.. . a sym-
bolic resurrection of the Herero army in the eclectic style
which it had adapted before the risings of 1904 to L9O7,,.

After the ceremonies were over it was decided to re-
name the association 0tiise randu or Red Band Organization
after the token red band or scarf which was worn around the
upper sleeve or peaked cap. The red colour represented
the traditional symbol of the House of Maharero since the
time, according to Sundermeier (L973:135), when the German
police gave Maharero a red scarf in token of his authority.
Ngavirue (L972:162-L63) traces the symbol back to the time
of the Witbooi wars. Today, while still representing the
Maharero lineage, the colour red is accepted by most Otii,-
serandu members as symbolizing primarily the blood spilled
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in the Germano-llerero War. In addition t'o the distinguishing

band the organization also displays a red flag (hence the

Afrikaans title 'rRooivlag Organisasie" ) which bears the let-

ters MPSM, standing for Mukuru Puna ete Samuel Maharero

or rrGod r.ith us Samuel Maharerotr. Some variations in addi-

tion portray the emblem of a kudu (symbolr.zing the oruzo

rwohoron o to which Maharero belonged).
originatly only German military uniforms were worn but

later these were largely discarded for a motley of South

African and British uniforms of various descriptions ' Va-

rious badges, me<laIs, rank insignia and other military de-

corations are worn on ceremonial occaSions and surrogate

weapons are carried while exercising. Female married mem-

bers wear the traditional Herero Victorian-style dress and

headdress in scarlet, usually supplemented by a black shawl.

Young boys and girls are also permitted t,o participate but

are only allowed to become full members upon attainment of

adulthood.
The otjiserandu has ranks approximating those of the

military but with a strong German flavour. Thus one finds

ooverloitnanta ( first lieutenant ) , ohaupmana (captain) and

generalovers (rn approximation of a rank of general) (nr-

dack, 1977).
More fantastic rank designations of an earlier period

included that of rrKaiserr', rr Gouverneur von Deimling" and

trschmett.erling von Preussenrr (Thomas , l_9l_7)' Ranks are

bestowed by the leadershiP in
dered, good character, Period
support given to the organiza
serves in this regard that rrA

ehrenamtlich, und somit sind
die ueberhaupt'nichts mit mi1

haben, eine ideale Entschaedi

diese geleisteten Dienster. wi

Vereinen der EuroPae "r.u22)

recognition of services ren-
of membershiP and financial

tion. Lehmann (n.d.:I61) ob-

lle Dienstleistungen sind
die verschiedenen Rangtitel,
itaerischen Dingen zv tun
gung oder Anerkennung fuer
e die Ehrendiplome bei vielen
The Ot.jiserandu as an ethnic

association cuts across political and religious barriers,

but its members are nevertheless predominantly NUDQ sup-
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porters and belong to the Oruuano Church. It performs
various functions for the Herero. 0riginally these were
probably mainly of a cathartic nature in which fantasy
and make-believe played an important role. The rendering
of supportive aid to needy members was a naturaL outflow
of prolonged group membership, especially within the Afri-
can socio-cultural context. Thus in time the payment of
deceased membersr funeral costs, aid to widows and the sick
as weII as payment of fines imposed by the courts for in-
fringements by members (other than theft) became important
considerat ions .

Since the burial of Samuel Maharero the annual August
celebrations at Okahandja, organized by the Otjiserandu
have become a significant national focal-point for many

H""""o.23) The ceremonies at the graves of Tjamuha, Maha-

rero, Samuel Maharero, Kutako, Kapuuo, and other revered
leaders are conducted along both Christian and traditional
lines and thus cater to a wide spectrum of religious pre-
ference. Maharero Day, similarly to the Otjiserandu, serves
to reinforce g:roup solidarity and national consciousness
and to establish and maintain social relationships.

In catering for men, women and children on a wide
front the Otjiserandu has acquired the character of an eth-
nic mass movement. While being neither fundamentally poli-
tical1y, culturally, religiously, militarily or welfare-
orientated, it definitely evidences elements of each. Con-

cerning its political nature, Lehmann (.,.d.:156), for ex-
amp1e, remarks that trWenn die Red-Band-Organisation auch
mit aIler Deutlichkeit und nicht zt bezweifelnden Ehrlich-
keit erklaert, sie treibe keine rrPolitik" und haette nie
welche betrieben, so ist damit stets, wie die dafiir von

den Vertretern dieser angefuehrten Beispiele beweisen, die
grosse Weltpolitik, wie der Streit um die politische Ztge-
hoerigheit Suedwestafrikas, gemeint oder die Auseinander-
setzung der Weltmaechte um die entscheidende Macht ,'24)
Thus while until- recently the Otjiserandu had little inte-
rest in world politics as such it certainly always was of
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internal intra-Herero potitical significance. Ngavirue
(197 z z 267') believes that the Otjiserandu in addition went

through a stage of millenarianism during the inter-war
(fgf8-1939) period. He considers the movementrs defiance
of external authority (Uotfr governmental and that of es-
tablished Herero leaders such as Kutako), as well as the
imaginary titles, to be evidence of this trait.

Werner (fq82228) is of the opinion that to the extent
that the movement carried within itself the seeds of re-
sistance, it can be hypothesized that the Otiiserandu em-

bodied the contradiction of urban and rural or modern and

traditional. He sees support for his supposit,ion in the
fact that more young and educated individuals than ofder
ones joined the organization.

while membership has become much more general ized, it
is probabty correct to vieu the.movement, or the evolutiona-
ry process leading to its present institutionali. zed form,
as a kind of socio-psychological bridging mechanism which

helped to maintain a measure of continuity and thus to
alleviate some of the trauma of rapid modernization.

It is difficult to give an accurate assessment of the
present ideology of the Otjiqelgnllg. As already mentioned,

its members come from all walks of life, both urban and

rural, and its office-bearers contend that it is open to
atl parties, religious denominations and ethnic groups.

fndeed, leaders of various persuasions agree that the
movement played an important part in restoring self-con-
fidence and solidarity to the Herero people as a whole,
but some maintain that in recent years it has been manipu-

Iated for sectarian political advantage.
The Oruuano plays a prominent role on Maharero Day

and NUDO office-bearers are also very much in evidence.
This may be a matter of coincidence but an analysis, for
example, of leaders of local government in the Herero re-

serves indicates that virtually all headmen who are mem-

bers of the Qtjiserandu are also NUDO supporters (Budack,

1977). As these men are elected to office by majority
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vote, one may conclude that the headmen reflect the predo-
minating ideological affiliation of rural Herero.

On the whole, evidence suggests that NUDO, the Oruu-
ano and the present Ot.i i serandu generally comprise iden-
tical members, aII of whom largely share a common ideology.
This sociological phenomenon has an analogy in South Afri-
can society in which a trtrue't Afrikaner is popularly con-
ceived of as a person who, in addition to being an Afri-
kaans speaker, i= also simultaneously a Calvinist Christian
and a supporter of the National Party or one of its splin-
ter groups.

3.4.2. Political parties

The traditional political system of the Herero was to-
tally abolished after their defeat by the Germans. Not only
were they prohibited from engaging in any political activi-
ty whatsoever, but their members were deliberately dispersed
country-wide to discourage any possible regrouping. ft
was under these conditions that many Herero turned to church
attendance as the only permitted form of organized social
activity. No doubt, apart. from seeking a substitute t.o

fill the vacuum teft by the disappearance of their o\r'n re-
ligious system, the quest for a means of rebuilding and ex-
pressing intra-group solidarity played an important role
in this phenomenon.

The situation was subsequently somewhat alleviated
through the creation of reserves by the South African au-
thorities. Tn particular Proclamations No. 9 of L924 and

No. 15 of 1928 provided for the election of headmen and

their councillors who were entrusted with the administra-
tion of local tribal matters. Although the new dispensa-
tion remained ; far cry from the Hererors original politi-
ca1 autonomy it nevertheless fostered their cohesiveness
and permitted a measure of traditional revivalism (Strauss,
L973:163). Had German rule lasted a few decades longer
Herero culture would probably have met much the same fate
as that of nuflierous other indigenous groups in Southern
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Africa who have virtually vanished during t,he course of
conquest. As it happened the partial revival of former
traditions helped to preserve Herero identity and a sense

of national purpose. Reinforced by t'he ut,opian ideal of
Garveyism and t,he re-emergence of the 0tjiserandu, a ba-
sic national ism continued as an undercurrent. in Herero
socio-political strivings (even though outwardly they
appeared primarily accommodationist) throughout the inter-
war period.

AIlied war propaganda, the creation of UNO and the
annexation attempt by South Africa served to restimulate
the political consciousness of significant groups in Na-

mibia after World War ff. Continuity and legitimacy of
purpose was ensured by the fact that Friedrich I'laharero,
Hosea Kutako, Jacobus Beukes (r., eminent nationalist Baster
citizen) and Pastor Jodd (ttre leading Nama. theologian of
his time with roots in the German colonial period) stood
in the vanguard of the new upsurge. It was also no coin-
cidence that the first petition to UNO was signed on the
eve of Maharero Day at Okahandja in 1946.

The first associational interest group to acquire the
character of an incipient political party was the African
fmprovement Society. Founded in the 194Os, it was sup-
ported nainly by teachers and ex-pupils of the Anglican
St. Barnabas School in Windhoek, among them the future
Herero leader Clemens Kapuuo. The Society functioned as

a cultural and educational body, but in addition also ac-
ted in an advisory capacity to the Herero leadership (ttre
Chiefts Council) and generally helped to politi_cj-ze the
people (Ngavirue, L972:283-287) .

In the early 195Os young Namibians studying in South

Africa came under the influence of the African National
Congress (ANC) and inspired by its aims and tactics they
founded the nationalist South West African Student Body.

The student organisation was reconstituted as the South
West Africa Progressive Association (Swnfn) in 1955 when

its base was broadened to include all indigenes (Serfontein,
r97 6:L42-143 ) .
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The year r959 witnessed the crises occasioned by the

impending forced removat of Africans from the rr0Id Loca-

tionrt to Katutura or black t.ownship near Windhoek. Since

SIVAPA was still more a cultural organisation than a poli-

tical party several ad hoc ethnic committees were formed

to intercede on behalf of the inhabitants. Owing in part'

to their fragmentation the committees proved ineffective
and failed furthermore to gain official recognition.
Stemming from this dilemma came the impetus to establish
the first fully-fledged, non-ethnic black political party

in Namibia. As Ngavirue (L972:292) notes, rrOne of the
basic reasons for which the first national organisation,
the South West African National Union, was founded, was to
shift the locus of politics from t,he ethnic to the natio-
nal 1eve1. "

Formed initially by swAPA supporters, the leadership
of SWANU was soon broadened to include the Herero Chiefrs
Council, some Nama and Dama elements as weII as members of

the Ovamboland People's Organisation (OpO).

Although opposed to ethnicity, swANU comprises mainly
Herero-speaking members, especially since its breach with
swAPo (ttre former oPo) in the early t96os. The party has

a pronounced socialist, anti-South African policy and un-

ti1 recently advocated the violent overthrow of the colo-
nial authority. In 1977 Tiitemeyer described swANU as 'r...
the most radical politi'cal group in South West Africa
(tgl7:88)" and asserted that "Judging from its public
utterances, SWANU is receptive to all radical and socia-
list views, to anti-White attitudes, and to the eventual
use of force as a means of change.rl

Indeed in an editorial in Freedom, a journal which is

described as tt.. . . a mouthpiece of SWANU and an instrument
for the distribution of revolutionary propagandarr (SWAttU,

1965:18), the reader is informed that rrThe founding of
SWANU marked the beginning of transition from tribal-re-
formist politics to radical and militant politics. ft
changed to a certain degree the balance of forces in fa-

vour of revolutionary practical politics against the years
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old protest rnovement. New fighters have come to the fore-
front of the struggle. This situation aroused the enmity
of Verwoerd and his flunkeysrr (SwaNu, 1965:8).

Following the return of many of its leading expatriate
members to Namibia, SWANU adopted a somewhat more pragma-

tic strategy. The party, however, is still directed by a

Political Bureau (potitbureau) and a Central Committee as

its principal organs of leadership and members are still on

occasion addressed by the appellation "Comradert. SWANUIS

objectives moreover remain rt. . . the complete Iiberation of
Namibia from the South African racist regime and the esta-
blishment of a genuine Peoplers Republic where all power

derives from and belong-s to the people'r , and ultimately
r'... the elimination of alt exploiting and parasitic classes
and strata and the establishment of a society based on so-
lidarity and reconciliation between individual self-inte-
rests and social awareness . . . rr (sweNu, 19822L7) .

Recently an intense power struggle developed within
the party for control of its leadership. Ideological dif-
ferences among the competing factions appeared to be at the
root of the disunity with the challengers insisting that
the party remain rtnon-collaborationist" and that it should
therefore withdraw from the MPC ("f. p.77 ) which they re-
gard as reactionary. Supporters of this more radical group
portray SWANU as r'. . . a socialist, revolutionary liberation
movementrr (windhoek Advertiser, f98+: 5) .

At the inception of SWANU in 1959 a rivalry existed
between young radicals and the more conservative members

of the Chiefts Council. In spite of the latterrs compe-

tence in local matters and their dedication to the cause

of independence, their lack of formal education put them

at a disadvantage in as far as the composition of the par-
ty leadership was concerned. Nevertheless, through shrewd

lobbying the traditionalists managed to have their candi-
date Jariretundu Kozonguizi elected as President in absen-
tia (Kozonguizi was away in New York petitioning UNO on

the instructions of Kutako at the time). The vice-presi-
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dent, Uatja Kaukuetu, became the effective internal lea-
der of SWANU and was determined not, to be dictated to by
the Chiefts Council. Thus a rift developed between the
two factions, and when Kozonguizi also moved so far left
as to attack rrWestern imperialismrr in an address over Ra-
dio Peking, the traditionalist elements of SWANU started
planning for a new party which was to be more in alignment
with their pace (Ngavirue, L972:295-3OO).

The political party to fill this need was the Natio-
nal Unity Democratic Organisation (WUOO), founded in L964
and supported at its inception by, among others, Kutako,
Kapuuo, Beukes and Witbooi.

NUD0 enjoys the support of the majority of the Herero
and regards itself as a national liberation movement. ft
subscribes to the general principles of the Democratic
Turnhalle Alliance which it joined at its formation in 1977.
These include independence for Namibia as a unitary state
with the abolition of all vestiges of apartheid, a free-
enterprise, but in some degree mixed, economy, pluralistic
democracy (with the emphasis on strong central government
but including nonetheless entrenched minority ethnic rights)
and adherence to Western socio-political standards and
forms.

Before its participation in the Turnhalle exercise,
NUDOTS politics were primarily those of resistance (opposi-
tion to the South African Government in general and the
Odendaal Plan in particular) and therefore it lacked a pro-
per programme. Although the party wishes to modernize and
is constitutionally open to all, in practice its members
have to subscribe to Herero traditions and the party it-
self is dominated by the traditionalists of the Chiefrs
Council

NUDO rejects Marxist socialism as a foreign import and

decries the doctrine of a classless society, naintaining
thatr BS in alt other societies, socialist states too
possess privileged cliques in the upper echelons. Its lea-
ders are of the opinion that one should rather regard all
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lnen as equal subject to their ability and birthright (".,

indication of the continuing importance of kinship and

ascriptive criteria in conservative Herero political con-
victions). To a large extent NUDO is motivatid by a sense

of insecurity: its supporters feel threatened by SWAPO

which they fear will lead to a dictatorial Ovambo hegemony

should that party be allowed to come to power in Namibia.
By contrast apparently SWANU's main objection to SWAPO is
that it Iacks an adequate independent intellectual elite
which consequently makes it amenable to foreign influence.
NUDO thus embodies the yearnings of most conservative na-

tionalist-inspired Herero who wish to maintain a sense

of continuity with their historical heritage but simul-
taneously wish to secure for themselves meaningful roles
in the attainment of Namibian independence along Western

I ines .

3 . 4 .3 ttre Oruuano

In line with the evolutionary elements resulting in
the general sociological structure of the present-day Na-

mibian Herero (regarded as an ethnic elroup with its own

distinctive values, customs, associations, institutions
and so forth), the real factors leading to the formation
of the Oruuano separatist church can to a large extent be

traced back to the pre-colonial and early colonial era.
The traditional religion of the Herero: 3S well as the
various exogenous influences to which their culture was

exposed from the middle of the nineteenth century, have

already been discussed and need not be repeated. For pre-

sent purposes it would therefore suffice to back-track to
the 192Os and to examine only those aspects which have

since had a specifically religious impact on the Herero.
The first impetus in the direction of ecclesiastical

secession came from the Monrovian movement. fn addition
to propagating black solidarity and emancipation, Garveyrs

spokesmen promised the creation of a new church. A dif-
ferent God too would be worshipPed, for the God of the
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whites was suspect as far as blacks were concerned. Many

Herero responded by agreeing that the Word of God had

brought them only misfortune, and that the retrogression
of their people over the past few decades was the result
of their Christianization. They entreated their kinsmen

to make a nevs beginning: to reintroduce polygamy and cir-
cumcision, to discard Western clothing and to return to

their former religion. It can be objectively maintained
that already at this early stage the underlying reason for
the disenchantment with the Rhenish Mission was its con-

stant emphasis on the hereafter. Little was done to im-
prove the secular plight of the black man; instead, a

philosophy of passive acquiescence was encouraged.
Another important factor was represented by the stu-

dents who had gone to study in South Africa and had wit-
nessed the existence of independent churches under black
leadership. By comparison their own Rhenish Mission Church

had evidently sorely neglected the proper training and ad-
vancement of indigenous ministers. Furthermore, students
became aware of the prowess of black doctors and other
university graduates in foreign countries and also blamed

the lack of such highly trained persons in their own coun-

try on the shortcomings of the Rhenish Mission (Kandovazu,

1968:15-16). Although essentially contradictory to the
atavistic yearnings awakened by Garveyism, the quest for
better educational opportunities reinforced the estrange-
ment from the established Church.

While many Herero, especially rural inhabitants, Te-

sumed some traditional religious practices, a complete

reversal rvas never attained. This was due in part to the

lack of legitimacy of the rekindled sacred fires, the ab-

sence of sufficient sacred cattle, the lack of tribal
territorial groupings in comparison to the pre-19o4 situa-

tion and, not least, to the permanency of the accultura-
tion process which they had already undergone. Certain
Western cultural traits had already by this time becooe

so ingrained that they had to be accepted, wi1ling1y or
not, as part of the Herero socio-cultural constitution
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and could not be altered by a mere act of volition. Other
Herero remained nominal Christians, concealing their slum-
bering discontent until later developments caused them
finally to erupt.

Sundermeier (f973:96-111) discusses the most important
catalysts that eventually led to the long-awaited creation
of an independent Herero church.

fn 1946 a significant faction of the Nama broke away

from the Rhenish Mission and joined the African Methodist
Episcopal Church (AMEC). The Herero were invited to follow
suit but could not bring themselves to relinquish their
traditions nor to accept a Nama church-hegemony. Neverthe-
less, from this point oD, their leaders started openly pro-
bing the various avenues leading to a formal withdrawal
from the Mission.

In 1948 the. greatly revered evangelist Gottlieb Murangi
died, provoking a national day of mourning. The Mission
authorities, however, failed to buy their colleague a cof-
fin of their own accord, causing much indignation among the
Herero. To them such a gesture was regarded as a matter of
course towards one who had applied himself with unfailing
dedication to the cause of the Mission.

The contrasting effort by the Anglican priest Michael
Scott to petition UNO on behalf of the Herero caused fur-
ther ill-feeling among the parties. Whereas Scott endea-
voured to promote genuine independence, the Mission colla-
borated with the authorities and denounced his efforts.
To make matters sti1l worse a leading member of the Rhe-

nish Mission actually joined the South African political
arena. About this Sundermeier (197 3:1O1 ) relates that
ItAltprHses H. Vedder, Befiirworter einer mild gehandhabten

Apartheidspolitik eine contradicto in adjecto wurde

1950 von der Nationalen Regierung zt)m Senator ernannt.
Das war ein weiterer Schock ftir die Herero und trug, gerade

als Gegenbild zvfr, Einsatz M. Scotts, zrur weiteren Entfrem-
dung von der Mission bei."25)

Further resentment was caused by the refusal of a pass-
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Angl ican conference in
LZ OOO had already been
satisfaction which were
severance of ties with
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who had been

Britain and

collected.
mentioned

the Mission

invited to address an

for which purpose over
Other causes of dis-

in connection with the
revolved around:

(i) church buildings (which had been built
resources but had been allowed to fall
were put at the disposal of whites);

) ttre sale of Mission farmlands, which
had originally received on Ioan from
chiefs;

with Herero
to ruin or

( f- f- the
the

Mission
Herero

(iii)

(ir)

(")

the
and

collection of contributions for white war-orphans
widows;

the missionariesr
cation with their

paternalism and lack
black congregationsl

of identifi-
and

the general inferior treatment of
Ieaders and other mission-workers
with their white counterparts.

black religious
in comparison

After much deliberation and drawn-out negotiations an
independent Herero church was eventually founded in 1955.
It was decided that it would be called the Okereka Jevan
lie Joruuano : or simply Oruuano in short. The official
English name was to be rrThe Protestant Unity Churchrr.

Once a meaningful breakaway had been successfully ac-
complished the rray was paved for the deveropment of a more
compatible religious system. Members couId, for instance,
now concentrate on those parts of the Bible with which
they felt a greater natural affinity. According to Kan-
dovazu (f908:5) the OId Testament is given preference rr...

omdat daar baie dinge voorkom wat volgens verkeerde inter-
pretering min of meer dieselfde is by die heidense reli-
gie, byvoorbeeld, die besnyding, offerande, veelwywery:
geeste aanroeping, lotwerpingr roubedrywe en nog meer.
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Die Ou Testamentiese slaafse gebondenheid aan die wet,, word
weer opgehef u .26)

The Oruuano is characterized by a syncretism which
combines Christian (Lutheran) theology: liturgy and sacra-
ments with traditional religious pract,ices and befiefs.
Thus baptism, for example, i" performed in the name of
the Holy Trinity, but the names of ancestors may also be

uttered during the ritual. The ceremony can take place
either as part of normal church services or at a sacred
fireplace. Traditional Herero names are bestowed in pre-
ference to those of Western /Ch^ri_stian origin as had for-
merly been the custom. At funerals the souls of the de-
parted are commended to the ancestors who, being with God,

are thought to act as intermediaries. Traditional mar-
riage rituals are acceptable and in addition to Christian
prayers and hymns, the forefathers are addressed at t,he

sacred fire or at burial sites on special occasions.
Reeh (fg6f:135) i" of the opinion that the combina-

tion of Christian theology and ancestor-worship is not
necessarily contradictory per se: "Wir miissen davon aus-
gehen, dass der Ahne in einer durch ihn bestimmten Reli-
giosit5t nicht Objekt von Anbetung und Verehrung ist. Er
gilt im Leben des einzelnen und des Stammes vielmehr a1s

der Faktor, der zu fiirchten ist, Es geht darum, ihn
rituelt. zu versijhnen mit dem Ziel, ihn zum Bundesgenossen
zv gewinner-".27) The ancestors, according to Reeh, are
thus not thought of as gods or part of a theocracy but
are really an extension of the family, although in pos-
session of magical powers. This approximates the purely
traditional belief, but in the modern Westerni-zed, version
subscribed to by the Oruuano the ancestors take on a more

elevated position similar to that of Catholic saints.
The sacred fire (which nowadays is usually 1it only for
ceremonial occasions) i= also mainly regarded only as a

symbol of enlightenment similar to the candles on an or-
thodox Christian altar.

ft is interesting to note, however, that Reeh (f96f:
L34) provides an essentially materialistic reason for the
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Hererost conversion to Christianity in the first place.
He maintains that by defeating them at war the whites had

proven that their religion was superior to that of the
Hererors. By forsaking their old beliefs and 'placating
trthe other Godt'they hoped eventually to share in the bene-

fits of the whites. When this failed to happen they re-
verted to their traditional beliefs in their disillusion-
ment.

At present the main strongholds of the Oruuano are in
Windhoek, Okahandja, Waterberg and Otjituuo (Hereroland
West) and Aminuis. Hardly any of the so-calIed Western He-

rero (Zeraua group) and only a few of the Eastern Herero
(Mbanderus) are members of the church. fn fact, according
to Pijllitzer (1978:62-63), the oruuano, which he estimates
to have a membership of between 30 OOO and 50 OOO, is com-

posed primarily of Maharero supporters.
With the death of Hosea Kutako in l97O a trend towards

the formation of small sects (differing essentially only
in style from the Oruuano and emphasi zi_ng faith healitg)
became increasingly evident. Some ascribe this phenomenon

to the fact that Kutakors successor, Clemens Kapuuo, was

less religiously inclined, while others regard it as a

reaction to changed conditions, for with the reconstitu-
tion of the Rhenish Mission Church into the independent
btack Evangelical Lutheran Church (efC) i., 1957, one of
the main reasons for the Oruuanors ri ght of existence was

eliminated. Furthermore, with accelerating urbanization,
Herero were increasingly subjected to anomie-related stress-
factors. The more zealous and intimate nature of the sects
placed them in a position to offer such individuals grea-
ter religious escapism and security.

Nevertheless, according to some sources the Oruuano

has recently shown signs of new growth as a result of the

dynamic political leadership and traditionalist orientated
policies of Chief Kuaima Riruako. In agreement with this
it would appear that the main strengths of the Oruuano at
present lie in its opposition to ELCTS alleged support of
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SWAPO as well'as its (i.e. the 0ruuanor s ) accommodating

acceptance of Herero traditions.
Possibly the chief drawback of the Oruuano in the

long run is its strong ethnicity and politicization by

NUDO. With the increasing Westernization of the Herero it
can be expected that traditionalist considerations will
gradually diminish and that individuals will instead want

to concentrate more on spiritual succour within the purely
Christian context. If the Oruuano fails to provide ade-
quately for this need its future may increasingly depend

solely on the fortunes of NUDO. Its position in this re-
gard is further weakened by the relatively poor theologi-
ca1 training of its ministers at present which makes them

more amenable to outside influence and less able to offer
satisfactory spiritual guidance.
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FOOTNOTES TO CIIAPTER ITI

f) The Khoi c(,mprise three groups of tribes, the Naman,

the oorlams and Nama-speaking san groups. Today all
Nama and O.r.1am tribes (who were formerly called Hot-

tentots by whites) are generally classed together and

collectively called Nama. The oorlams consisted of

those Khoi groups which crossed into Namibia from the
Northern C;rJre during the early 19th century, whilst
the Nama arr<l the san groups had at that stage already
been preserrt, in the Territory for many years.

Except wher.r: specificatly stated, all further referen-
ces to Nam;r will have this dual rneaning as the two

tribal groups Nama and 0orlams are closely related and

often joincrl forces in the course of history.

2) 'rThese tre.;r(,ies, often concluded under pressure and

with vague Jrromises, were originally intended to es-
tablish s6rvereign rights under international 1aw rather
than reshaJrc the constitutional basis of the tribe.
They /5ste,,.sib1y7 guaranteed the tribal organization
and the powcr of the chiefs, and suspended only the
right to h'irge war; Europeans were declared outside
the jurisclir:tion of the chiefs, and their freedom of
movement assuredr' ( Bley, 19 68:2L-22) .

3) r'... you will eternally regret that you have handed

over your I and and your right to govern to the white
people for I doubt whether you have sufficiently
considered and thoroughly understood the consequences

of having ;rccepted German protection. f do not know

whether you and your Herero nation will understand the

customs, l;rws and conduct of the Government and will
peacefully and confidently put up with them for 1ong,

because yorr will not understand the actions of Goering

and not be satisfied for he will not act in accordance

with your will and customs. However, it will then

be too lat<: for you because you have already given him
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fuIl rights and he will lrenceforth not be prepared to
give way to you. You will also not give way to him,
but it will be of no avai 1 because you have already
placed yourself in his power . . . rr (Witbooi , l9Z9:T 9-8f ).

4) The Herero were originally grouped in clans and con-
stituted no unitary entity as such. Various clans
might temporarily come together or disperse in response
to political considerations or grazing conditions.
They became acquainted with the institution of chief-
tainship only through their later contact with the Nama

and OorIam tribes. Three main tribal groups were even-
tually formed in the middle of the nineteenth century:
Manasse Zeraua, Maharero Tjamrraha and Kahimemua. Af-
ter the battle of Otjimbingwe in I863 these three chiefs
divided the land amongst t.hemselves: The western part
(Otjimbingwe and Omaruru districts) was allocated to
the senior ranking Zeraua and the middle portion to
Maharero, while the boundary of the Eastern Herero or
Mbanderu under Kahimemua was east of 0kahandja. There
was no supreme ruler and the three chiefs recognized
each other as equals. The German appointment of samuel
Maharero as Paramount Chief of the Herero in 1891 was

never acknowledged by the other two and caused strained
relations among the three groups. These tensions only
ceased after the deaths of Kahimemua (I896) and Manasse
(f8qA) and at the outbreak of the Herero uprising in
1904 aII Hereros were spontaneously united under the
command of Samuel Maharero (Sundermeier, l-9T3z85-86).

5) rt. .. actual character is a little-pleasing mixture of
cruelty, avarice, cunning and presumption, the Iatter
of which is especially evidenced in a boundless con-
tempt of aII foreigners, irrespective of whether they
are black or white It was self-evident that any
serious colonization Gttenpts/ would elicit resistance
from such pronounced characteristics of the native
tribes. The most important cause of the general re-
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vort of the year 1904 is therefore also probabry to be
sought in their warlike and freedom-loving nature.

trAlr other major and minor causes, which were proposed
later on in Germany, vanish by comparison. The great
inevitabre battle with the natives had to happen sooner
or later if Germany did not wish to forego the economic
exploitation of the country. whoever wanted to colo-
ni-ze here, first had to take up the sword and conduct
war not on a small scafe but rather by using power
to compel respect until the totar subjugation of the
natives /Fad been accomplishedT" (rcriegsgeschichtliche
Abteilung I des Grossen Generalstabes, l!O6:{).

6) Furl text of letter from samuel Maharero to Governor
T. Leutwein (aatea 6 March I9O4).

r have received your letter and have understood every-
thing that you have written to me and my counserlors.
T and my Counsellors reply to you as follows:

This has not begun in this year by f,€, rather has it
been started by the whites (yourserf). you know your-
self how many Hereros have been killed by white people,
particularly traders, with guns, and in prisons and when-
ever r took these matters to windhoek the blood of my
peopre was compensated for by a smal1 number of small
stock, namery 5o (o" even 15). The traders increased
the hardship by pressing my people to accept articres
on credit; thereafter they robbed us (secured payment
for themselves) and they went so far as to secure pay-
ment by taking away by force z or 3 head of cattle for
a debt of f,l sterling.

These are the matters that have given rise to the war
in this country. And now during this year when the
whites saw that you who have a feering of affection
for us and of freedom towards us (were absent) then
they began to telI ustryour Governor who roves you has
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gone off to a heavy war and has been killed and be-
cause he is dead so you will dierr. They went so far
that they killed 2 of Chief Tjetjo's people (y"=) ,.,-
til Lieutenant 2... started kitling my people in gao1.
There died (were kilted) fO, and it was said that they
had died of sickness but they died (were killed) bV

the Labour Overseers (warders) and the cudgel. Final-
ly Lieutenant 2... began to treat me badly and to look
for an excuse to kill E€, in that he said that Kam-

bazembits and Ouandjets people are making war, (and)
he called upon me for an explanation. f replied truth-
futly namely rrNorr. (ft is not true. ) But he refused
to believe it.

In the end he placed and secreted in the fort, soldiers
(from the Civilian Reserve) and he called me in order
to shoot me. But f did not go to him. I saw through
his intentions and therefore I fled. Thereupon 2...
sent men with guns in order to shoot me. Thereupon I
becane angry and said - rrNow f must shoot the Whites
even though f die". For that I should die I had heard
from a White man named Von M... Thus the war commenced.

ft was started by traders and Lieutenant Z. . , and seeing
that I did not start it ( f do not know it ) I have no-
thing more to explain. You had better ask the traders
and Lieutenant 2... They will be able to give you an

explanation and when they have told you then you should
ask me. Consequently the war is due to Lieutenant 2...
These are my words. I am the Chief.

Samuel Maharero

(Taken from Goldblatt, L97L: 133-L34)

7 ) 'r Osombo-Windembe, 2 October l904

T, the great general of the German soldiers, send this
message to the Herero people Hereros are no longer
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German subjects. They have murdered and robbed and
have cut off the ears and noses and other parts of the
body of wounded soldiers, and now out of cowardice
they refuse to fight. f say that any one who delivers
any one of the chiefs at my headquartersr ss a prisoner,
will receive I OOO marks. Whoever brings in Samuel Ma-
harero will receive 5 OOO marks. The Herero people
must depart from the country. If they do not, I shal1
force them with cannons to do so. Within the German
boundaries every Herero, whether armed or unarmed,
with or without cattle, will be shot. I shall not ac-
cept / gi"" shelter to7 any more women and children.
f shall drive them back to their people, and have them
shot at. These are my words to the Herero people. The
great general of the mighty German Kaiser Von Trothatl
(Rust, 19o5:385).

8) There is some controversy regarding the population fi-
gure of the Herero before the war. While the figure
of 80 OOO is based on an estimate by palgrave, Irle and
Leutwein, and is the one mentioned in the British Blue
Book of I918, Sudholt (fqZS) accepts the much lower
figure of 40 OOO reached by the German officers Wecke

and Volkman. The Missionary Bernsmann furthermore
put up a convincing argument that the Herero people
could not have nrrmbered more than 35 OOO at the outbreak
of war (Mossolow, n.d. 242).

9) During the battle of Waterberg against the Germans in
August 19O4 the Herero women were heard to chant
rrEhi rOvaherero oraune? Ehi rovaherero oretu:'r ( ttTo

whom does Hereroland belong? Hereroland belongs to us ! rr)

IO) rr. . . an anticipated ideological battle between colo-
nialism and liberty" (Loth, Lg63:126).

It. .. Without the pioneering efforts of the missiona-
ries, the seizure of the country would have been a to-
ta1 illusory act on paper only . . . rr (Von Frangois,
1896:3oo) .

11)
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l-2) It . . . The rnissionaries evidently thought that tlre
German government would see to order and peace in the
country. fndividual voices which advised caution, and

in particular warned that the missionaries should not
occupy themselves with polit.ical matters, were ignored
as unpatrioticrr ( Spiecker, L907: 39 ) .

13) tr. . . From the first day of its existence, every newly

established mission station became a nursery of cuI-
ture, even if at the beginning still a modest one,

from which discipline, order and morality gradually
also spread outwards into the country'r (Of pp, 1)7!,:

s-6).

14) rrAs already mentioned, the missionaries operated po-

litically among their natives only in one respect,
namely in favour of 'German supremacy'r (Olpp, l9L4:23).

1s) rrln colonial historiography attention is drawn to the
claim of the tcivilizing missionr ... 0n the whole,
however, this often cited argument only played a minor
role in South West Africa. It is an abstraction main-

ly used in colonial circles in Germany The claim
of being pledged to a civilizing mission mostly re-
flected externally determined demands which had borne

Iittle resemblance to the social realities in SWA.rr

(ntey, 19682242).

16) I'The ultinate goal of e\rery coloni zat-j-on, stripped of
its ideal and hrrrnane trappings, is after all only a

matter of business. The colonising race does not wish
to bring the indigenous inhabitants of the country con-

cerned the. happiness possibly expected by them, but
rather seeks in the first instance its own benefittt
(Leutwein, 19O6:541 ) .

trThe political status of the non-white cannot be de-
tached from our political creed, our Christian view

of the state everywhere and always there exists

L7)
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a direct relationship between religion, condition of

civi]-i-zation, form of state and civic Iiberties, from

which it is evident that the guarantee for our civic
liberties is not merely a question of system of go-

vernment but also of condition of civilization; and

the root of the matter a question of religious courserl

( Pretorius, 1959:151 ) .

18) 'rThose who are minors in respect of civilization can-

not accept the responsibilities of civilization and

should ttre franchise be granted to them, they will as-
sist in wrecking everything and if placed in a posi-

tion of authority, they witl merely abuse itr' (Pre-

torius, 1959:157).

r9) trThe complaint is so often heard that we discriminate
merely on the ground of colour. However, our problem

lies much deeper than the skin, it,is not only colour
which makes the non-white, but the inner differences,
biological, psychological and temperamental. For us

the colour differences have the more profound meaning

of differences in respect of character, outlook on

Iife and attributes of civilizationt' (Pretorius, 1959:

rs9).

20) rron the basis of our view of authority we regard
christian guardianship as the execution of a limited
commission of office with responsibility to God. There-

fore, while being equal before His sight, and just as

damnable, the white Christian is nevertheless invested
with the authority of office over the non-white and

in that respect they are mutually unequal. Therefore
the non-white must be obedient to the white as long
as the white man remains in office, remains in christ

acts in obedience to God, because only in and through
Christ is the Christian nation a guardian (a servant)
over the Bantu, and that is no master-delusi on /Ee1.ren-

wahnT but rather obedience to Him who appointed us for

this highly responsible task through His omnisciencerl
( Pretorius, 1959:16o) .
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2t) tr... from the present sit,uation in the formal education
system of Namibia it is clear that tBantu Educationt
especially, but in the final instance aIl three school
sectors of the Territory, are the resul.t of the apart-
heid politics of the white minority regime which define
the social system in its specific characteristics.
Thus the organi zation of each education sector functio-
nally corresponds more or less to the systemrs require-
ments and contributes to the maintenance of the prevai-
ling conditions. tBantu Educationr is thus defined
according to the socio-economic and political position
as intended for the colonized people in society
Complementary to this, the education of white school
children aims, hand in hand with the societyrs other
socialization agents, at the internalization of racist
valuesrr (t'te1ber, 1979:233) .

22) "A11 services are honorary, and thus the various rank-
titles, which have nothing to do with military mat,ters
at all, are an ideal compensation or recognition for
services rendered, such as the honorary diplomas of
many European associationsrr (Lehmann, n.d. :16f).

23) The Otjiserandu has two smaller sister organizations,
the Otjigrine and the Otjizemba t which bear the same

characteristics as the Otjiserandu. The Otjigrine is
composed mainly of Mbanderus, who adopt green as their
distinguishing colour and pay homage to the memory

of the Mbanderu chief Nikodemus, who fled to Botswana

in 19O4 and took up the leadership of the Mbanderus

residing there. Since his death and reinterment at
Okeseta in the Gobabis district in L947 the Otjigrine
have held annual commemorative celebrations at his
graveside (Otto and Tjatindi; 1979:127). ft may also
be mentioned that a large proportion of this organi-
zationrs membership is sympathetic towards SWANU and

belongs to the separatist rrChurch of Africa'r.
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The 0tjizembats cofours are black and white and the
organization is mainly concerned with honouring t.he

House of Zeraua. Since 7924 its members have held
annual October grave-side celebrations at 0mururu.
Most of them belong t.o the Evangelical Lutheran Church.
This may partially be due to the fact that Zeraua
died a Christian while l"laharero ( Samuel Maharero r s

father) and Kahimemua (ttre pre-eminent Mbanderu con-
temporary of Maharero) both died heathens (Otto, 1979:
39-47).

24) rrEven when the Red Band Organization declares clear-
ly and with undoubted honesty that it pract,ices no
tpoliticsl and never did do so it, always means, ds
evidenced by the examples quoted, greater world poli-
tics, such as the quarrel over who South West Africa
belongs to or the altercation of the world powers over
the decisive might" (Lehmann, n.d.:156).

25) rrFormer prHses H. Vedder, advocate of mildIy practised
apartheid politics a contradicto in adjecto - was

nominated as a senator by the Nationalist Government.
in 1950. That was a further shock to the Herero and

contributed, especially in contrast to M. Scottts
efforts, to the further estrangement from the mission"
( Sundermeier , 197 3:101) .

26) rr... because there are many things which, when mis-
interpreted, seem more or less the same as is the case
in pagan religion, for example circumcision, sacri-
fices, polygamy, invocation of spirits, divination,
mourning activities and others. The Old Testamentrs
slavish adherence to the law is elevated againtt (Kan-
dovazu , L968:5) .

rrWe must take as our point of departure that the an-
cestor is not the object of worship and veneration in
the religiosity which is determined by him. In the
life of the individual and of the tribe he rather
counts as the factor to be feared , . .. The object

27)
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thus
ning

is to appease him ritually with the aim of
hin as a confederate" (Reeh, I96l:135).

wrn-
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CHAPTER TV

TYPOLOGIES OF RELEVANT IDEOLOGIES

4.1 fntroduction

As has been repeatedly observed in various sections
of the foregoing text, the Herero have been exposed to nu-
merous ideological influences during the course of their
history. The more significant among these ideologies have

already been examined as an integral part of the relevant
discussions. They include the indigenous religion and re-
lated belief-patterns which typified Herero cognition
prior to their contact with European culture (although, as

Plamenatz (1970:21-22) notes, the term ideology is usual-
Iy reserved by sociologists for developed, I iterate socie-
ties, there is no reason why the expressed beliefs and

belief-systems of less developed peoples should not also
be considered as ideologies), Lutheran Protestantism and

the tenets underlying German imperialism, Afrikaner nationa-
lism and black nationalism. The elements of capitalism
and Marxism-Leninism dealt with in Chapter II, considered
as among the external influences evidenced in modern Herero

thought, should certainly also be included here.
On a nore generall-zed level, the political institutions

of modern societies are characteri-zed mainly by elements

of two types of underlying legitimizing ideologies, namely

democratic ideology and totalitarian ideology. Since as-
pects of these elements are also clearly present in varying
degrees in the substantive ideologies mentioned above (as

well as in other incidental ideological patterns impinging
on the Herero), a brief consideration of the principles
involved here *iff enhance our understanding and objective
appraisal of ideolog'y in the present study.

4 2 Democracy as ideology

Modern democracy is largely derived
the equal worth of all men as proclaimed

from the idea of
in Christian dog-
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ma. Each individual is seen as responsible for his own

moral judgements and no one has the right on grounds of
class, race, education or wealth to take such decisions for
other people. Each responsible citizen should therefore
be given a share, however smal1, in the fundamental de-
cisionmaking process of political systems. It is recog-
nized that not aI1 individuals are equally competent to
govern: or to air opinions on complicated matters, there-
fore it is the task of leaders to explain and administer
so as to enable the electors to give their verdict at the
poI1s. While an electorate can take a wron6f decision, i,
the end truth will triumph. Related to the idea of the
equality of all men, and the equal opportunity which should
thus be accorded them, i= the principle that while minori-
ties must bow to the will of the majority, minority rights
and interests should be protected and respected. Democracy
can therefore be seen to rest on basic moral ideas and

assumptions about the nature of men and reality and it is
the enactment of these ideas which is seen as the legitimi-
zing ideology of constitutional-pluralistic forms of govern-
ment (Mackintosh, 1-972:19- 27) .

ft should be noted, however, that another important
(although often ignored) element of democratic ideology
present mainly in Western nations is class-re1ated. There
the existence of class hierarchies, i, which the upper eche-
lons have easier access to power, is justified by the pre-
mise that class differentiates people in terms of their abil-
ity and therefore the most able legitimately govern the
society, 3S they are the most efficient and best equipped
to do so.

A final dimension which should be remembered in the
present context is that described by Marcuse and Habermas,
namely scientific-technical rationalism, which assumes an

ideological character and is intermingled with democratic
tenets in Westernized. societies.

4.3 Totalitarianism as ideology

fn contrast to the essentially pluralistic nature of
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democracy, totalitarian ideology generally postulates a

basic idea and contends that all interests and efforts of
an entire society should be regimented towards its attain-
ment. The idea is usually intimately related to the notion
of state or society as such and hence the individual is
viewed solely in terms of his utility and his ability to
serve the ends of the state or society. This being the
case, the state confers upon itself the right to regulate
much of his life to ensure that no energy is wasted on

activities other than those which are seen to benefit the
ideological cause. It is for this reason that totalitarian
regimes are so highly centralized and as far as possible
all social activities, whether political, economic, cultu-
ral or recreational, are state directed.

0f course, many of the actual governmental, systems and

policies in totalitarian societies cannot be explained by

direct reference to the basic ideological premise, but ra-
ther by recourse to the derivatives thereof when it is logi-
cally extended. Indeed, extreme rr . . . /Totalitar iay/ ideolo-
gical thinking orders facts into an absolutely logical
procedure which starts from an axiomatically accepted pre-
mise, deducing everything else frorn it; that is it pro-
ceeds with a consistency that exists nowhere in the realm
of reality. The deducing may proceed togically or dialec-
tically; in either case it involves a consistent process
of argumentation which, because it thinks in terms of a

process, is supposed to be able to comprehend the movement

of the suprahuman, natural or historical processestt (Arendt,
1967 | 44-45) .

4.4 African nationalism

Modern Her€ro ideological thought contains various
strands of the foregoing belief-systems in constantly changing
combinations and intensities. But while different politi-
cal and religious persuasions are emphasized by the various
subgroups constituting Herero society: generally speaking
Herero ideology can best be described as a heterogeneous
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blend of Westerni-zed African nationalism similar to that

of most other black groups in Namibia. fndeed, it is the

dominant basic ideo.Iogical disposition prevalent in most

parts of Africa.
Gerhart (1978) employs just such a model for the ana-

lysis of black power in south Africa. As a point of de-

parture she identifies six main political ideologies con-

stituting the South African ideological spectrum:

(i) Apartheid - the philosophy of the ruling National
Party of which the doctrine of racial segregation
forms the main pitlar. In recent years the empha-

sis has changed from micro- or petty-apartheid to
macro-apartheid or separate development. This has

resulted in the creation of quasi-independent black
states presenting limited opportunity for group

self-re a1-i-zation but leaving the basic structure
of white power and privilege relatively unchanged.

ii)( White trusteeship the paternalistic ideology of
many English-speaking conservatives. Tt holds
that in the distant future the black population may

have eventually developed sufficiently to warrant
its ful1 assimilation into the South Afriban poli-
tical system. Until such time white supremacy is
to be maintained and the relationship between white
and black should be analagous to that of guardian
and ward.

(iii) Liberalism which unlike the foregoing essentially
indigenous ideologies has its philosophical roots
in European Christian and democratic traditions.
Liberalb stand for sweeping changes in race relations
and for the elimination of the more blatant forms

of exploitation. fn general, however, they are not
much concerned with altering the existing socio-
economic structure.

(i") Marxism in addition to total rejection of racial
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policies its proponents advocate a complete dis-
mantling of the capitalist economic order upon

which they insist South Africars gross inequalities
are founded. Marxists deride optimistic Iiberal
vi sions of gradual evolutionary change towards a

more equitable society.

African nationalism which can be roughly divided
into two categories orthodox or rrBlack Powerrl

nationalism and pluralistic non-racial nationalism.
Orthodox African nationalism does not recognize the
right of whites to exist as a separate entity or
indeed even their right of domicile as self-evident.
Democracy is thought of as simple black majority
rule. The unorthodox more tolerant strain of Afri-
can nationalism foresees the cpeation of a more com-

plex representative state in which al1 constituting
groups have a share in the decision-making process.
Fanonesque apocalypse - the ideological disposition
(described in Frantz Fanonrs The Wretched of the
Earth, 1968) in which the colonized seek release
through cathartic violence culminating in anti-co-
lonial revolution. Truth and morality are regarded
as synonymous with the cause of the oppressed and

evil as everything pertaining to the ruling class.

Gerhart (1978:16) concludes that rrOf all the ideolo-
gies on the spectrum, the one most likely to appear in
hybrid form is African nationalism /-n.n"J tn. lines
of conflict have seldom been clear-cut, and the range of
overlap between competing ideologies has sometimes been

great.rl
In exarnining developmental performance in the African

context, Young (fqAZ) maintains that African political
economies can be placed within three general ideological
categories. From left to right these are Afro-Marxism
(regimes that espouse an official state ideology of Marxism-

(")

("i)
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Leninism): populist socialism (socialist states that either
do not stress or expressly reject Marxism) and thirdly
African capitalism (pragmatically inclined regimes pursuing
market, economies though generally denying any ideological
attachment).

Of populist socialist ideology (aIso known as African
socialism), Young (f982:1O1-LOz) mentions five elements
which are common to aII concrete instances. It is inten-
sely nationalist, radical, anti-capitalist (due mainly to
capitalismts past linkage with imperialism and the flawed
ethical principles upon which it is believed to rest),
populist (ttre people, especially the rural mass, i= exal-
ted) and more or less socialist.

The overriding common factor in Youngrs typology is
that. of nationalism, 3s indeed it is in virtually all
shades of African potitical thinking. In Namibia, oS in
other white-dominated African states of the present and

past: 3fl increasingly significant variable present in na-
tionalist thought is that of black consciousness. This
phenomenon is a response to the dragging pace of socio-
political change and an impatience among the political
aware for their country to assume a meaningful role as an

independent nation. As such, black consciousness has be-
come a major goal of nationalist politicizing and pan-
Africanist propaganda.

According to a Spro-cas report (797 9:44) , the chief
object of black consciousness rr. . . is to overcome the rde-

pendence complexr which many blacks manifest in relation
to whites, and to assert the black manrs self-reliance
and his sense of his own worthrr. Although commendable in
itself, the doctrine contains within it the seeds of an

anti-white radicalism which may take root to an ever-in-
creasing extent as long as legitimate black aspirations
are frustrated. For as the Financial Mail (fgSf:435)
points out, rr. .. even blacks who, asked to define their
beliefs, might never even have heard of the concept, have
gut reactions which are in effect the basis of BC thought.
A strong reaction to racism and a rejection of ethnicity
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as a rdivide and rulet tactic, provide common ground. More
intellectual leaders use these emotions to gain support
and control .rl

In this process of potiticizing and vying for pohrer,
some sectors of Namibia, r^ith its multitude of political
parties, have come to resemble a seething cauldron of di-
verse ideologies stirred arternatery by a genuine desire
for independence on the part of most inhabitants on the
one hand, and by the struggle for infruence in the country
by the international community on the other. For through
the protracted conflict over Namibia of the last four de-
cades, ideorogically the Territory has became a jousting
ground of the First, Second and Third Worlds. An initially
reratively unsophisticated, undemanding indigenous popu-
ration has become the object of political propaganda and
indoctrination on a scare seldom equalled before in Africa.
rn this respect the Herero represent a microcosm of the
greater Namibian society, and although the majority are
conservatively inclined, they do include among their ranks
alr shades of poritical ideology from the extreme right
to the far left.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The dissertation was induced by a desire to explore
some of the multidimensional intricacies of social causa-
lity in the Namibian situation. More in particular, an

attempt has been made in this study to trace the relative
causality of ideological and material influences and to
determine to what extent each was responsible for signifi-
cant sociological adaptations that have occurred in Herero
society in recent times.

From the vantage point of Marxian theory one would ex-
pect that the findings of a study such as this would es-
tablish conclusively that factors of production and ma-

terial conditions in general were responsible for the social
change under consideration. fdeal elements would be expected
to have been only of peripheral importance in the process
they themselves being of an a priori nature and thus evi-
dencing only secondary causal characteristics. fdeology
would have served an essentially negative ro1e, that of
having contributed to the suppression of the rrnatural un-
folding" of historical process.

Weberian theory too, would postulate that material con-
siderations would be found to have been of profound signi-
ficance, serving as an adequate explanation for many of the
new facets in Herero society. However, although while con-
sidering the matter from Weberrs perspective, one would
furthermore expect to find that material aspects have in
fact in all instances constituted a sine qua non of social
change, one would nevertheless in addition not preclude the
possibility of establishing some instances in which ideal
(ideological) elements have also been of primary causal im-
port

The socio-historical occurrences considered in the pre-
sent study furnish examples which tend to confirm the va-
lidity of the major postulates of both points of view,
depending on the contextual emphasis.
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Certainly bv far the maior influence on the Herero from
the time of their first encounter with Westernized elements
until the end of World War II was of a material nature-
Fire-arms, Western nodes of transport, housing, clothing
and external trappings in general were among those aspects
of Western culture which had a far greater impact on the
Herero tribesman than the religious teachings and Western
values which the missionaries endeavoured to impart. The

Herero readily succumbed to these alluring material attri-
butes whereas their acceptance of Western ideas was a much

slower process and initially had little influence on their
society and institutions. It took the devasting effect of
their war with the Germans to accomplish the latter. In
their consequent state of social disorganization and ex-
treme anomie, they were more receptive to foreign ideas
and had no alternative but to adapt to the social structure
of their conquerors. But even these transformations proved
largely to be of a transient nature as is evidenced by

the atavistic developments among the Herero in the 192Os.

The period of South African administration between

the two World ldars, while witnessing on the one hand the
implantation of the first seeds of extraneous liberationist
ideologyr and on the other a partial return to former be-

liefs, values and customs, r'as predominantly characterj-zed
as an era of material reconstruction based on a return of
numerous Herero to their former pastoral life-style.

Urban Herero, and those working on the farms and mines,
nevertheless continued to be faced with the privations of
relative penury and to be subjected to the pervasive in-
fluence of the settler population and their mode of living.
These material conditions have been a major consideration
in the lives of most blacks in Namibia up to the present.

The aforegoing notwithstanding, the ending :f World
War ff and its aftermath brought a new surge of ideas onto
the African scene on an unprecedented scale. It would
probably be correct to conclude that int he ensuing period

the impact of ideol ogical stimuli far outwe iehed material
factors in affectinglhs momentum and character of social
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cha4gg:mong the Herero. But it is important to stress that
the existential circumstances in which the Herero found

themselves made them receptive to ideological persuasion
and provided ttre nurt,uring ground in whiclr the ideas could

come to fruition.
From the examples of modern Herero sociological com-

ponents examined h'e have seen that the Otiiserandu far out-
dates the others. In agreement with the present findings
that only in the most recent times have ideological fac-
tors gained in importance, the circumstances leading to the
development of the Oqi.iqelandu have also manifestly mainly
been of a mat,erial nature. Here the military orientated
origins of the movement, the role of an almost mechanical
imitation, the external paraphernalia, the dril1-exercises,
the social-security functions, and so forth, are brought
to mind

0n the other hand, while material considerations such

as that of low income and the effect of ethnocentric segre-
gationist policies were of undeniable import as motivatory
factors in the creation of the more recent black political
parties and separatist churches, these could hardly have

been established without the impulse of foreign ideological
influences. The very attribute of self-awareness in the
Southern-African black-consciousness sense is a product of
the interplay between the rival ideologies of apartheid
and black nationalism respectively. This is especially so

for political parties such as SWANU and NUDO, and to a

large extent is their very raison dtetre. The ideological
composition of the Oruuano is rather different in that it
combines black nationalisrn with a syncretic religiosity.
Nevertheless, it too was conceived in response to predomi-
nantely ideological stimuli and continues to rest on a simi-

lar foundation. The churchrs religious tenets, rituals
and organizational structure its very existence as an

institution bear witness to the causality of extraneous
cognitive influences reacting on pre-existing religious
conceptions and vice versa. Similarly the Oruuanors dif-
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ferences with the more orthodox black Evangelical Lutheran
church arso revolve nainly around ideological politico-re-
ligious issues.

rt may be mentioned in passing that from casuar obser-
vations made throughout, the st,udy it would appear that in
other institutionar areas of Herero society such as that
of marriage, fanily relationships, education, judiciar prac-
tice, animal husbandry, and so forth, the role of new ideas
or the abolition of old ones is likewise of some significance.

For example: is Otto (fgAf:138) notes, it is often
somewhat difficult to distinguish between a westernized
Herero marriage ceremony and an ostensibly traditional
ceremony, since these occasions usually contain elements
of both. contact with western culture, especiatly christian
religion, have in fact not only infruenced the nuptial
rituals but also greatly contributed to an almost universal
acceptance of monogamy in place of the previousry preferred
polygamous life-styIe. This in turn has been of far-rea-
ching consequence for family rerationships, since the for-
mer predominating extended family-structure has been largely
repraced by the nucrear family unit. The increasing ac-
ceptance of western values has conferred a high status on
educated persons in Herero society: formerly the Herero
were sceptical about the advantages of schooring. Judicial
practices have changed in as far as many Herero nowadays
refuse to obey Eanda law in matters of inheritance and re-
course to civil courts to enforce western principles of
inheritance is no longer rare. As far as animal husbandry
is concerned, vivelots (tgllrl) findings in regard to the
Botswanan Herero (ref. chapter rrr p 96) apply equalty to
Namibia and cattle are presently only serdom used for re-
ligio-ritualistic purposes, but are mainly bred for the
market

rn this study, examples of ideology (in the weberian
sense of a distinctive yet general outlook on life on a

combined secular-metaphysical level) are provided by among
others by the Weltanschauung of the early Herero, the Lu-
theran theological doctrine guiding the teachings and be-
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haviour of t.he German missionaries, and by Afrikaner-Ca1-
vinist conceptions of the polity. In aIl three instances
religious beliefs are in some degree brought to bear sig-
nificantly on secular conceptions serving either as expla-
nations for certain phenomena, justification thereof, or
as normative guidelines for individual and social behaviour.
fdeas and values incorporated in these thought-systems
to some extent explain the differences evidenced by the
social forms peculiar to the bearers thereof. The gradual
transformation of traditional Herero institutions into
their present form was in no small measure a result of
the inculcation of elements of exogenous ideologies or their
countervailing reaction to them. Apart from Lutheran and

Calvinist principles, important aspects of various other
foreign ideologies also contributed to this acculturation
process as demonstrated in Chapter IV.

On the ottrer hand, ideolog'y as an inhibitive consti-
tuent of the societal superstructure, helping to maintain
the socio-political and economic hegemony of the ruling
cIass, is equally evident in the Namibian situation. Exam-

ples considered include that of the Lutheran Doctrine of
the Two Kingdoms, the justificatory assumptions underlying
Wilhelmine and Victorianfpost-Victorian imperialism, and

the principles of apartheid philosophy. Each in turn and

at various stages of the countryr s history strove by va-
rious means to induce Namibian indigenes to succumb to the
prevailing order and to accept their subordinate position
in society as Iegitimate. That these persuasive efforts
were only partially successful in suppressing repeated and

ever-growing signs of an awakening self-consciousness among

the Namibian people, is evidence of the perspicacity of
Marxian sociological theory as an explanatory model for
concrete socio-historical- sit.uations.

These conclusions regarding substantive instances and

consequences of ideology in the Namibian context are in
accordance with the general conclusions reached in respect
of the nature of ideology on a urore abstracted leve1 at the
end of Chapter fI. They illustrate the wide range of meaning
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and connot.ations rent to the concept. of ideology in modern
sociological theory: to insist on employing a more re-
stricted definition vrould be to forego many usefur appli-
cations of the concept.

Fina1ly, this study has demonstrated once again that
man, whire substantially belonging to the animal kingdom,
differs from his ferlow creatures in being endowed with a

highry developed mental capacit.y. Thus while his material
being responds to his physical environment - is in fact
constituted by it - his cognitive prowess in certain re-
spects allows him to transcend the deterministic confines
of matter. one example of this is the manner in which
ideology is capable of becoming a powerful motivatory
force, sometimes inducing extremely irrationar behaviour
which may or may not be in the materiat interests of the
actors. And: rs we have seen from the foregoing discus-
sions, ideological influences may not only determine in-
dividuar or group actions but are also of definite rele-
vance for socio-structural development.
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ANNEXURE

FURTHER INTERPRETATTONS OF THE CONCEPT OF IDEOLOGY BY OTHER

MAJOR SOCIAL THEORI.ST.S

Pareto

Vilfredo Paretots (f8+8-1923) approach to the analysis
of society was basically psychological. He divided beha-
viour into logical and non-logical categories. Logical ac-
tion employs the logico-experimental method and is aimed

at an end which is objectively attainabl-e. the means used
must be objectively related to the end and represent the
application of the best knowledge available at. the time.
Paretors investigations convinced him that social behaviour
is rarely logical in practice.

The predominating non-logica1 action is based on manrs

inborn sentiments which are manifested as mental abstrac-
tions of two varieties, either as a deep-seated psycholo-
gical state, the residue: or as a more superficial variant
thereof termed derivation. Action (usual1y irrational in
nature) precedes rationalization, the Iatter being the de-
rivations used to explain deeds in fact motivated by hidden
residual sentiments. Explanations of either group or in-
dividual behaviour can therefore rarely be accepted at
face-value.

In this manner Pareto considers large areas of socio-
cultural phenomena as being illusory and therefore ideolo-
gical. For him it is important that the scientist be aware
of this if he wishes to interpret society correctly. The

politician, moreover, should also take note of the ideolo-
gical character of manrs utterances and utilize such know-
ledge in the interest of sound government. Ideology for
Pareto is therefore neither positive nor negative as such.
ft is merely an omnipresent social fact to be borne in
mind constantly by those striving for a meaningful inter-
pretation of society ( Pareto , 1966 : 1 43-247 ) .
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Freud

fn the works of Sigmund Freud (t856-1939) the psycho-
logical dimension of manrs thought processes gained a new

relevance through the application of the dictums of psycho-
analysis. Freud held a basically H<-rbbesian view of human

nature which was reinforced by Darwinrs evolutionary po-
stulates and notion of the survival of the fittest. In
this he rdas opposed to the hypothesis of the basic good-
ness of man stemming from Locke and Rousseau (passed on

to the United States by way of Jeffersonian democracy and

to the Soviet Union by way of Marx, who prophesied a Rous-

seauque classless and stat,eless society to fol1ow in the
wake of the temporary dictatorship of the proletariat)
(Brown, 1964: t3-15) .

According to Freud manrs natural hostility is seated
in his infantile emotions which are only successfully
overcome in the course of socialization. This mastery,
however, is achieved t,hrough repression, since the indivi-
dual only unwillingly yields to the external pressures
brought to bear upon him by his elders. The basic drives
and instincts emanating from his animal constitution, con-
ceptuali-zed as the id, remain lurking in his unconscious.
His ego: or conscious self, employs numerous devices to
camouflage his true motives from himself and others. His
rationalizations and various psychological defense-mecha-
nisms thus take on a negative ideological aspect. As Lar-
rain (7979:84) points out, Freudrs conception of ideology
in this respect is diametrically opposed to that of Marx:

"In Marx an external contradiction receives a distorted
solution in the mind; in Freud an internal contradiction
receives a distorted solution by being transposed to the
external sphere. rl

Freud notes that not alf men evidence the same degree
of destructive and anti-social tendencies. fn the course
of socialization certain values and behavioural norms,
which later constitute its super-ego or conscience, are
inculcated in the child. These values and norms, which are
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internalized in varying degrees among various individuals,
dictate their behaviour. But since varues are rel-ative
within different culturar settings the dictates of the su-
perego must also be regarded as basically ideorogical in
character.

A third ideological variable present in a curture is
it,s heritage of ideals and artistic cr.eations, in other
words its judgement as to what represents its most perfect
and praiseworthy accomprishments. These are presented as
goals worth striving for, the fruits of r*hich are shared
in different ways by arr members of society. ,The satis-
faction the idear gives to the members of the cul-ture is
thus of a narcissistic nature, it is based on pride in
what has already been successfully achieved /it7 "^n be
shared not only by the favoured classes, which enjoy the
benefits of this curturer.but also by the suppressed since
the right to despise those that are outside it compensates
them for the wrongs they suffer in their own groupr (Freud,
1949222).

Finally, Freud examines the role of rerigious ideas
in society. He regards religion as having evorved in re-
sponse to the helplessness of man against the overwhelming
forces of nature. rt arso reconciles him to the cruelty
of fate, especially death, and furthermore makes up for
the privations that comnunal life imprj5s5 upon him. The
form of religious ideas are based mainly on chirdhood
memories of the father figure and the love-fear relation_
ship which this entails (Freud. 1949:24-32).

Freud maintains that it is of no avail to abandon
rerigion in the hope of thereby attaining primacy of the
intelligence over the instincts. Rerigion can only be ex-
pelled by being substituted by some other system of thought
which would inevitably bear the same dogmatic. characteris-
tics as those of religion. one of the main reasons for
this lies in the educational requirements of children which
have to be guided by an ethos or Weltanschauun . This
being the case, Freud concludes that ,The doctrines made
use of in their education witl always confine the thought
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of their riper years" (Freud, 1949:89).
Freudrs psychological interpretation of ideology is

similar to that of Pareto and in both cases the phenomenon

presents an equally insoluble problem t.o the individual.
Ideology is the outcome of the battle between manrs in-
nate, egoistical const.itution and his unfriendly environ-
ment, both physical and social. In order to survive he

is compelled to create or adopt numerous rationalizations
and ideas which are often far removed from reality. Ideo-
logy is therefore a fact of life; part of the individualts
mental make-up. Although it distorts reality every per-
son is obliged to employ some aspects of it in order to
function adequately in his given socio-ptrysical environ-
ment.

Durkheim

Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) investigated ideological
phenomena from two perspectives. In The Rules of Sociolo-
glcq- Method he likened sociology to natural science in
that both at some stage have to contend with preconceptions
and illusions similar to Baconrs idols which hamper the
recognition of reality. False ideas of our societal existence
and manrs place in the universe correspond to ideological
thinking. In order to escape its distortive influence the
scientist should resort to vigorous precautionary measures

in his researches (Durkheim, 1966:14-46).
Ideology, however, not only has methodological inpli-

cations for sociology but also constitutes an integral
part of the discipliners subject matter. For sociology,
according to Durkheim, is the science of institutions, of
their genesis and functioning, and institutions he con-
ceives of as consisting of beliefs and modes of conduct
established by the collective life of the group. fdeology
in this context (i.e., thought of as ideas, values and be-

lief-systems) therefore has a definite functional role in
society: depending on its institutional setting. It forms

part of the collective consciousness which emanates from
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group activity and to a large extent determines social be-
haviour. rn fact Durkheimrs monograph on suicide (published
in 1897), in uhich he relates systems of thought to states
of the collective conscience involved in egoistic, altruis-
tic and anomic self-destruction, provides a vivid example
of the intricate mechanisms of socio-ideological causation.

Durkheim regards new ideas as the product of the syn-
thesis of pre-existing conceptions within a society and
thus strictly speaking higher knowledge is a social crea-
tion. rrHence the individual at least obscurely takes ac-
count of the fact that above his private ideas, there is
a world of absolute ideas according to which he must shape
his own; he catches a glimpse of a whole intellectual
kingdom in which he participates, but which is greater than
hetr (Durkheim, f954 r437) .

Although taking a 'rsociotogistic" point of view and
regarding all socio-cultural phenomena (including language,
religion and philosophy) 

"" of supra-individual origin,
Durkheim stresses the ideal character of such phenomena.
But he too remains neutral in so far as the evaluation of
ideology is concerned - he studies it as a social fact only
and does not pronounce upon its desirability or otherwise.
Indeed what some regard as the curse of mankind (religion)
he considers to be a prerequisite for the development of
most societar institutions (Durkheim, r954:418-439). 0n
a more abstract leve1 he thus deviates sharply from Marx
who, as we have already indicated, sees the object of po-
litics as the liberation of man from limitation and op-
pression by external social forces. Durkheimrs collecti-
vistic view of course also differs from weberts emphasis
on individually motivated action.

Mannheim

KarI Mannheim (f8gl-f947) is probably the most emi-
nent sociologist to have dealt with ideology as a primary
topic. Although his work was influenced by both Marxian
and Weberian thought he contributed significantly to the
analysis of the concept in his own right. His formulations
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are not only of import to political sociology but also led
directly to the development of a new branch of sociologyr
the sociology of knowledge.

Mannheim proceeds by making a distinction between the
concept of ideology and the concept of utopia. He describes
the latter by noting that rrA state of mind is utopian when

it is incongrLrous with the state of reality within which
it occurst' (19762173). He qualifies his definition of
utopia by going on to say that nOnly those orientations
transcending reality will be referred to by us as utopian
which, when they pass over into conduct, tend to shatter,
either partially or wholly, the order of things prevailing
at the time't (1976:-L73). Marxism in this view belongs to
the category of utopian thought.

He defines ideologies as rrthe situationally transcen-
dent ideas which never succeed de facto in the realization
of their projected contentsrr (L976:J-75). For analytical
purposes a series of three basic types of ideological men-

tality can be identified. The first is characterized by

the individual who is unable to realize the incongruence
of his ideas with reality because of his complete immersion
in a specific cultural ethos. In the second type the in-
dividual is theoretically in a position to recognize the
incongruence of his ideas but chooses to conceal this in
a self-delusionary manner in order to protect his personal
interests. In the third, there is deliberate falsification
or conscious deception, rr... where ideology is to be in-
terpreted as a purposeful liert (L9762L76). In practice
ideological patterns present themselves in various transi-
tional stages of these dimensions. Whether certain ideas
are ideological or utopian depends on whether attention is
focused on the.pr eservation of the status quo in an un-
realistic nanner or whether it is directed at the achieve-
nrent of more or less radical social change (Mannheim, t9762

175-177).
Mannheim further distinguishes between the particular

and the total conception of ideology. The former is basi-
cally equivalent to the second and third types of ideology
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mentioned above and is limited to the purely psychological
Ievel. The total conception of ideologyr on the other
hand, refers to an all-inclusive system of perceived rea-
lity without any regard to motivation. Both the total and

the particular conception of ideology are recognized by

relating the thoughts in question to the existing social
conditions in which they are expressed. Ideas, statements,
explanations etc., should therefore be regarded as func-
tions of existencel as being determined by a given socio-
cultural and temporal sit.uation and thus being relevant
irr that situation only (Mannheim, L976:49-53).

With the formulation of a total non-evaluative con-
ception of ideology the theory of ideology: according to
Mannheim, develops into the sociology of knowledge. Atten-
tion can henceforth be directed to the analysis of intel-
lectual history in genergl and not merely be confined to
delimited categories of thought. To succeed in this, cog-
nr_ zance should be taken of the interplay between tho ught
processes and the total social situation. Knowledge thus
conceived is regarded by Mannheim as functional in mants
adaptation to his environment and it consequently varies
in accordance as this alters. For as he puts it, rrKnow-

ledge as seen in the light of the total conception of
ideologyr is by no means an illusory experience, for ideo-
Iogy in it.s relational concept is not identical with il-
lusion. Knowledge arising out of experience in actual
life situations, though not absolute, is knowledge none
the less. The norms arising out of such actual life
situations do not exist in a social vacuum, but are effec-
tive as real sanctions for conductrr (1976:76) 6" enphasis/.

Lichtheim (1967:37-41) observes that Mannheim's re-
lational interpretation leading to the sociology of know-
ledge can be regarded as an amalgam of Weber and Lukics.
Lukics, who in his early career sought to re-establish the
pre-eminence of orthodox dialectics in preference to con-
ventional science which he depicted as a bourgeois il1u-
sion, nevertheless subscribed to the Leninist view of neces-
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sity of ideological education of the proletariat. In
doing so he irnplied that consciousness is no fixed atLri-
bute and is in fact amenable to external influences. This
is in accordance with both Weberts and Mannheimrs relati-
vistic conception of ideas. Contrary to Luk5cs, however..

Weber did believe in the validity of scientific methodo-
logy, flS did Mannheim.

Finally, it may be notecl that the only fundament,al
difference between Weber and Mannheim is to be found in
their opposing views concerning the primary source of so-
cial causation. As Timasheff (1967:3O8) correctly con-
cludes, Weber seeks the factors of causality on the per-
sonal, motivational leve1 of meaning while Mannheim resorts
to functional analysis and seeks the ob.ject.ive meaning
of ideology within the context of a societ,y or culture as

a whole.
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